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ABSTRACT
In the event of natural or man-made disasters, geospatial video analytics is valuable to
provide situational awareness that can be extremely helpful for first responders. However,
geospatial video analytics demands massive imagery/video data ‘collection’ from Internet-
of-Things (IoT) and their seamless ‘computation/consumption’ within a geo-distributed
(edge/core) cloud infrastructure in order to cater to user Quality of Experience (QoE) ex-
pectations. Thus, the edge computing needs to be designed with a reliable performance
while interfacing with the core cloud to run computer vision algorithms. This is because
infrastructure edges near locations generating imagery/video content are rarely equipped
with high-performance computation capabilities. This thesis addresses challenges of in-
terfacing edge and core cloud computing within the geo-distributed infrastructure as a
novel ‘function-centric computing’ paradigm that brings new insights to computer vision,
edge routing and network virtualization areas. Specifically, we detail the state-of-the-art
techniques and illustrate our new/improved solution approaches based on function-centric
computing for the two problems of: (i) high-throughput data collection from IoT de-
vices at the wireless edge, and (ii) seamless data computation/consumption within the
geo-distributed (edge/core) cloud infrastructure. To address (i), we present a novel deep
learning-augmented geographic edge routing that relies on physical area knowledge ob-
tained from satellite imagery. To address (ii), we describe a novel reliable service chain
orchestration framework that builds upon microservices and utilizes a novel ‘metapath
composite variable’ approach supported by a constrained-shortest path finder. Finally, we
show both analytically and empirically, how our geographic routing, constrained shortest
path finder and reliable service chain orchestration approaches that compose our function-
centric computing framework are superior than many traditional and state-of-the-art tech-
niques. As a result, we can significantly speedup (up to 4 times) data-intensive computing
at infrastructure edges fostering effective disaster relief coordination to save lives.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Computer Science is no more about computers
than astronomy is about telescopes”
— E.W. Dijkstra
Computer science advances go much beyond creating a new piece of hardware or soft-
ware. Latest advances are increasingly fostering the development of new algorithms and
protocols for a more effective/efficient use of cutting-edge technologies within new com-
puting paradigms. What follows is an introduction to a novel function-centric comput-
ing paradigm that allows traditional computer vision applications to scale faster over geo-
distributed (edge/core) cloud infrastructures. We discuss salient challenges in realizing this
paradigm and show its benefits through a prism of disaster-incident response scenarios.
Based on innovative data collection and computation solutions, we illustrate how geospa-
tial video analytics enabled by function-centric computing can help co-ordinate disaster
relief resources to save lives.
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1.1 A Novel Computing Paradigm for Disaster-Incident
Situational Awareness via Geospatial Video Analytics
In the event of natural or man-made disasters, timely and accurate situational awareness is
crucial for managing first responders in disaster relief co-ordination. To this aim, imagery
data such as videos and photographs can be collected from numerous disaster-incident
scenes using surveillance cameras, civilian mobile devices, and aerial platforms. This im-
agery data processing can be essential for first responders to: (a) provide situational aware-
ness for law enforcement officials (e.g., by using online face recognition to re-unite lost citi-
zens [12]), and (b) inform critical decisions for allocating scarce relief resources (e.g., med-
ical staff/ambulances or search-and-rescue teams [13]). Building dynamic 3-dimensional
reconstruction of incident scenes can increase situational awareness in a theater-scale set-
ting (∼2 city blocks) of the incident scene. This can be achieved by fusing crowd-sources
and data-intensive surveillance imagery [14]. Furthermore, tracking objects of interest
in wide area motion imagery (WAMI) can provide analytics for planning wide-area re-
lief and law enforcement activities at the regional-scale of incident scenes (∼tens of city
blocks) [15]. We term geospatial video analytics to refer to such an integration of com-
puter vision algorithms implemented for different scales and types of imagery/video data
collected from Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices, and processed through geo-distributed
(edge/core) cloud infrastructures.
To be effective for users (i.e., incident commanders, first responders), geospatial video
analytics needs to involve high-throughput data collection as well as seamless data com-
putation and consumption of imagery/video. For instance, the user Quality of Experience
(QoE) expectations demand that the geospatial video analytics is reliable with respect to
any (wireless) edge network connectivity issues for data collection, while also delivering
low-latency consumption of results (e.g., in real-time) to end-users by computing large
amounts of visual data using complex computer vision algorithms [16]. Resources avail-
able at infrastructure edges can augment cloud resources as well as services closer to end-
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user IoT devices to allow computing anywhere within the IoT-to-cloud continuum. This
is known as edge (aka fog) computing, and providing applications with options for it re-
duces cloud service latencies by enabling computing closer to the IoT data sources at the
infrastructure edge.
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Figure 1.1: Illustrative example of a data-intensive computing at infrastructure edges (i.e., at fog) that needs
to span geographically-dispersed sites of data collection, computation and consumption: edge resources here
are linked with cloud computing platforms.
Figure 1.1 shows how geo-distributed edge/core cloud resources are used for visual
data processing to realize a collection, computation and consumption (3C) pipeline that is
common for any geospatial video analytics use case. In the stage of data collection, it is
possible that the (wireless) network edge could have lost infrastructure, e.g., loss of cellular
base stations in a disaster scene and/or intermittently accessible IoT devices (e.g., sensors,
wearable heads-up display devices, bluetooth beacons). Similarly, in the stage of data com-
putation/consumption, it is quite likely that infrastructure edges are rarely equipped with
high-performance computation capabilities to run computer vision algorithms. Moreover,
cloud-processed data needs to be moved closer to users through content caching at infras-
tructure edge resources for thin-client consumption and interactive visual data exploration.
Thus, adoption of edge computing in conjunction with cloud computing platforms for rele-
vant compute, storage and network resource provisioning and management requires a new
computing paradigm.
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This thesis describes techniques and methodologies designed to enable scalable data-
intensive computing at infrastructure edges. Specifically, to address both the data collection
and data computation/consumption problems in geospatial video analytics, we prescribe a
novel ‘function-centric computing’ paradigm that integrates computer vision, edge routing
and computer/network virtualization areas. To this aim, we start by addressing data col-
lection challenges at the wireless edge in the potential scenario of a lost infrastructure in a
disaster scene and design a novel deep learning-augmented edge routing protocol. We then
address compute, storage and network resource provisioning and management challenges
(that becomes an NP-hard problem to solve [17]) for data computation/consumption within
a geo-distributed edge/core cloud infrastructure and propose a novel reliable service chain
orchestration framework. However, before we discuss limitations of existing techniques
and methods that can serve needs of the function-centric computing, we first motivate its
need by describing our computer vision application case studies that can compose a com-
mon geospatial video analytics providing situational awareness to first responders.
1.2 Computer Vision Application Case Studies and
Function-Centric Computing Motivation
In this section, we consider three common computer vision applications that operate on
different data scale (e.g., theater-scale vs. regional-scale) and have different latency and
geo-location requirements. Particularly, we describe benefits of function-centric computing
for the following application case studies: (a) real-time patient triage status tracking with
“Panacea’s Cloud” Incident Command Dashboard [18] featuring Face Recognition, (b) re-
construction of dynamic visualizations from 3D Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
scans [19], and (c) tracking objects of interest in wide-area motion imagery (WAMI) [13].
Recall that we distinguish between theater-scale and regional-scale applications based on
the geographical coverage of the incident and the nature of the distributed visual data - with
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theater-scale being small area (∼2 city blocks) around a disaster incident site, and regional-
scale being large areas (∼tens of city blocks) distributed across multiple disaster incident
sites.
1.2.1 Patient Tracking with Face Recognition Case Study
Application’s 3C pipeline needs. Following medical triage protocols of hospitals dur-
ing response co-ordination at natural or man-made disaster incident scenes is challenging.
Especially when dealing with several patients with trauma, it is stressful for paramedics to
verbally communicate and track patients. In our first case study application viz., “Panacea’s
Cloud” [18], the function-centric computing needs to support a incident command dash-
board shown in Figure 1.2 that can handle patient tracking using real-time IoT device data
streams (e.g., video streams from wearable heads-up display or smartphones, geolocation
information from virtual beacons) from multiple incident scenes. Proper aggregation of
the IoT data sets and intuitive user interfaces in the dashboard can be critical for efficient
coordination between first responder agencies, e.g., fire, police, hospitals, etc. [20]. The
dashboard supports real-time videoconferencing of the paramedics with the incident com-
mander for telemedical consultation, medical supplies replenishment communication, or
coordination of ambulance routing at a theater-scale incident site. It can also facilitate pa-
tient triage status tracking through secure mapping of the geolocation information with a
face recognition application, where the latter is used to recognize the person and if possible
pull his/her relevant medical information [21]. Such a mapping is essential to ensure that
the relevant patients at the incident sites are provided the necessary care, and follow-ups
on the care can be scheduled with e.g., new responders or new location of the patient at the
incident site. The face recognition capability can also be used in the dashboard for “lost
person” use cases, where first responders can detect children in attempt to reunite them
with their guardians [22], or identify bad actors in crowds that might dangerously escalate
public safety resource allocation decisions.
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Figure 1.2: Illustrative example of the Panacea’s
Cloud setup: IoT device data sets generated on-
site (e.g., near disaster scenes) need to be collected
through a MANET at the edge cloud for further pro-
cessing in conjunction with the core cloud.
Figure 1.3: Overview of visual data processing
stages in a facial recognition application used in pa-
tient triage status tracking.
Face recognition pipeline details. The visual data processing pipeline steps for face recog-
nition are shown in Figure 1.3 and can be divided into two main classes according to the
nature of the inherent functions such as:
• Small function processing: Compression, pre-processing and results verification
• Large function processing: Segmentation and face detection, features extraction
and matching
Small function processing is mainly focused on pure pixel level information. In con-
trast, large function processing is focused on both pixel and object level information. To
work effectively, large functions typically require data pre-processing stages. Figure 1.3
shows facial recognition steps that are used for “Panacea’s Cloud” patient tracking and in-
volve the digital image at the client side and a larger image sample dataset at the server
side. A pre-processing step is performed to first detect a human face within a small amount
of time (i.e., with low latency). During this step, all input images are compressed to 1/4th
of their original size. Subsequently, the image is fed into a pre-trained face classifier.
This classifier is provided by Dlib [23] (an open-source library) and is based on [24] for
facial recognition tasks. Training is done using a “very deep” Convolutional Neural Net-
work which is comprised from a long sequence of convolutional layers which have recently
shown state-of-the-art performance in related tasks.
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1.2.2 3D Scene Reconstruction from LIDAR Scans
Application’s 3C pipeline needs. 3D scene reconstructions have been proven to be use-
ful for a quick damage assessment by public safety organizations. Such an assessment is
possible through highly accurate LIDAR scans at incident scenes that provide evidence at
relevant locations from multiple viewpoints [25]. As Figure 1.4 shows, 3D models of a
scene can be created, e.g., by fusing a set of 2D videos and LIDAR scans. This visual
data can be obtained from civilian mobile devices as well as from surveillance cameras
near (or at) incident scenes. In our second case study application, function-centric comput-
ing registers 2D videos with 3D LIDAR scans collected at the theater-scale. As a result,
first responders can view sets of videos in an intuitive (3D) virtual environment [19]. This
simplifies the cumbersome task of analyzing several disparate 2D videos on a grid display.
However, commonly-used data from LIDAR scans can be large in size – a typical resolution
of about 1 cm for data collected at a range of up to 300 m with 6 mm accuracy. Thus, when
collected from large-area incident scenes, this data can be computationally expensive to
process. To help with this processing, function-centric computing can help take advantage
of this rich source of information and quickly provide the situational awareness.
Figure 1.4: Illustrative example of a 3D scene re-
construction with use of LIDAR scans: a 2D video
frame (top left) is first projected onto LIDAR scan
(bottom left) to then reconstruct a 3D scene (right).
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Figure 1.5: Overview of 3D scene reconstruction
stages with 2D videos and LIDAR scans.
3D scene reconstruction pipeline details. Fusing a video with a LIDAR scan requires
calculation of camera poses for 2D video with respect to the 3D point space. Figure 1.5
illustrates steps of matching a 2D video frame to LIDAR scans with known 3D corre-
spondences, calculation of projection matrix for the camera, and segmentation of moving
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objects in the 3D space. The visual data processing pipeline steps in this case study appli-
cation can be classified as follows:
• Small function processing: Metadata data pre-processing, 2D video frame back-
ground registration, rendering of 3D
• Large function processing: Projection matrix calculation, segmentation of motion,
positioning of dynamic objects
To better understand what each function computes, we describe one possible pipeline of
the 3D scene reconstruction using LIDAR scan and 2D videos. We start by estimation of
the 2D-3D relationship between the LIDAR scan and its photographs. To this end, we map
2D pixels to 3D points during a pre-processing step using standard computer vision tech-
niques described in [26]. The entire point space is projected onto each image exactly once.
Subsequently, the 2D-3D mappings can be stored at a remote cloud server location. Iden-
tification of moving objects in the 2D video is performed using the Mixture of Gaussians
(MOG) approach [27] that yields a binary image featuring the motion segmented from the
background.
1.2.3 Tracking Objects of Interest in WAMI
Application’s 3C pipeline needs. Tracking objects of interest is crucial for (intelligent)
search-and-rescue activities after a large-area disaster incident. Object tracking has long
shown potential for city-wide crowd surveillance by providing a hawk-eye view for public
safety organizations. Our third case study application that relates to search-and-rescue type
of activities, operates on the regional-scale by identifying and tracking objects of interest
in WAMI. This in turn can assist incident managers in studying the behaviors of particular
vehicles [13]. The tracker’s input is in the form of bounding boxes that indicate targets
as shown in Figure 1.6. Novel sensor technologies allow to capture high resolution im-
agery data (ranging between 10 cm and 1 m) for wide-area surveillance. The processing is
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performed by our Likelihood of Features Tracking (LOFT) framework that utilizes WAMI
frames with a high-resolution of 25 cm Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) coming at about
one to four frames per second [28]. Utilizing function-centric computing for tracking such
imagery data can be challenging due to several reasons. First of all, the objects of inter-
est are usually small with a (relatively) large motion displacement due to the inherent low
frame rate. Secondly, WAMI imagery itself is challenging for automated analytics due to
multiple reasons including (but not limited to) variations in illumination, oblique camera
viewing angles, tracking through shadows, occlusions from tall structures, blurring and
stabilization artifacts (e.g., due to atmospheric conditions). LOFT uses a set of imagery
features including gradient magnitude, histogram of oriented gradients, median binary pat-
terns [29], eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix for shape indices and intensity maps.
Figure 1.6: Illustrative example of WAMI im-
agery ecosystem: tiled (TIFF) aerial images of ≈80
MB size and with a resolution of 7800x10600 pixels.
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Figure 1.7: Overview of object tracking stages in
a typical WAMI analysis pipeline.
Object tracking pipeline details. Typical object tracking in wide-area motion imagery is
comprised of several visual data processing stages tested on (large-area) aerial data [30, 31].
Figure 1.7 outlines these stages that can be classified according to the tracker functionality
as follows:
• Small function processing: Raw data compression, data storage, metadata pre-
processing, geo-projection, tiling and stabilization
• Large function processing: Initialization of objects of interest, their detection, track-
ing and analysis
A small function processing mainly operates on pure pixel level information, whereas a
large function processing deals with information on both pixel as well as object levels. We
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remark that for most of large functions to work effectively, we need the pre-processing
stages while applying the function-centric computing approach. For example, common
object trackers benefit from imagery stabilization, and hence registration becomes a crucial
during data pre-processing. Our LOFT case study utilizes a track-before-detect approach
to significantly reduce the search space which is good to have especially in large wide-area
motion imagery as most of the objects in WAMI look similar [13, 32]. However, a proper
synchronization between large tracking and small pre-processing functions is needed for
this approach. To this aim, latency constraints have to be imposed to avoid bottlenecks in
the tracking pipeline. When the tracker is fully consolidated on a single server, it has a
processing rate of 3-to-4 frames per second. Thus, it is also important to take into account
bandwidth demands because even a single WAMI frame can be ≈ 80 MB in size; and at 4
frames per second, the maximum throughput required is up to ≈ 2.5 Gbps.
1.3 Data Collection Challenges and Edge Routing
Providing technologies, e.g., data collection at wireless infrastructure edge, in response
to a natural or man-made disaster is challenging. This is due to traditional infrastructure
assumptions that may fail given the potential loss of infrastructure, e.g., loss of LTE base
stations and given intermittently available and mobile IoT devices, e.g., sensors, wear-
able heads-up display devices, bluetooth beacons, etc [16]. For example, tablets, wearable
heads-up display or smartphone devices can be used for the real-time video conferencing
with the incident commander featuring face recognition of disaster victims [18, 21], or to
detect children in attempt to reunite them with their guardians [22], whereas virtual beacons
can be mainly used to track their location.
To cope with the potential loss of infrastructure near e.g., a disaster scene, a mobile ad-
hoc wireless network (MANET) needs to be operational for collecting media-rich visual
information from this scene as quickly as possible at the edge cloud gateway. These data
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are then can be processed at the edge cloud in conjunction with the core cloud to enable
seamless data-intensive computing and provide e.g., real-time visual situational awareness
to first responders (see Figure 1.2).
For function-centric computing to be operational in such edge network scenarios, we
need to steer user traffic dynamically within MANETs to satisfy its throughput and latency
requirements. To this aim, we cannot adopt full-fledged routing solutions from core net-
works due to mobility as well as power constraints of IoT devices. Instead, lightweight
routing approaches such as those based on Geographic routing are more suited. However,
there is a lack of traffic steering techniques in MANETs that can provide sustainable high-
speed delivery of data to a geo-distributed cloud infrastructure gateway component [33].
Specifically, there is a need to design a better performant greedy-forwarding solutions that
does not suffer from the local minimum problem in presence of (non-arbitrary) node fail-
ures and mobility. This problem is caused by the lack of global routing knowledge of the
greedy forwarding algorithm [34, 35, 36, 37] that may deliver packets to nodes that do not
have neighbors closer to the destination than themselves.
Existing algorithms provide only partial solutions to the local minimum problem and
can be classified into stateful or stateless solutions. Existing stateless greedy forwarding
solutions may fail to find a path even if it exists [35, 36], or they stretch such paths sig-
nificantly [34] by visiting almost all possible nodes to “desperately” find a way. Existing
stateful greedy forwarding algorithms instead (e.g., those relying on the network topology
knowledge including spanning trees [38, 39] or partial paths [40]) are sensitive to frequent
node failures and mobility [40, 41, 42], a typical scenario within regions and infrastructures
hit by a natural or man-made disaster. Consequently, such algorithms lead to poor or un-
acceptable performance in incident-supporting applications that need constant high-speed
data transfer to provide crucial real-time situational awareness.
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1.4 Data Computation Challenges and
Reliable Service Chain Orchestration
In the stage of data computation/consumption, it is quite likely that infrastructure edges are
rarely equipped with high-performance computation capabilities to run computer vision
algorithms. Moreover, cloud-processed data needs to be moved closer to users through
content caching at fog resources for thin-client consumption and interactive visual data ex-
ploration. To overcome such infrastructure limitations that are especially likely in specific
cases of natural or man-made disaster-incidents, the function-centric computing interfaces
edge computing [43] in conjunction with the core cloud platforms.
Figure 1.8 illustrates how this interfacing is done within function-centric computing
paradigm. The pre-processing and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) analysis functions
(i.e., “small function processing”) can be placed for a low-latency access on edge servers by
using edge computing. For processing large-scale visual data sets using e.g., object track-
ing computer vision algorithms, the function-centric computing involves the placement of
compute-intensive tracking functions (i.e., “large function processing”) on a cloud server.
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Figure 1.8: Function-centric computing paradigm: computer vision tracking application execution is scaled
and accelerated by first decoupling it into a set of services (functions) forming a chain; next, inter-process
communication (including latency and geo-location) constraints are added to the service chain to form a
request; finally, we manage such chain request with a service chain orchestration and provision resources at
both core and edge clouds.
However, interfacing geo-distributed edge/core cloud resources poses new challenges
for the function-centric computing. This is because function-centric computing implemen-
tation requires refactoring computer vision applications that are typically developed with
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codes that are tightly coupled and are not designed for function portability [16]. For this,
principles from recent advent of microservices used in Amazon Web Services Lambda [44],
Google Cloud Functions [45], Microsoft Azure Functions [46] and IBM OpenWhisk [47]
can be used. More specifically, microservices can mitigate mitigate application scalabil-
ity limitations by its code decoupling (e.g., performed via RESTful APIs) to manage load
balancing, elasticity, and server instance types independently for each application function.
Furthermore, optimal placement of computer vision functions and their connection via
network as shown in Figure 1.8 is a known (NP-hard) “Service Function Chaining” prob-
lem in the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) area [17]. Particularly in NFV, network
operators dynamically place virtualized network functions (e.g., firewalls, load-balancers,
etc.), chain them for a service flow routing and allocate corresponding compute/network
resources in a cloud infrastructure by utilizing SFCs [48]. Recently, areas such as Microser-
vices [49] and Mobile Edge Computing [50, 51] have also shown benefits of adopting the
service chain technology. Thus, service chains can be now composed from both core and
edge cloud resources forming geo-distributed chains to satisfy geo-location and latency
requirements of their functions [50, 51].
However, before we discuss limitations of existing orchestration approaches for geo-
distributed latency-sensitive service chains (that can serve needs of the function-centric
computing), we first give new insights to a role and limitations of the constrained shortest
path management in the service function chaining in particular and the network virtualiza-
tion area in general.
1.4.1 Constrained Shortest Path and Network Virtualization
Successful virtual network service composition and maintenance in both management plane
and data plane mechanisms requires scalable and flexible ‘constrained shortest path man-
agement’ for the following reasons. The constrained shortest path problem is the NP-hard
problem of finding the shortest path that satisfies an arbitrary number of end-to-end (or
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path) constraints [52], and its existing exact solutions are commonly based on branch-
and-bound exhaustive search algorithms [52, 53, 54, 55] or integer programming. These
techniques have exponential complexity, and hence, limit scalability of the constrained
shortest path management. Such scalability limitations are exacerbated by the complexity
of virtual network service management algorithms as well as the potentially large scale of
substrate networks. Although some heuristics or approximation algorithms can find con-
strained shortest paths in polynomial time (at expense of optimality [56]), these algorithms
support only a specific number of constraints, or a specific cost to optimize [57, 58, 59].
Thereby, they limit the flexibility of the constrained shortest path management.
By leveraging constrained shortest paths, in this thesis we show how we can enhance
network utilization and energy efficiency of common virtual network services by both an-
alytical and empirical means. Reasons for the observed benefits are as follows: Firstly, by
using a constrained shortest path, we can minimize a provider’s cost associated with flows
allocation subject to the application Service Level Objective (SLO) constraints in traffic
engineering [6, 7]. Such costs potentially hinder long-term infrastructure providers’ rev-
enue maximization; this can be understood using a simple example: a path comprising of
two physical links to maintain a single flow has a higher allocation cost than an alterna-
tive solution that uses only one physical link. For example, if the flow SLO demand is 10
Mbps, a path composed by a single physical link would need to provision only 10 Mbps,
while a path composed by two links would require 20 Mbps. Secondly, a more scalable
and flexible constrained shortest path approach can be also beneficial for service function
chaining [60, 61, 62] when virtual links between services are subject to an arbitrary number
of constraints such as bandwidth, latency and loss rate. Other types of constraints can also
be imposed by optimization methods, such as the column generation approach, typically
used to speed-up integer programming [53, 61, 62]. This is because in the aforementioned
cases, constrained shortest paths can be part of the optimal solution, i.e., such paths can
best improve the objective value under arbitrary constraints.
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1.4.2 Reliable Service Chain Orchestration
Having the constrained shortest path management for the network virtualization area dis-
cussed, we now show a lack of reliable orchestration approaches for geo-distributed latency-
sensitive service chains that can serve needs of the function-centric computing.
Geo-distributed service chains can be subject to node failures and congested network
paths leading to their frequent Quality of Service (QoS) demands violations [63]. In some
specific cases of natural or man-made disaster-incidents, they can be subject to severe in-
frastructure outages [3]. Moreover, computation and network QoS demands of service
chains can fluctuate themselves [64]. Thus, their reliable orchestration is needed to cope
both proactively upon their composition as well as reactively during their lifespan mainte-
nance with potential service chain demand fluctuations [64] as well as with possible infras-
tructure outages [63, 3].
At the same time, providing a continuously available and reliable service chain or-
chestration is hard [65]. First of all, this is because the optimal service chain composi-
tion has known approximation guarantees only in some special cases. For instance, when
chaining of service functions (e.g., satisfying bandwidth requirements between two conse-
quent functions) [66] and/or their ordering (i.e., ensuring that function A precedes function
B) [67, 68] are omitted. In the general case however, it requires solving of the NP-hard
integer multi-commodity-chain flow problem to align flow splits with supported hardware
granularity [7]. It is also necessary to support cases when service functions or their as-
sociated flows are non-splittable. This problem has no known approximation guarantees
and has been previously reported as the integer NFV service distribution problem [69].
Moreover, its complexity can be further exacerbated by incorporated reliability and geo-
location/latency aware mechanisms. The former aims to cope proactively with both possi-
ble infrastructure outages as well as service chain demand fluctuations, whereas the latter
is needed to satisfy QoS demands of geo-distributed latency-sensitive service chains.
Secondly, due to scale and nature of geo-distributed service chains, having their orches-
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tration with a single point of failure or congestion (i.e., centralized) is too risky. On the one
hand, having a SFC maintenance which is based on a distributed control plane system is
crucial. On the other hand, distributed control plane-based Software Defined Networking
(SDN) systems such as ONOS [70] require consistency guarantees to avoid various vio-
lations [71]. Examples of such violations tailored to the SFC orchestration can be double
assignment of services, looping paths, QoS constraints violations and others. A common
approach to guarantee consistency of a distributed control plane is by establishing a consen-
sus. The latter can be done by running known consensus protocols such as Raft [72], etc.
To the best of our knowledge, the only distributed service chain orchestration scheme that
builds upon consensus literature is ‘Catena’ [73, 74]. This algorithm ensures a consistency
by running consensus protocols based on specified policies and can be used safely within
distributed control plane. However, using consensus protocols for every service placement
or its chaining in a service chain request is expensive.
1.5 Thesis Contributions and Organization
This thesis addresses challenges of interfacing edge computing with core cloud platforms
as a function-centric computing paradigm that brings new insights to computer vision, edge
routing and network virtualization areas. In detail, the contributions of my thesis can be
summarized as follows:
• Theoretical contributions. The first theoretical contribution lays in my edge routing
results pertaining to a geographic routing model that guarantees a local minimum
avoidance as well as the shortest path approximation in (mobile) ad-hoc networks
(see Chapter 3). Specifically, this stateless greedy forwarding approach builds upon
electrostatics principles such as the Green’s function [75] to model packets as charges
immersed in an electrostatic potential field from the source to the destination to steer
their route by charging regions containing obstacles accordingly, hence guaranteeing
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local minimum avoidance. Moreover, when packets are forwarded using gradient
descent on the Green’s function potential field (along lines of electrical force), a
3.291 path stretch approximation bound is shown. To my knowledge, this is the first
greedy forwarding algorithm that has theoretical guarantees on the path stretch length
without any strong assumptions on wireless ad-hoc network such as symmetrical
links or unit disk graphs.
The second and main theoretical contribution lays in an asymptotic complexity of
my novel general constrained shortest path algorithm viz., ‘Neighborhoods Method’
(NM) [52]. The NM is based on a novel double-pass search space reduction tech-
nique that has a quadratically lower complexity upper-bound (halved exponent) than
recent state-of-the-art branch-and-bound exhaustive search methods [53, 54, 55] (see
Chapter 4).
• Algorithmic contributions. The first algorithmic contribution lays in my two novel
edge routing algorithms, viz. Attractive Repulsive Greedy Forwarding (ARGF) and
Attractive Repulsive Pressure Greedy Forwarding (ARPGF). Both algorithms use
the notion of electrostatic repulsion to enhance greedy forwarding (see Chapter 3).
ARGF does not theoretically guarantee the local minimum avoidance due to the com-
plexity of computing the exact theoretical potential field on multiple obstacles of
arbitrary shape and due to discrete node distribution. For this reason, we extend
ARGF with a known pressure recovery technique (ARPGF) to guarantee delivery
at expense of a small path stretch. The numerical simulations with asymmetrical
connectivity and obstacles of complex convex shape show how both ARGF and
ARPGF outperform related stateless greedy forwarding solutions such as Greedy
Forwarding [36], Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [35] (face routing
representative), and Gravity Pressure Greedy Forwarding (GPGF) [34] (pressure
forwarding representative). Particularly, ARPGF outperforms GPGF under practi-
cal Time To Live (TTL) constraints. Moreover, I show that when the packet TTL
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≤ 128 and under legitimate assumptions, ARPGF data could fit in the available IP
packet header space, hence it has minor overhead. At the same time, it was found
that GPSR performs worse than the ARGF algorithm due to the former’s unrealis-
tic assumptions on the underlaying network graph, i.e., unit disk or planar graph.
Finally, my NS-3 [76] event-driven simulations also confirm superior ARGF (and
hence ARPGF) goodput performance compared to GPSR and other stateful reactive
routing protocols, such as Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [77] and
IEEE 802.11s standard Hybrid Mesh Network Protocol (HWMP) [78], especially in
challenging disaster response conditions of severe node failures and high mobility.
The source code of both simulations is publicly available under a GNU license at
https://github.com/duman190/AGRA.
The second algorithmic contribution is my NM algorithm that synergizes dynamic
programming with a branch-and-bound exhaustive-search (see Chapter 4). NM also
uses a novel infeasibility pruning technique viz., ‘Look Back’, which benefits from
NM’s double pass design to further ease the constrained shortest paths finding in
practice. The NM is solving an NP-hard problem, so it is exponential in its general
form. However, when it is synergistically used with existing search space reduction
techniques [53, 54, 55], my scalability evaluation results indicate how NM is faster
by an order of magnitude than recent branch-and-bound exhaustive search methods,
and hence, scales better [52].
The third and main algorithmic contribution lays in my novel (and the first to my
knowledge [17]) practical and near optimal reliable service chain composition ap-
proach in the general case of joint service function placement and chaining in a geo-
distributed cloud infrastructure that also admits end-to-end network QoS constraints
such as latency, packet loss, etc. Thus, it can serve for needs of function-centric com-
puting (see Chapter 5). To ensure reliability upon service chain composition (i.e.,
proactively), I compose geo-distributed latency-sensitive service chains with capac-
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ity chance-constraints (that handle both service chain demand fluctuations as well as
infrastructure outages uncertainties) and with backup policies. To this end, the (mas-
ter) NP-hard integer Multi-Commodity-Chain Flow problem is formulated which has
been previously adopted in NFV literature [69]. To cope with this master problem so-
lution intractabilities, I propose a novel first-of-its-kind metapath composite variable
approach that is similar to other composite variable solutions [79] in terms of its na-
ture that aggregates multiple decisions within a single binary variable. Specifically, I
aggregate feasible mapping decisions for each single-link service chain segment as a
set of k-constrained shortest metapaths generated with the NM algorithm [52]. Ser-
vice chain segments are then assigned to their associated metapaths either optimally
by using generalized assignment problem (GAP) [80] or suboptimally by using its
(polynomial) Lagrangian relaxation counterpart [81]. Using trace-driven simulations
of real US Tier-1 (∼300 nodes) and regional (∼600 nodes) infrastructure providers’
topologies, I first show how my service chain composition approach achieves 99%
optimality on average. In addition, I show that it only takes time on the order of sec-
onds for practically sized problems in contrast with the master problem solution that
takes several hours. By recreating challenging disaster-incident scenarios as in [3], I
lastly show how my approach can compose up to 3 times more sequentially incoming
service chain requests w.r.t. path (or column) generation approach [61, 62] and up
to 2 times more such requests w.r.t. isomorphism-based heuristics [82]. Note that all
these solutions are suboptimal w.r.t. the optimal (master) service chain composition,
but scale better in practice.
The forth algorithmic contribution lays in a new distributed metapath-based service
chain maintenance algorithm that augments my reliable service chain composition al-
gorithm [17] to ensure service chain reliability reactively and form a reliable service
chain orchestration framework. I design this service chain maintenance algorithm
for a distributed control plane with the latter’s consistency guarantees without use of
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expensive consensus protocols. To this aim, I prove the algorithm eventual correct-
ness property to qualify for a use of Simple Coordination Layer [71]. The evaluation
results show how my service chain maintenance is superior than Catena [73, 74] in
terms of optimality by utilizing metapath composite variables and in terms of number
of control messages due to avoidance of expensive consensus protocols (see Chap-
ter 5).
• Design contributions. The first design contribution lays in my AI-augmented Ge-
ographic Routing Approach (AGRA) that utilizes a knowledge about physical ob-
stacles presence in a geographic area obtained by deep learning [83, 84] from the
satellite imagery (maps) available at the system’s dashboard (see Chapter 3). In ad-
dition to widely adopted geographic coordinates, the obtained geographical obstacle
knowledge is then used to build a conceptually different greedy forwarding approach
that avoids the local minima problem while supporting high-speed data delivery, e.g.,
of high-definition data streams and multi-modal data, across large disaster incident
scene areas.
The second and main design contribution lays in my reliable service chain orchestra-
tion prototype that serves needs of function-centric computing and publicly available
at [11]. The reliable service chain orchestration prototype builds upon Docker con-
tainers to allocate compute resources for application functions as well as Software-
Defined Networking system to manage function communications between edge and
core cloud sites (see Chapter 6). Using an exemplar case study of an object track-
ing application (commonly utilized in geospatial video analytics) [13], I show how
current computer vision applications can be decomposed into chains of functions.
Lastly, I conduct evaluation experiments using an edge computing testbed in the
GENI infrastructure [85]. The experiment results demonstrate how my service chain
orchestration prototype can speed-up the exemplar case study application by up to 4
times in comparison to common cloud computing over IP networks.
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Thesis Organization. The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 pro-
vides a review of literature related to the work in this thesis. Chapter 3 details a novel edge
routing approach and how it can be used for data collection at the wireless infrastructure
edge. Chapter 4 discusses how flexible and scalable constrained shortest path algorithm is
essential for virtual network service management. Chapter 5 covers details on the reliable
service chain orchestration that can serve needs of function-centric computing. Chapter 6
details the function-centric computing prototype implementation and Chapter 7 summa-
rizes this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Our work on scalable data-intensive computing at infrastructure edges utilizing reliable ser-
vice chain orchestration mainly contributes to a novel approach of ‘function-centric com-
puting’ by combining synergies from the fields such as edge routing and IoT, edge com-
puting and Network Virtualization such as NFV service chaining. The literature pertaining
to these sub-areas is vast, and we only focus here on a few works that are most relevant
to discuss our contributions. The recent survey on serverless and edge computing can be
found in [86], and surveys on Network Virtualization including NFV service chaining are
discussed in [48, 65, 87, 88].
2.1 Data Collection and Edge Routing
2.1.1 Edge routing and IoT
Recent advances in the IoT have brought challenges in storage, networking and computa-
tion management and under several scenarios, including mobile edge computing [16, 89],
wireless sensor networking [90, 91] or cognitive networking [92, 93]. Among the most
severe IoT challenges for data marshalling, we have seen scarce energy, high mobility and
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frequent failures [40, 92]. To overcome some of these challenges in bridging IoT devices
with the gateway, edge and core clouds, recent advances in the Software-Defined Network-
ing (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) have been adopted [16, 89]. For
example, a control plane has been used to dynamically find low-latency and high band-
width paths that satisfy IoT-based application demands [16, 73]. Existing solutions that
leverage data transfer to a gateway commonly require knowledge of the network topology
such as spanning trees [38, 39] or network clusters [91]. In this thesis, we consider a spe-
cial case of data delivery from the disaster incident scenes to the gateway over MANETs,
that is in contrast to typical wireless sensor network scenarios. Because of the high node
mobility (i.e., due to use of MANETs) and sever node failures (e.g., due to intermittent
energy supply), solutions that rely on a logically centralized network control [16, 89] or on
the network topology knowledge [39, 40, 41, 91] can be inadequate. Our approach copes
with the above limitations in disaster incident scenarios via a stateless greedy forwarding
protocol that finds high bandwidth and low-latency paths by improving packets delivery
and minimizing path stretch. Moreover, our approach does not directly address energy
scarceness of the IoT devices, but copes with it in a best effort manner by using stateless
greedy forwarding that avoids usage of routing protocols that can drain a battery of IoT
devices relatively fast.
2.1.2 Physics in computer networks
Applying physics laws to solve computer network problems is not a novelty. The first
successful attempt, to our knowledge is the popular result by Shannon, who created the
basics of information theory relying on the entropy definition from physics [94]. To jus-
tify network effects new models such as the “small world” effect, cluster models, network
correlation, random graph model, network growth model and many others have been de-
veloped. All these models rely on physics to some extent. A survey of these models can be
found in [95].
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Narrowing our attention to routing and forwarding schemes using potential fields, we
found a few routing and forwarding schemes using potential fields similar to our approach [96,
97, 98]. Their solution is aimed at balancing the network load by the natural property of
electrostatic lines of force to be geo-spatially dispersed. In [98], authors use the aforemen-
tioned property to select a path trajectory so that a greedy forwarded packet can reach the
destination without facing a local minimum. In [97], authors use numerical calculations to
optimize network load for one-to-many and many-to-many communication patterns. How-
ever, both schemes do not address the local minimum problem due to presence of obstacles
directly and can benefit from using our approach. In [96], the authors use a potential field
to repulse traffic in excess from heavy loaded sensors to reduce congestion. Our proposed
approach can be used similarly to directly deal with congestions and other disaster incident-
supporting geographic routing problems.
2.1.3 Geographic routing and MANET
The literature on geographic routing and greedy forwarding is also vast, and here we focus
on the most valuable works that help to highlight our contributions. Many geographic rout-
ing algorithms that can recover from a local minimum have been proposed. One of the first
geographic routing solutions which guarantees delivery were Greedy Perimeter Stateless
Routing (GPSR) [35] and GFG [99]. To recover from a local minimum, both protocols
use face routing which requires strong assumptions such as unit disk and planar graphs.
However, planar graphs can be disconnected when graphs have arbitrary shapes, nodes are
mobile and real physical obstacles appear [100]. Kim et al. [100] propose a solution which
overcomes planar graph limitations in practice by introducing Cross-Link Detection Pro-
tocol (CLDP) complication. As later works have show [39, 41], CLDP requires expensive
signaling to detect and remove crossed edges. Authors in [39] proposed Greedy Distributed
Spanning Tree Routing (GDSTR) which requires less expensive distributed spanning tree
construction (to maintain one or several spanning trees) to guarantee delivery and recover
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from a local minimum. GDSTR is also extended to a 3D case [101]. Kleinberg et al. [38]
use spanning trees for greedy embedding, i.e., for an assignment of virtual coordinates to
greedy forward a packet without facing a local minimum. More recent works [40, 41, 42]
show that spanning trees are sensitive to dynamic topologies and mobility. Moreover, most
of the aforementioned solutions were designed for static sensor networks which are limited
in dynamics. Our approach obtains better path stretch results, also works in 3D spaces, but
does not require the time and space complexity of a spanning trees construction.
More recent protocols such as MTD and WEAVE [40, 41] can cope with topology dy-
namics to some extent. For example MTD requires construction of Delaunay triangulation
(DT) graphs for local minimum recovery. When topology changes, nodes may loose their
Delaunay neighbors which are needed for recovery from a local minimum. Contrary to
ours, all of the aforementioned protocols are stateful — i.e., they rely on global or par-
tial topology knowledge and therefore their performance degrades under node mobility or
failures — common for disaster scenarios. Moreover, all these algorithms build around
greedy forwarding and hence, they can benefit from using our repulsive field to proactively
avoid local minima created by obstacles. To our knowledge, we are the first to introduce
a theoretical solution to the local minimum avoidance that approximates with a bound the
shortest path in ad-hoc networks by creating conceptually different forwarding decision
rules.
2.1.4 Geographic routing and the Internet
Geographic routing has been also proposed for the Internet [34, 42, 102] that is less dy-
namic than wireless ad-hoc networks. The authors in [34] build upon the work of Klein-
berg et al. [38] and show that due to inaccurate greedy embedding caused by topology
dynamics, packets can get stuck in a local minimum. To this aim, they propose the Grav-
ity Pressure Greedy Forwarding (GPGF) [34] protocol which is shown to have guaranteed
packet delivery on graphs of an arbitrary shape. To recover from local minimum, GPGF
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counts the number of node visits (storing that information in packet headers) to press pack-
ets from local minima until greedy forwarding can resume. The key idea beyond pressure
recovery is a greedy forwarding gradient descent property — once a packet reaches a loca-
tion closer to the destination, there is no way how the packet can be forwarded back to the
previous location of a local minimum. However, such a recovery needs expensive packet
header space [42] and can stretch path significantly to undesired levels.
2.1.5 AGRA: AI-augmented geographic routing
In this thesis, we use a conceptually different repulsive field for geographic routing to
benefit from a static physical obstacle knowledge obtained by using deep learning-based
detectors [83, 84] over any available edge satellite maps. The proposed approach based
on the electrostatic potential of Green’s function theoretically guarantees avoidance of a
local minimum as well as the shortest path approximation. The electrostatic field guiding
packets has a gradient descent property, with minimum at the destination. This means that
greedy forwarding can be also complemented with the gravity pressure mode of GPGF for
a local minimum avoidance. Our proposed algorithms, i.e. Attractive Repulsive Greedy
Forwarding (ARGF) and Attractive Repulsive Pressure Greedy Forwarding (ARPGF) use
both repulsive and attractive fields to greedy forward a packet (in 2D or 3D Euclidean
spaces). As shown in our simulations, such a greedy forwarding synergy enhances the path
stretching property of GPGF and hence the delivery ratio (limited by the packet’s Time
To Live), making ARPGF suitable for the incident-supporting wireless edge (i.e., ad hoc)
networks. Due to the static obstacle knowledge, proposed algorithms can cope better with
high mobility and severe node failures, which results in an overall greater goodput during
disaster scenarios, crucial for most of the incident-supporting situational awareness appli-
cations. In the absence of obstacles knowledge or with obstacle location miscalculations by
deep learning, the performance of such proposed algorithms degrades with respect to their
respective predecessor performances, i.e., ARGF to GF [36] and ARPGF to GPGF [34].
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2.2 Network Virtualization and Reliable Service Chaining
2.2.1 On Constrained Shortest Path Problem for
Virtual Network Service Management
The problem of providing a (shortest) path with multiple (e.g., virtual network service
SLO) constraints is NP-hard [53], and its complete survey can be found in [56]. Herein,
we mention a few representative solutions that help us present our novel contributions.
Most heuristics group multiple metrics into a single function reducing the problem to a
single constrained routing problem [103], and then solve the routing optimization sepa-
rately, e.g., using Lagrangian relaxation [104]. The exact pseudo-polynomial algorithm
proposed by Jaffe et al. [57] offers a distributed path finder solution limited to a two-path
constraints problem. Wang et al. [105] use an extended version of Dijkstra algorithm (EDi-
jkstra), where all links with infeasible hop-to-hop constraints are excluded. EDijkstra runs
in polynomial time but may omit any (path hop count) minimization, desirable in network
virtualization to optimize the physical network utilization. To minimize the path hop count
under a single path constraint (e.g., delay) an iterative modification of Bellman-Ford (IBF)
algorithm was proposed in [58]. Our approach is not limited to a single path constraint and
can be adapted to subsume both EDijkstra and IBF as we discuss in Section 4.3.
The authors in [55] propose an exact algorithm for the constrained shortest path prob-
lem, and apply several search space reduction techniques such as dominated paths (pruning
by dominance and bound) and the look-ahead (pruning by infeasibility) notion for the ex-
ponential complexity exhaustive search, utilizing the k-shortest path algorithm. We also
apply a similar technique to reduce the constrained path search space, though without any
look-ahead, since it is computationally expensive. Instead, our design uses a more effi-
cient “Look-Back” pruning technique (see Section 4.2.2). In [106], the authors propose
an Exhaustive Breath-First Search (EBFS) based approach to solve the constrained path
finder problem, focussing on delay. Another more recent work [54] also uses EBFS with
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a dominant path space reduction technique to find multi-criteria Pareto-optimal paths. Al-
ternatively, an exhaustive Depth-First Search (EDFS) can be used as a branch-and-bound
algorithm. For example, the authors in [53] proposed the “pulse” algorithm that uses EDFS
with dominated paths and look-ahead search space reduction techniques. Both of EBFS
and EDFS algorithms have exponential worst case time complexity. Our solution however
quadratically reduces the worst case complexity of these algorithms (see Section 4.3).
2.2.2 Reliable Service Chaining
Service chaining is traditionally used in NFV to place a set of middleboxes and chain
relevant functions to steer traffic through them [65]. Existing service chaining solutions
either separate the service placement from the service chaining phase [66, 67, 68], or jointly
optimize both the two phases [64, 69].
Service Chain Optimality. In some special cases the optimal service chaining is shown to
have approximation guarantees [66, 67, 68]. For instance, Cohen et al. [67] and Sang et
al. [68] provide near optimal approximation algorithms for the service chaining problem
without chaining and ordering constraints. Tomassilli et al. [66] propose the first service
chaining solution with the approximation guarantees which admits ordering constraints,
but still omits chaining constraints. Guo et al. [107] show approximation guarantees for
service chains with both ordering and chaining constraints, but only under assumptions
that available service chaining options are of polynomial size. In the general case however,
when service functions need to be jointly placed and chained in a geo-distributed cloud
infrastructure with a corresponding compute/network resource allocation, possible service
chain compositions are of exponential size. Thus, it becomes a linear topology Virtual Net-
work Embedding [50, 60] and can be formulated as the (NP-hard) multi-commodity-chain
flow problem with integrality constraints with no known approximation guarantees [69].
Thus, Feng et al. [69] propose a heuristic algorithm whose preliminary evaluation results
in a small-scale network settings (of ∼10 nodes) shows promise for providing efficient
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solutions to the integer multi-commodity-chain flow problem in practical settings.
In this thesis, we propose the first to our knowledge practical and near optimal service
chain composition approach in the general case of joint service function placement and
chaining in a geo-distributed cloud infrastructure that also admits end-to-end network QoS
constraints such as latency, packet loss, etc. To this aim, we propose a novel metapath com-
posite variable approach which reduces a combinatorial complexity of the (master) integer
multi-commodity-chain flow problem. As a result, our approach achieves 99% optimality
on average and takes seconds to compose service chains for practically sized problems of
US Tier−1 (∼300 nodes) and regional (∼600 nodes) infrastructure providers’ topologies,
where master problem solution takes hours using a High Performance Computing cloud
server.
Service Chain Reliability. With the advent of edge networking and growing number of
latency sensitive services, recent works also consider problems of geo-distributed [108]
and edge service chaining [51]. Although these works mainly focuses on the new load
balancing and latency optimization techniques, they omit an important reliability aspect of
geo-distributed latency-sensitive service chains. The closest works related to ours are [64]
and [82]. Fei et al. [64] propose a prediction-based approach that proactively handles
service chain demand fluctuations. However, their approach does not account for net-
work/infrastructure outages that mainly cause service function failures [63]. At the same
time, Spinnewyn et al. [82] propose a service chaining solution that ensures a sufficient in-
frastructure reliability, but neither proactively nor reactively handles service chain demand
fluctuations.
In contrast to [64] and [82], our reliable composition scheme uniquely ensures reliabil-
ity of geo-distributed latency-sensitive service chains by using of chance-constraints and
backup policies to cope with both service chain demand fluctuations and infrastructure out-
ages [17]. It then also maintains them during their lifespan to ensure reliability of already
composed service chains (i.e., reactively) by utilizing a distributed control plane to avoid a
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single point of failure or congestion. We also found only one service chain orchestration
approach that guarantees a distributed control plane consistency during service chain or-
chestration — Catena [73]. In contrast to Catena that uses expensive consensus protocols,
we prove our metapath-based maintenance algorithm eventual correctness to use Simple
Coordination Layer [71].
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Chapter 3
Data Collection and Edge Routing
In this chapter, we propose a novel edge routing solution that can address data collection
challenges within lost infrastructure regions to allow function-centric computing.
3.1 Problem Motivation and Artificial Intelligence
Relevance
In the highly mobile and frequent node failure conditions during a disaster-incident re-
sponse, we cannot rely on the network topology knowledge such as routing tables, span-
ning trees, etc. Thus, most of the geographic routing solutions designed for static sensor
networks and available for MANETs today are poorly applicable for the disaster-incident
case. On the other hand, local minimum of the geographic routing often appears near
large physical obstacles (especially, of concave shapes) such as man-made (e.g., buildings)
or natural (e.g., close to lakes or ponds). Figures 3.1a and 3.1b illustrate these potential
physical obstacles.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Satellite imagery examples of various physical obstacles which can be used for training pur-
poses including both man-made e.g., buildings (a) and natural e.g., lakes or ponds (b).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Satellite imagery of Joplin, MO area including Joplin High School (top row) and Joplin
Hospital (bottom row) buildings before (a,c) and after (b,d) tornado damages on May 22nd, 2011: we can see
how captured on satellite images information about size and location of buildings (and other physical objects)
was slightly impacted by the disaster incident.
The information about physical obstacles can be obtained directly from the satellite
maps (commonly available for geospatial cloud analytics) which contain information about
the disaster-incident area. Figure 3.2 shows maps of Joplin, MO area before and after tor-
nado damages that occured on May 22nd, 2011. The tornado response imagery of Joplin,
MO is available at [109]. We can see how information (e.g., size and location) of the Joplin
High School (see Figures 3.2a and 3.2b) and the Joplin Hospital (see Figures 3.2c and 3.2d)
buildings (and other physical objects) are slightly impacted by the tornado disaster incident.
Thus, we can benefit even from currently available maps of the disaster incident area by
addressing the following problems - (i) how to extract information about potential phys-
ical obstacles (e.g., buildings, lakes, etc) from the available maps of the disaster scene;
and (ii) how to use this knowledge within geographic routing to improve its goodput (i.e.,
application layer throughput) sufficient for the real-time visual situational awareness.
Note that in this thesis, we do not focus on the first problem of finding the best (i.e.,
the most accurate) approach for the obstacle detection on the satellite maps. Instead, we
address the second problem — how to utilize obtained physical obstacle knowledge in
the geographic routing to support real-time visual situational awareness as well as seam-
less data-intensive processing at the infrastructure edge under challenging disaster-incident
conditions. Our AGRA architecture is discussed in Section 6.1.
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3.2 Repulsive Field Model
In this section, we describe a theoretical solution that can be used to incorporate the phys-
ical obstacle’s knowledge extracted from the maps within the geographic routing. We will
use an approximation of this theory as a design principle for our algorithms described in
subsequent sections.
Let us consider a wireless network with nodes uniformly distributed over the continu-
ous R2 (or R3 in 3-dimensional case) plane, with limited radio range. Let us also assume
that our wireless network is static and does not have any obstacles (voids). In a greedy
forwarding algorithm, nodes need to be aware of the (euclidean) coordinates of the desti-
nation as well as of all their neighbors [34, 35, 40, 41, 39]. Packets are then forwarded to
the neighbor closest to the destination.
We model greedy forwarding based on an analogy from the electrostatics literature:
specifically, we model a packet as a positive electric charge (or test charge) and its move-
ment from the source with an electrostatic field created by the destination (with point neg-
ative charge). Packets are forwarded towards lines of force of the electrostatic field till
they reach the destination. The potential field ϕ generated by the negative charge at the
destination on the test charge is modeled as:
ϕ = −Q
r
(3.1)
where r is a distance between the node which currently holds a packet and the charge lo-
cated at the destination, andQ represents the intensity of such a charge. Following the laws
of electrostatics, each node forwards its packets to the neighbor with the lowest electrostatic
energy i.e., the node with the lowest electrostatic potential. When there are no obstacles
between the source and destination, nodes always forward packets to the node closer to the
destination. In this thesis, we refer to this potential field generated with Equation 3.1 as the
attractive field.
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Figure 3.3: Electrical images method: a single negative point charge induces a single positive point charge
(image) inside a grounded sphere making its surface equipotential (zero potential).
In presence of obstacles, to generate the repulsive potential, we first ground each obsta-
cle region making its surface equipotential (zero potential) by generating additional charges
within this region. We then sum to the main potential described in Equation 3.1, an addi-
tional potential created by each induced charge. In the rest of this section we first show
how nodes would compute a potential for a single grounded spherical obstacle region. We
then extend our computation to a network with multiple obstacles of arbitrary shapes. We
finally show how our proposed repulsive field model approximates the shortest path.
3.2.1 Electrical Images Solution for a single Spherical Obstacle
To “ground” a single spherical obstacle we use the electrical images method [75]. In par-
ticular, we induce a single positive point charge inside the obstacle as shown in Figure 3.3.
The potential field generated by such point charge is modeled by the following equation:
ϕ = −Q
r
+− q|~r −~b+ ~a| (3.2)
where~b is a vector modeling the distance between the center of the sphere and the destina-
tion node, and ~a is a vector modeling the distance between the center of the sphere and the
induced charge. The value of the induced charge q is then: q = R
b
Q, where R is the radius
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of the sphere. The final location of the induced charge ~a is instead: ~a = R
2
b2
~b.
3.2.2 Green’s Function Solution for Obstacles of Arbitrary Shape
Let us now consider a more general case of a network with multiple obstacles of arbitrary
shape. To model the positive potential generated by such scenario, we use the Green’s
function [75]:
G = −Q
r
+ χ (3.3)
where χ is the potential induced by the charges on the obstacles within the network graph.
We assume the origin of the coordinate system at the destination node. The effect of such
a positive potential is then summed to the negative potential field generated by the point
negative charge at the destination to generate the line of force, and hence the trajectory of
the packet. In this thesis, we refer to the potential field generated with Equation 3.3 (or its
approximation) as the repulsive field. Thus, we have the following result:
Fact 1. Given a network with a system of grounded conductors and a single point charge
at the destination, we can emulate a unique potential field without a local minimum.
Proof. Let us assume by contradiction that we have a local minimum created by the Green’s
function potential field for several grounded obstacle surfaces and a negative point charge
located at the destination. Moreover, let us assume by contradiction that this potential field
is also not unique. Having a local minimum implies that all lines of force have to be directed
inwards of the local minimum, which is possible if and only if there is a point or a surface
that creates an additional negative potential field besides the destination (see Figure 3.4).
From the Green’s Reciprocation Theorem [75] we derive the closed-form expression for a
potential between any point a located on the grounded surface and a single point charge
located at the destination as follows:
ϕ(a) = −
∮
S
ϕS ~∇G(a) dS (3.4)
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Figure 3.4: A potential field has a local minimum if there is a point or a surface which creates an additional
negative potential field somewhere else besides the destination, so that the lines of force are directed inwards
the local minimum.
where ϕS is the potential on the surface S and ϕ is the potential generated by a point charge
located at the destination. Note that Equation 3.4 can be rewritten in a discrete form as:
ϕ(a) = −∑nj=1 ϕjSqjS . From the Equation 3.4 and its discrete form we conclude that the
potential field created by some obstacle of arbitrary shape has always an opposite sign of
the potential field created by the point charge. This means that an additional potential field
is always positive when the point charge located at the destination is negative. In addition,
based on the Green’s function Uniqueness Theorem [75] such solution is unique.
Corollary 1. Repulsive greedy forwarding always avoids local minimum.
Proof. Within a repulsive field, each node forwards packets to the neighbor with minimum
emulated potential energy. Based on Fact 1, the line of force of such potential function can
lead only to the destination, or to infinity in case of a disconnected network. Hence, if a
path between the source and the destination exists, then packet delivery by repulsive greedy
forwarding is guaranteed.
3.2.3 Path Stretch Approximation Bound
The goal of this subsection is to show a bound on the path stretch obtained using repulsive
greedy forwarding. To this aim, we first show that the maximum path stretch arises only
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in presence of a single spherical obstacle; we then estimate such stretch upper bound using
properties of the electrostatic potential field.
Fact 2. The maximum path stretch of repulsive forwarding arise when both source and
destination are located at the two extreme points of a single obstacle’s diameter.
Proof. Since the potential field created by an obstacle is inversely proportional to the dis-
tance r to this obstacle (Equation 3.2), the closer the shortest path lies to an obstacle region,
the greater the strength of the obstacle’s potential field on such packet. This means that the
path stretch is as high as the path gets closer to the obstacle. In the worst-case, the short-
est path length equals to half of the obstacle’s perimeter, e.g., when the source and the
destination are located on the opposite sides of the obstacle’s diameter. From the Green’s
function [75] we know that the potential field generated by the grounded obstacle is di-
rectly proportional to its volume. This means that the greater is the obstacle’s volume (or
area) and the shorter is its perimeter, the higher is the possible path stretch. Finally, the
more obstacles we have in the forwarding region, the weaker will be their potential fields
due to secondary induced charges, since the obstacle potential fields weaken each other.
Due to this fact and based on the isoperimetric property of a sphere (circumference) [110],
we conclude that repulsive greedy forwarding shows a maximum path stretch only in the
presence of a single spherical obstacle, when both source and destination are located at
opposite sides of the obstacle’s diameter.
Corollary 2. Repulsive forwarding has a 3.291 path stretch approximation bound with
respect to the shortest path.
Proof. Based on Fact 2, the repulsive greedy forwarding maximum path stretch arise when
a single spherical obstacle has both source and destination located at opposite sides of its
diameter. The Green’s function (see Equation 3.3) of this obstacle is G = q
r1
− Q
r2
as shown
in Figure 3.5a, where Q is a point charge located at the destination; q = RQ
R+ l
2
is a point
induced charge located within the obstacle (see Equation 3.2), and l is the distance between
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them. Since l r, using the cosine theorem and the Taylor series expansion on l we have:

r1 =
√
r2 + l
4
2 − rlcosφ = r − l
2
cosφ+O(l2)
r2 =
√
r2 + l
4
2
+ rlcosφ = r + l
2
cosφ+O(l2)
(3.5)
Similarly, q can be written as q = Q − l
2R
Q + O(l2), and hence, using Equation 3.5 the
Green’s function G in its first l approximation can be rewritten in polar coordinates as:
G(r, φ) =
Q− l
2R
Q
r − l
2
cosφ
− Q
r + l
2
cosφ
=
Ql(cosφ− r
2R
)
r2
(3.6)
Note that when r  R, the potential field in Equation 3.6 becomes a potential field of a
point dipole. Moreover, on the obstacle’s circumference (e.g., when r = 2Rcosφ), Equa-
tion 3.6 equals to 0, which is also expected since a grounded conductor (an obstacle) has a
zero-potential surface.
Initially, packets are repelled away from the obstacle along the source-destination line
until they reach the minimum potential point, which we can find by differentiating Equa-
tion 3.6 with respect to r and subsumed φ = 0 as following:
dG(r, 0)
dr
= −2Ql
r3
+
Ql
2Rr2
= 0 (3.7)
Solving Equation 3.7 gives us r = 4R, and hence, initially packets are repelled away from
the obstacle on L0 = 2R distance. If we model a path with the closed-form of packet
trajectory obtained by repulsive greedy forwarding, we can find its residual length from the
gradient symmetry of the electrostatic potential field [75]:
dr
∇rG(r, φ) =
rdφ
∇φG(r, φ) (3.8)
Further, by subsuming Equation 3.6 to Equation 3.8 we obtain the following differential
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Figure 3.5: (a) Potential field in presence of a single grounded sphere in polar coordinate system: when
the destination locates very close to the surface of a sphere, the induced charge creates a potential field of
a point dipole. (b) Using electrostatic potential field properties and numerical calculations we estimated the
worst-case repulsive greedy forwarding (RGF) stretch of the shortest path (SP) as ≈ 3.2907221± 10−7.
equation:
r˙ + r
1
2Rsinφ
− 2ctgφ = 0 (3.9)
where r˙ = dr
dφ
. Moreover, r(0) = 4R (see Equation 3.7).
As both shortest path and repulsive greedy forwarding path lengths are proportional
to the obstacle’s size, without loss of generality we can assume unitary obstacle diameter.
Hence, solving Equation 3.9 with R = 1
2
gives us the following packet trajectory closed-
form:
r =
2φ
tg φ
2
− 2 (3.10)
The maximum path stretch is then equal to L
piR
= 2L
pi
where L =
∫ φ2
φ1
(r2 + r˙2)
1
2dφ + L0
is a length of the found trajectory. Note that φ1 = 0, and φ2 ≈ 3pi4 which can be found by
subsuming r = 0 to Equation 3.10, i.e., by solving φ = tg φ
2
.
Solving the integral using numerical calculations, we estimated the length of the trajec-
tory to be L = 5.1690541± 10−7. The maximum path stretch is then ≈ 3.2907221± 10−7
(see Figure 3.5b). We then conclude that - repulsive greedy forwarding is an approximation
algorithm for the shortest path.
In the rest of this chapter, we first present a practical algorithms which incorporates
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repulsive field model. Using numerical and event-driven simulations, we then show how a
path stretch minimization with proposed algorithms improves an overall network goodput.
3.3 Practical Repulsive Forwarding
In the previous section, we have shown how to use physical obstacle information within
geographic routing to avoid the local minima by greedy forwarding packets as if they are
hypothetically immersed in a potential field generated by a point charge at the destination.
Obstacles were modeled as conductors with zero potential surface resulting in additional
repulsing fields. Herein, we describe how we approximate the Green’s function to capture
the potential field generated by multiple randomly shaped obstacles. We first compute our
approximation assuming global knowledge of all obstacles at every node. Next, we extend
our solution to a local knowledge case: nodes are only aware of obstacles present at some
specified distance called “repulsion zone”. Then, we discuss how our forwarding algorithm
can be coupled with existing stateless local minimum recovering scheme called “Pressure”
proposed in [34] for a guarantee delivery 1.
Why do we need an approximation? Our repulsion field builds upon the continuous
R2 (or R3) plane; a discrete node distribution instead creates discontinuity of potential
fields which can form artificial local minima. For example, nodes may be scattered in a
way of creating artificial voids (i.e., not radio-covered space without physical obstacles).
Moreover, to find a closed-form of the potential induced on every node on the network, the
Green’s function requires an integration over the obstacles’ surface with respect to every
other obstacle, including the impact of secondary charges. Solving such an integral (at
every forwarding decision) may be unfeasible, due to complex obstacle shapes or by the
dynamic nature of the network. The mirror effect further complicates the computation of
the repulsive potential field induced by the obstacles: when an object is located between
1As we show later guaranteed delivery is possible only if there is no path length limit such as e.g., Time
To Live (TTL).
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two mirrors, infinite number of images (induced charges) appear. Similarly, secondary
charges recursively induce progressively weaker additional fields, to be included in the
Green’s function solution.
Next, we show the impact of the secondary charges by approximating any obstacle
shape to a circle (a sphere) with a point charge located on its center of mass. For our
approximation of the obstacle electrostatic field we require:
Sign: the potential induced by each obstacle region has to be positive, i.e., each obstacle
is replaced with a positive point charge to repulse a packet.
Direction: the potential induced has to be greater inside, and smaller outside than a po-
tential field created by a negative point charge located at the destination. This is necessary
to correctly drive the packet in direction of the destination.
Intensity: the total potential filed must be equal to 0 at∞.
The above requirements allow the greedy forwarding algorithm to use a gradient de-
scent on the repulsion field to converge to the destination by forwarding packets to the
neighbor whose electrostatic energy is minimum. We describe the local minima recovering
mechanism in Section 24.
Obstacles’ shape approximation. We approximate the potential field of an obstacle by
circumscribing it to a circle (or sphere) j to capture the worst path stretch it can cause (see
Fact 2). Having the set of obstacle’s pixels the detector (see Section 3.1) computes the
center and the radius of the circumscribing circle. We locate the center of the circle with
the center of mass of such an obstacle. To locate the coordinates of the center of mass Cj
we average the coordinates of the N pixels Si of the obstacle as follows:
xCj =
∑N
i=1 xSi
N
yCj =
∑N
i=1 ySi
N
(3.11)
We then assign to the radius of the circumscribing circleRj , the distance between the center
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Cj and the furthest (border) pixel, which can be computed as follows:
Rj = max
i= ¯1,N
dist(Cj, Si). (3.12)
Remark: Note that instead of using an AI-based obstacle detectors over satellite im-
agery at edge clouds, the proposed Repulsive field can be used in conjunction with existing
dynamic obstacle detection algorithms (e.g., localization techniques based on node’s sig-
nal strength) running in MANETs [111]. To this aim, Equations 3.11 and 3.12 can use
coordinates of obstacle’s border nodes. The cons of a dynamic obstacle detection is the
overhead as well as the dependency on the network awareness, which can be aggravated
by the geographic routing performance under node failure and mobility conditions.
Obstacle’s Potential Approximation. To neglect the impact of self-induced charges we
approximate the potential field of the obstacle with a decaying potential whose strength
magnitude is a parameter n. To approximate the potential field of the circumscribed circle,
we place a positive point charge qj in the obstacle center Cj . We approximate the potential
field generated by the obstacle with a potential whose strength diminishes with the rnj :
ϕj =
qjl
n−1
rnj
(3.13)
where ln−1 is a normalizing constant with units of length elevated to the power of n−1. To
minimize the impact of the secondary induced charges in presence of several obstacles, we
could use n ≥ 1. Note how a potential of a negative point charge located at the destination
always depends merely on the distance rd (n = 1).
3.3.1 Computing Electrostatic Potential with Global Knowledge
of Obstacles’ Location
Let us assume that all nodes are aware of both the center and the radius of each obstacle j,
< Cj, Rj >. This assumption is suitable for routing schema in which the global knowledge
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Figure 3.6: Use of border conditions in A to find values qj ln−1.
of the topology is available, or in the case of a static known man-made or natural obstacle,
such as a building or a pond. With such information, we can compute the electrostatic
potential at any node e as:
ϕe = − Q|~rd − ~re| +
M∑
j=1
qjl
n−1
|~rj − ~re|n (3.14)
where ~rd is a radius vector directed towards the destination, ~rj is a radius vector directed
towards the obstacle’s center Cj , and ~re is a radius vector directed towards the node e. To
compute qjln−1 we equate the electrical fields created by the obstacle j and the destination
d on the obstacle’s border, so that they are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction,
i.e., ~∇ϕd = −~∇ϕj , where:

~∇ϕd = − Q| ~rd− ~rA|3 (~rd − ~rA)
~∇ϕj = nqj l
n−1
|~rj− ~rA|n+2(~rj − ~rA)
(3.15)
From Equation 4.15 we derive the dependence of qjln−1 by Q (see Figure 3.6):
qjl
n−1 =
QRn+1j
n(|~rd − ~rj|+Rj)2 (3.16)
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3.3.2 Computing Electrostatic Potential without Global Knowledge
of Obstacles’ Location
In this section we describe a simple method to compute forwarding decisions based solely
on local knowledge of obstacles’ location. This is motivated by the need to reduce network
overhead and to optimize memory and storage needed to deal with the propagation and
storage of obstacles information (especially in case of large-scale networks). In our eval-
uation section, we quantify how such local knowledge is enough for a performant greedy
forwarding strategy with minimum path stretch. Note how, since the electrostatic field in-
tensity diminishes with distance, when computing the potential, forwarding nodes do not
need to consider obstacles “far away”.
To find the distance at which the obstacle’s contribution to the total potential field is
still significant, i.e., the obstacle’s repulsion zone Rz, we first decompose the second term
of Equation 3.14 with a Taylor series expansion obtaining:
f(R) =
qjl
n−1
Rn
− nqjl
n−1
Rn+1
(r −R) +O((r −R)2) (3.17)
and then we neglect the first two terms of higher order and substitute Rz to r in Equa-
tion 4.16. The radius of repulsion zone is therefore:
Rz = (1 +
1
n
)R (3.18)
Thus, nodes need only to store obstacles located closer thanRz. Once a node moves further
away from an obstacle’s Rz, it can remove its states concerning that obstacle. On contrary,
when a new node arrives within the obstacle’s repulsion zone Rz, the information about
such obstacle should not be used. As we show in Section 3.4, such information can be
exchanged among neighbors during their regular position beaconing communication with
negligible additional overhead (i.e., using the same packet).
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Figure 3.7: Attractive/Repulsive Greedy Forwarding (ARGF) example: ARGF starts in Attraction mode
until it reaches the repulsion zone; at node b (located outside the repulsion zone), ARGF returns back to its At-
traction mode. ARGF can again switch to the Repulsion mode with guaranteed progress towards destination.
At node d, ARGF returns to the Attraction mode and continue forwarding in this mode to destination.
3.3.3 Greedy Forwarding Algorithms
Note how, due to discrete node distribution and since we approximate the Green’s function
of the real obstacles to a potential of spherical regions, Equations 3.14 and 3.16 do not guar-
antee avoidance of a local minimum. To this end, we first propose a solution that alternates
forwarding in both attractive and repulsive fields, viz. Attractive Repulsive Greedy For-
warding (ARGF), to increase the chance of escaping or avoiding all local minima and de-
liver a packet with the minimum path stretch. To guarantee 100% packet delivery, we then
extend ARGF with stateless Pressure local minimum recovery scheme proposed in [34].
The resulting Attractive Repulsive Pressure Greedy Forwarding (ARPGF) applies recovery
when in pressure mode to both attractive and repulsive fields (details in Section 24).
Attractive/Repulsive Greedy Forwarding
Algorithm 1 outlines how each node forwards packets using the Attractive Repulsive Greedy
Forwarding (ARGF) strategy, when either local or global information about obstacles are
known. Figure 3.7 illustrates the following forwarding process: upon receiving a packet
to be forwarded, node e checks if the packet should proceed further in Repulsion mode
or in Attractive mode. To this end, ARGF first check that e in repulsion zone Rz and
that previously found potential in Repulsion mode attached to the packet P ϕrep (which
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is initially set to max value) is greater than current potential of e (line 3). This statement
is important to ensure that packets progress in Repulsion mode towards the destination
without possibility of returning to previous local minimum of repulsive field. Thus, if
P ϕrep > ϕtotal(e, P, e. ~C, e. ~R), e stores its potential in packet header (line 4) and com-
putes neighbors Nbrs potential ϕtotal (line 5) using its information about known obstacle
centers e. ~C and their radius e. ~R via Equations 3.14 and 3.16.
If no neighbor n found has a potential ϕtotal lower than node e potential, or if e is not in
Rz, e switches to an Attraction mode, where it computes its neighbors’ potential ϕd using
Equation 3.1 (line 12). If both Repulsion and Attractive modes are unavailable to find next
hop, ARGF returns a potentially detected obstacle condition and terminates.
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Algorithm 1: Attractive/Repulsive Greedy Forwarding
/* Upon receiving a packet P at node e */
1 if e 6= dst then
2 next← NIL
3 if e ∈ Rz and P ϕrep > ϕtotal(e, P, e. ~C, e. ~R) then
/* Repulsion mode */
4 P ϕrep ← ϕtotal(e, P, e. ~C, e. ~R)
5 n← arg min
n∈Nbrs(e)
ϕtotal(n, P, e. ~C, e. ~R)
6 if ϕtotal(n, P, e. ~C, e. ~R) < ϕtotal(e, P, e. ~C, e. ~R) then
7 next← n
8 forward(P, next)
9 end
10 end
11 if next == NIL then
/* Attraction mode */
12 n← arg min
n∈Nbrs(e)
ϕd(n, P )
13 if ϕd(n, P ) < ϕd(e, P ) then
14 next← n
15 forward(P, next)
16 else
17 exception (“ARGF faced a local minimum”)
18 alert (“Potentially unknown obstacle detected”)
19 terminate
20 end
21 end
22 else
23 terminate
24 end
Attractive/Repulsive/Pressure Greedy Forwarding
Although empirically (as we show in Section 3.4) our ARGF outperforms traditional Greedy
Forwarding in terms of packet delivery, it does not theoretically guarantee 100% packet de-
livery. To this end, we devised Attractive Repulsive Pressure Greedy Forwarding (ARPGF),
which builds upon a known Gravity-Pressure scheme that has been shown to provide guar-
antee packet delivery [34].
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Algorithm 2: Attractive/Repulsive Pressure Forwarding
/* Upon receiving a packet P at node e */
1 if e 6= dst then
2 next← NIL
3 if e ∈ Rz and P ϕrep > ϕtotal(e, P, e. ~C, e. ~R) then
/* Repulsion mode */
4 P ϕrep ← ϕtotal(e, P, e. ~C, e. ~R)
5 n← arg min
n∈Nbrs(e)
ϕtotal(n, P, e. ~C, e. ~R)
6 if ϕtotal(n, P, e. ~C, e. ~R) < ϕtotal(e, P, e. ~C, e. ~R) then
7 next← n
8 forward(P, next)
9 end
10 end
11 if next == NIL and P ϕattr > ϕd(e, P ) then
/* Attraction mode */
12 P ϕattr ← ϕd(e, P )
13 n← arg min
n∈Nbrs(e)
ϕd(n, P )
14 if ϕd(n, P ) < ϕd(e, P ) then
15 next← n
16 forward(P, next)
17 else
18 alert (“Potentially unknown obstacle detected”)
19 end
20 end
21 if next == NIL then
/* Pressure mode */
22 visitsmin ← min
n∈Nbrs(e)
P visits(n)
23 Candidates← {n ∈ Nbrs(e) and P visits(n) == visitsmin}
24 n← arg min
n∈Candidates
ϕtotal(n, P, e. ~C, e. ~R)
25 P visits(n)← P visits(n) + 1
26 next← n
27 forward(P, next)
28 end
29 else
30 terminate
31 end
Algorithm 2 outlines how each node forwards packets using Attractive Repulsive Pres-
sure Greedy Forwarding (ARPGF): the algorithm also starts by alternating Repulsive and
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Attractive fields in ARGF, when it needs to forward packets. However, similarly to the last
known potential of Repulsion field ϕrep, it also saves the last known potential in the Attrac-
tive field variable ϕattr (line 12) to ensure in a possibility of the progress in Attractive mode
e.g., after resuming from Pressure mode. When both Attractive and Repulsive forwarding
fail to find next node for forwarding, ARPGF switches to Pressure mode (line 21).
The key idea behind recovery in Pressure mode is to forward packet to the closest to
the destination neighbor among the least visited neighbors (line 23).
3.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we establish the practicality of our electrostatics-based approach by evalu-
ating its performance in several scenarios that result into the following salient findings:
(i.a) Local obstacles knowledge is enough. Our repulsive greedy forwarding approach is
not affected by a lack of global knowledge on obstacles’ position.
(i.b) Local obstacles introduce negligible storage and no network overhead. To maintain
a local knowledge on obstacles, our routing protocols only requires < 0.25 KB of storage
space, and hence, that information can be piggybacked and propagated with the keep-alive
beaconing message to update their position at no (or negligible) network overhead.
(ii) Our ARPGF outperforms related stateless greedy forwarding solutions [35, 34] in
terms of delivery ratio, and the required information to run it, which can fit in available IP
packet header space with 99% probability (i.e, its overhead is extremely low).
(iii) The repulsive field (and hence both ARGF and ARPGF) improve network’s goodput
in challenged disaster incident wireless edge networks2. By reducing a path stretch due to
a physical obstacles knowledge, ARGF (and hence ARPGF) results into a higher network
throughput than related solutions. The first two results emerge from our numeric simu-
lations, while we found our third result analyzing using more realistic ns-3 event-driven
2Improvement were observed when both coordinates and radius of physical obstacles are known (see
Section 3.4.2).
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simulations (see Subsections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2).
3.4.1 Performance Tuning under Static Obstacles
of Complex Concave Shapes
Simulation Settings. Our Java-based simulation environment is composed by an Ubuntu
OS GNU/Linux x86 64 machine with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) processor with CPU 2.1 GHz
and 1GB RAM. We generate a 1 km2 area and place nodes into each 10x10 m cell (for a
total of 10K nodes). To remove the “Unit Disk” graph assumption, we set the radio range
of each node from 50 to 40 m, unless stated differently. We then applied the random graph
generation model G(n, 1 − p) [34, 41] with probability p = 0.05. With this parameters
when two nodes are within the reciprocal radio range, there is a 5% probability that one of
these nodes is not detected by the other. We refer to this condition as lack of symmetrical
link assumption, that in turn leads to a network asymmetrical connectivity.
We generate circular obstacles with a radius ranging from 10 to 100 m in random lo-
cations. When overlapping, such obstacles create complex concave shapes, which stress
greedy forwarding to the limit [40]. We run our simulations with 0, 10, 30, 50 and 100
obstacles that occupy ≈ 0%, 10%, 25%, 40% and 60% of the available routing space, re-
spectively.
Remark: Note that some of the recent similar solutions demonstrate valuable perfor-
mance degradation after only 30% of obstacles occupancy [41]. In a disaster scenario,
this would be common and such performance degradation unacceptable.
After setting up the environment, we attempt to deliver traffic among 1000 random pairs
< src, dst >. In this scenario, our main goal is to stress our greedy forwarding algorithms
with obstacles of complex concave shapes, and hence, we do not use node mobility, as it
leads to a frequent network partitioning under high obstacle occupancy which hides greedy
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forwarding algorithms’ potential.3 For the same reason, we do not generate obstacles at the
area edges. All our results show 99% confidence interval over 50 trials, and our randomness
lies in both the source-destination pairs and the formed network topologies.
Comparison Methods and Metrics. To empirically evaluate which potential field best
approximates an obstacle of arbitrary shape, we tested the performance of both ARGF and
ARPGF under different potential field attenuation orders n. We then leverage our finding
(n = 2 for ARGF and n = 1 for ARPGF) in our other experiments.
We compare our ARGF and ARPGF algorithms with three other stateless greedy for-
warding exiting approaches, that is, the original Greedy Forwarding (GF) algorithm (also
known as compass routing [36]), a face routing algorithm, GPSR [35] and a gravity pres-
sure forwarding algorithm GPGF [34]. In addition, we also compare ARGF algorithm
coupled with GPSR using a face routing recovery policy, which we call ARPSR. The re-
lated solutions are compared across two metrics: the packet delivery success ratio, i.e., the
number of delivered packets divided by the total number of attempted delivery (counting
only cases in which a path for< src, dst > pair exists), and the average path stretch, calcu-
lated as the average path length ratio of delivered packets and the shortest paths computed
with a simple Breadth-First Search algorithm. Finally, we also compare packet header
sizes, which are dynamic for ARPGF and GPGF.
(i.a) Local obstacle knowledge is enough. During the potential field formation w.r.t.
the different attenuation order n, we found that based on local obstacles knowledge, both
ARGF and ARPGF perform similarly (aside from a better path stretch for n ≤ 2) to the
case when all obstacles are known a priori (Figures 3.8a,3.8b,3.8c and 3.8d). A path stretch
difference under n ≤ 2 is due to a potential field approximation inaccuracy: we ignore an
obstacle’s mutual influence by disregarding the secondary induced charges (creating arti-
ficial local minima), while local obstacles knowledge mitigates this problem. We can see
3Note how mobility does not affect stateless greedy forwarding under the assumption that t1  t2, where
t1 is time needed to greedy forward a packet to the next hop, and t2 is time needed for the node to move out
of its neighbor radio range. To convince the reader that this is a practical assumption, we later apply (high)
mobility in our event-driven simulations.
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Figure 3.8: Ignoring the obstacle mutual electrostatic influence during a potential field computation leads
to a lower (a, c) success ratio and/or (b, d) higher path stretch (attenuation order n < 2). Performance of
both ARGF (first row) and ARPGF (second row) does not improve for attenuation order n ≥ 2.
how both global and local versions of ARGF show the lowest path stretch and the highest
success ratio for n = 2, which match with the attenuation order of a point dipole, and
therefore in line with our theoretical model (see Equation 3.6). At the same time, the local
version of ARPGF shows the lowest path stretch when n = 1, as in this case we gain the
best ratio between secondary induced charges mitigation and the radius of repulsion zone,
which achieves maximum length decreasing the number of Attractive/Repulsive field al-
ternations during the Pressure recovery mode. We use n = 2 for ARGF and n = 1 for
ARPGF results for the rest of experiments.
(i.b) Local obstacles introduce no network overhead. To maintain information about
local obstacles for our repulsive field, we need to store them and periodically exchange
with the neighbors. The (3D) GPS coordinates of the obstacle location in the worst case
(i.e., without converting them to grid coordinates) takes no more than 12 bytes (4 bytes
for each coordinate). To store obstacle radius we need no more than 4 bytes. Finally, to
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distinguish obstacles we can also store its id which takes no more than 2 bytes (up to 65K
unique obstacles). To exchange that information we can use the following packet payload
structure shown in Table 3.1. Figure 3.9a shows how maintenance of the local knowledge
for both ARGF (with n = 2) and ARPGF (with n = 1) on obstacles requires low amount
of the node storage space, i.e., even in rear cases of storing 7 unique obstacles as shown in
Figure 3.9b we need 7 · 18 < 256 B (or < 0.25 KB). Thus, local obstacle information can
be exchanged during a periodical node’s neighbors beaconing to update their position at no
additional network overhead (i.e., within a single packet).
Table 3.1: Obstacle Data Exchange Packet Payload
Obstacle Center Radius
ID coordinates
2·n bytes 12·n bytes 4·n bytes
(ii) ARPGF can fit its data in the available IP header space. Our simulations show
how all pressure forwarding algorithms (i.e., GPGF and ARPGF) have a guaranteed packet
delivery when there is no path length restrictions, such as a set time to leave (TTL) — see
Figure 3.9c. However, both ARPGF and GPGF lead to large path stretches when obstacles
occupy most of the available space, i.e., the ARPGF and GPGF average path lengths are
≈ 3 and 6 times larger than a shortest path, respectively (Figure 3.9d.) Although Repulsive
field usage allows ARPGF to have a halved path stretch than GPGF (paths are 2x shorter),
these path stretches may force large end-to-end delays and network congestions that may
jeopardize applications usage. We can also see how the packet delivery of the face routing
algorithms (i.e., GPSR and EPSR) degrades due to asymmetrical links and variation of the
nodes’ radio range, leading to disconnected planar graphs (these results are in line with
previous works [100]. Surprisingly, ARGF without a local minimum recovery outperforms
GPSR with the local minimum recovery. These results are in line with our event-driven
simulations in ns-3 (Section 3.4.2).
In the last two simulated scenarios, where 100 obstacles are present on ≈ 60% of the
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Figure 3.9: Local knowledge on obstacles maintenance for both ARGF (with n = 2) and ARPGF (with
n = 1 - the largest repulsion zone) requires low storage (a); even for≤ 1% of nodes for the (worst-case) 40%
obstacles occupation (b) which store up to 7 unique obstacles the storage space needed is 7 · 18 < 256 B. (c)
All pressure forwarding algorithms (i.e., GPGF and ARPGF) have a guaranteed packet delivery when there
is no TTL policy. Due to the asymmetrical links and no Unit Disk graph guarantees, ARGF (without local
minimum recovery) outperforms GPSR — known face routing algorithm. These results are confirmed also
by our event-driven simulations. (d) Recovering from a local minimum in GPGF and ARPGF may stretch
path significantly; however, applying a Repulsion field to GPGF (using ARPGF) shows a halved path stretch.
area, we first limit the path length setting different TTL policies (for a maximum of 256
path length) having fixed the average node degree (nodes’ radio range ranging from 50
to 40 m). We then set TTL to 128, and we vary the average node degree by reducing an
interval of node’s radio range distribution by 10 m, until all nodes have a minimal network
connectivity radio range of 10 m. As expected, the repulsion field usage allows ARPGF
to achieve the best packet delivery ≈ 90% (Figure 3.10a) that gradually decreases as the
network become less dense (see Figure 3.10c). We can also see how in 99% of the cases,
both GPGF and ARPGF fits their required data for greedy forwarding in the available IP
packet header space, as long as the TTL≤ 128 (see Figures 3.10b and 3.10d). We computed
the packet header sizes under the following assumptions:
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Figure 3.10: Success ratio and header size. (a,c) In presence of 100 obstacles (≈ 60% of obstacles
occupancy) and under various TTL path length restrictions as well as for various network densities (with
TTL= 128) ARPGF outperforms related greedy forwarding algorithms by showing the highest success ra-
tio. (b,d) Under the same conditions and under some legitimate assumptions, all algorithms may utilize the
available space in the IP packet header to use greedy forwarding.
• 2D or 3D node coordinates have total size of 3 bytes; this can be achieved by e.g.,
converting GPS coordinates into coordinates of a finite grid which spans regions
covered by the network as in [40].
• Both node ID and number of nodes visits have size of 1byte. As the path length
is limited by the TTL, we cannot visit more than TTL-1 nodes during the Pressure
packet recovery phase. Hence, it is possible to find a hash function of e.g., an IP
address to map a node’s ID between 0 and 255, with a minimum collision probability.
When operating in same subnetwork, we can just use the last byte of an IP address
as a node ID.
Let us now analyze the overhead of ARGF and ARPGF; with the above assumption,
we need the total of 6 bytes (to store source and destination coordinates) + 4 bytes (to store
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last potential in Repulsion mode), so only 10 bytes an extra space for ARGF protocol (see
Table 3.2). ARPGF header size is then 10 bytes (as for ARGF) + 4 bytes (to store last
potential in Attraction mode) + 2 · n bytes (to node visits during Pressure recovery) = 14
+ 2 · n bytes, where n - number of unique node visits (see Table 3.3). Having 40 bytes
of available space in packet header allows ARPGF track up to 13 unique nodes during
Pressure recovery.
Table 3.2: ARGF Packet Header
Source Destination Repulsive
coordinates coordinates potential
3 bytes 3 bytes 4 bytes
Table 3.3: ARPGF Packet Header
Source Destination Repulsive Attractive Node1..n Node1..n
coordinates coordinates potential potential ID visits
3 bytes 3 bytes 4 bytes 4 bytes n bytes n bytes
3.4.2 Incident-Supporting Application Case Study Results
Simulation Settings. To evaluate the impact of the path stretch on the performance of
higher layer protocols under potentially failing and mobile MANET nodes, we compared
two stateless greedy forwarding algorithms — i.e., the proposed ARGF and the known
face routing GPSR protocol [35] using the NS-3 simulator [76]. We have implemented our
ARGF protocol by extending the GPSR protocol in the NS-3 with our repulsive forwarding
mode (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). The details of the GPSR protocol implementation can be
found in [4]. Note that in this simulation we do not use the pressure forwarding mode to
evaluate impact on throughput of the proposed repulsion field. To compare with stateful
ad-hoc routing solutions, we use the known reactive Ad-Hoc On Demand Distance Vector
(AODV) protocol [77]. We also use Hybrid Wireless Mesh Network (HWMP) protocol of
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Figure 3.11: AI-augmented geographic routing evaluation using recreated disaster scenes of damages
by a tornado at the Joplin High School (a) and at the Joplin Hospital (b) buildings in Joplin, MO (2011): a
paramedic acts as a source sending data to the gateway (universal sink) over a resilient ad-hoc network. Video
streams gathered on-site are sent over a TCP session to the dashboard located in an edge-cloud for further data
processing in conjunction with a core cloud. (a), we evaluate our approach under severe failures, (b) under
high mobility. We assume that the information regarding a damaged buildings (e.g., its center coordinates
and radius) was provided from the edge-cloud through a Gateway using proposed obstacle detector (see
Section 6.1) on pre-uploaded satellite maps.
Table 3.4: Simulation Environment Settings
Topology: Physical/Link layers:
Number of nodes: 30 - 40 Frequency: 2.4 GHz
Grid placement: 50 - 150 m Tx power: 20 dBm
1st obstacle size: 600 x 300 m Tx gain: 6 dB
2nd obstacle size 400 x 400 m Rx gain: 0 dB
Radio range: 250 m Detection threshold: -68.8 dBm
Avg node degree: ≈ 3− 10 Delay prop. model: CONSTANT SPEED
Overall settings: Loss prop. model: TWO-RAY
Node failure period: ≈ 0.033 Hz Technology: 802.11g/s
Node failure probability: 0.05 - 0.5 Modulation: OFDM
Mobile nodes speed: 5 - 20 m/s Data rate: 54 Mbps
Time at each location: 180 sec Transport/App layers:
Src speed: 2.8 m/s Transport protocol: TCP
Simulation time: 720 - 780 s Payload: 1448 bytes
Beaconing frequency: 1 - 4 Hz Application bit rate: 5 Mbps
802.11s standard [78] which combines reactive (with AODV) as well as proactive routing
(using the spanning tree algorithm).
We use realistic disaster scenes of damaged by tornado Joplin High School and Joplin
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Hospital buildings in Joplin, MO (2011) to evaluate the performance of stateless greedy
forwarding algorithms under mobility and (severe) node failures. To recreate these disaster
scenes, we used the available satellite maps of Joplin, MO, tornado response imagery [109].
In our disaster-incident scenario, we simulate the 5 Mbps high-definition video streaming
over a TCP connection from a heads-up display device worn by a paramedic e.g., Google
Glass acting as a visual data source.
The paramedic stays for 3 minutes at each patient location and moves at a jogging speed
(2.8 m/s) between these locations. The simulations are designed to cause a geographic rout-
ing to face a local minimum when the paramedic source is near the second (first scenario) or
third (second scenario) patient locations. Aside from the source mobility, in the node fail-
ure simulation scenario (see Figure 3.11a), nodes around an obstacle can fail for the next
30 seconds4 with a probability sampled from the interval [5%, 50%] (from low to severe
node failures). Under these failure conditions, the goodput degrades due to losses (e.g.,
caused by packet collisions) that increase with the path length or path reconstruction of the
stateful routing approaches. Note that when nodes fail for continues periods, any “store and
forward” solution is inadequate [112, 113]. We evaluate the impact of nodes mobility in
a second simulation scenario (see Figure 3.11b), where paramedics can communicate with
the gateway only through moving vehicles on the road which speed is sampled uniformly
from the interval [5, 20] m/s (from low ≈ 10 mph to high ≈ 40 mph mobility cases).
Finally, nodes are placed on a grid ranging from 50 - 150 m step, each node has a radio
range of 250 m, and an obstacle (a building) is located approximately in the center of this
grid. Each node has roughly 3−10 neighbors for resilience purposes. Table 3.4 summarizes
our simulation details.
(iii) The repulsive field improves a network’s goodput. For low node failures (5%),
ARGF delivers all packets with a TCP throughput of ≈ 3 Mbps (Figure 3.12a). GPSR
instead has a 20% failure rate in delivering packets. When GPSR enters the recovering
4Such behavior is expected due to possibility of an intermittently available power supply, or due to a
physical damage caused by rescue workers near the disaster scene.
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mode it uses planarization which, in turn, can significantly stretch paths. As a result, GPRS
shows lower TCP throughput (< 2 Mbps) than ARGF due to a lower congestion window
size (see Figure 3.12e), and only 40% of the time it shows similar performance. Under
severe node failure conditions (nodes fail 50% of the time they receive a packet to forward),
we observe similar behaviors (Figure 3.12b): GPSR experiences lower TCP throughput
40% of the time compared to ARGF, caused again by the congestion window size (see
Figure 3.12f) when GPSR faces a local minimum. Under such severe failures, both GPSR
and ARGF fail to deliver packets ≈ 45% and 35% of the time.
For low node mobility (5 m/s), both ARGF and GPSR deliver all packets with a TCP
throughput of ≈ 1 − 2 Mbps (Figure 3.12c). However, when GPSR enters the recovering
mode near patient location 3 (after ≈ 500 sec), due to its planarization (which stretches
paths), it shows lower TCP throughput (≤ 1 Mbps) than ARGF. That is in line with a
lower congestion window size (see Figure 3.12g). At the same time, 60% of the time (first
500 sec) it shows similar performance. Under high node mobility conditions (20 m/s), we
again observe similar behaviors (Figure 3.12d): GPSR experiences lower TCP throughput
40% of the time compared to ARGF, caused again by the planarization when GPSR faces
a local minimum. That is confirmed by congestion window size (see Figure 3.12f) . Under
such high mobility, both GPSR and ARGF are still able to deliver all packets, which makes
geographic routing more attractive to disaster-incident response activities which benefit
from the real-time situational awareness.
Even though both AODV and HWMP have advantages over pure proactive stateful
routing solutions, in a challenged disaster scenario they do not show acceptable throughput
level, leading to service outages caused by disconnections (from 20% to 90% percent of
the time). Recent solutions in stateful greedy forwarding literature can help cope with
some disaster incident challenges [40, 41]. For example, recent stateful greedy forwarding
solutions have shown promising results under severe node failures [40]. However, we found
no stateful greedy forwarding algorithm which can cope with both severe node failures
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Figure 3.12: Time fraction of the TCP throughput (top row) and congested window (CWND) size (bottom
row) averaged over 1 and 15 seconds, respectively, under (a, e) low node failures (5%) and (b, f) severe node
failures (50%) and under (c,g) low node mobility (5 m/s) and (d,h) high node mobility (20 m/s): half of the
time GPSR faces a local minimum showing two times worth throughput and lower CWND than ARGF due to
higher path stretch caused by GPSR planarization. Both AODV and HWMP stateful routing solutions show
worse throughput level within a disaster scene, due to its challenging conditions. As expected, performance
of all algorithms degrades as we increase node failures or high node mobility.
and high mobility. The superior performance of ARGF is due to its knowledge about a
static physical obstacle located within the disaster scene, which in most cases allows local
minima avoidance by using our proposed Repulsion forwarding.
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Chapter 4
On Constrained Shortest Path for
Virtual Network Service Management
The constrained shortest path problem is the NP-hard problem of finding the shortest path
subject to an arbitrary set of hop-to-hop and end-to-end constraints. As we will see in the
next chapter, it plays fundamental role in the (primary) service function chaining problem.
4.1 The Constrained Shortest Path Problem
and Virtual Network Service Management
In this section, we first define the constrained shortest path problem using optimization
theory. We then motivate the importance of its flexible and scalable management in diverse
virtual network services.
4.1.1 Constrained Shortest Path Problem
Let l be the number of hop-to-hop or link constraints for min/max network metrics, e.g.,
bandwidth, and p be the number of end-to-end path constraints for additive/multiplicative
network metrics, e.g., delay or loss. Moreover, we denote with l ⊕ 1 paths with multiple
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links and a single path constraints, and with and l⊕p paths with multiple links and multiple
path constraints. Given the above notation, we define the constrained shortest path problem
as follows:
Problem 1 (constrained shortest path). Given a physical network graphG = (V,E), where
V is the set of vertices and E the set of edges; let us denote with D the flow demand to be
transferred and let uij denote a capacity of the directed edge eij; let fij be a binary variable
fij ∈ {0, 1} denoting a ratio of flow on the edge eij , and let cij denote a cost of transferring
a unit of flow through such edge; finally, let l¯ and p¯ denote vectors of link (hop-to-hop)
and path (end-to-end) constraints, excluding capacity constraints, where l¯ corresponds to
min/max edge eij weights wl¯ij (i.e., ≥ or ≤, respectively), and p¯ corresponds to additive
edge eij weights1 w
p¯
ij; the problem of finding constrained shortest path between source vs
and destination vt vertices can be formulated as follows:
minimize
∑
eij∈E
cijDfij (4.1)
subject to
Flow Conservation Constraints:
∑
vj∈V
fij −
∑
vk∈V
fki =

1, i = s
0, i 6= s or t
−1, i = t
,∀vi ∈ V (4.2)
Capacity Constraints:
Dfij ≤ uij,∀eij ∈ E (4.3)
Other Link Constraints:
wlijfij ≤ l,∀eij ∈ E, l ∈ l¯ (4.4)
1Note that multiplicative constraints (e.g., packet loss) can be converted to additive by composing them
with a logarithmic function to avoid nonlinearity.
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Path Constraints: ∑
eij∈E
wpijfij ≤ p, ∀p ∈ p¯ (4.5)
Existential Constraints:
fij ∈ {0, 1},∀eij ∈ E (4.6)
Finding a shortest path (without constraints) has a polynomial time complexity: con-
sider Equations 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5: in absence of any link or path constraints, the constraint
matrix of the above optimization problem is unimodular [114]. This condition allows us to
solve the optimization problem using (polynomial) linear programming. Such time com-
plexity bound does not necessarily hold in presence of at least a single link or path con-
straint (l¯ 6= 0 or p¯ 6= 0). In that case, we have to solve the above optimization problem
using (NP-hard) integer programming [114]. Note that we can always avoid specifying
capacity constraints in Equation 4.3 by simply setting all fij = 0, which corresponding
physical edge eij capacity uij is not sufficient to allocate flow demandD. The same applies
for other link constraints (see Equation 4.3).
4.1.2 Constrained Shortest Path for
Virtual Network Service Management
Now let us show how finding a flexible and scalable solution to Problem 1 benefits a wide
range of path finder subproblems to manage virtual network services such as Traffic Engi-
neering (TE), Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) and NFV Service Chaining (NFV-SC).
Finding Virtual Paths in Resource Constrained Scenarios. We begin by considering a
variant of the constrained shortest path that operates on a resource constrained scenario,
e.g., a natural or man made disaster scenario where connectivity is scarce. In those cases,
one aim is to minimize the overall physical resource consumption of virtual paths. To
this end, we define the resource optimal constrained path by modifying the objective of
Problem 1 as follows:
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Problem 2 (resource optimal constrained path). The resource optimal constrained path
is a path that satisfies an arbitrary set of link/path constraints using minimal amount of
physical bandwidth:
minimize
∑
eij∈E
Dfij (4.7)
where fij , eij , D and E are as defined in Problem 1.
Note that by defining an equal weight c to all edges we seek the minimum hop path that
satisfies an arbitrary set of link/path constraints (e.g., imposed by SLO).
4.1.3 Traffic Engineering
TE techniques today can be roughly divided into two groups: oblivious i.e., no a-priori
knowledge of the SLO demands [115], and demands-aware, when such knowledge is avail-
able [6, 7]. Moreover, the later has a superior performance (e.g., can better utilize substrate
network resources) than the former [115] at the expense of having a centralized forwarding
(or routing) control [6, 7, 116].
We broadly classify demands-aware traffic engineering solutions (see e.g. [6, 7]) with
the following network utility maximization problem:
maximize[min
fi∈F
fairnessi(fi)] (4.8)
where F denotes a set of all demands (or commodities); in [7], for example, such commodi-
ties are {src, dst, SLO} tuples; fi ∈ [0, 1] is continuous variable that denotes the ratio of
flow for commodity i with bandwidth demand Di; and fairnessi(f) is a linear piecewise-
defined function whose definition is based on path service’s demands SLO constraints. For
a complete problem formulation we refer to [117, 118].
Constrained shortest path relevance. There are two standard ways of formulating the TE
optimization problem shown in Equation 4.8 — the arc-based [118] and path-based [117]
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formulations. In practice, due to hardware granularity limitations, the arc-based linear
programming solution can be infeasible to implement, or require use of NP-hard integer
programming which can be intractable even for moderate size networks. The shortest path
algorithms such as Dijkstra (e.g., within k-shortest path algorithms [119]) are currently
used to find a set of paths as an input for the path-based linear programming formulations
or for their simplified greedy solutions [6, 7]. The hope is also to map the highest priority
flows to the minimum latency paths first. However, if we are aware of the services’ SLO de-
mands (e.g., bandwidth, latency, loss rate, etc.), we can use them as constraints to optimize
physical network utilization (and hence the flow fairness) as described in Problem 2.
Flow1 [A-B], SLOs:  10 Gbps,   20 ms
Flow2 [A-C], SLOs:  10 Gbps,   20 ms
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Figure 4.1: Applying constrained shortest paths to allocate traffic flows improves network utilization: the
widely applied shortest paths, e.g., to allocate traffic flows, in this case Flow1, can hinder allocation of other
flows; allocating Flow1 on a constrained shortest path as in Problem 2 instead permits the allocation of
Flow2 as well.
Motivating example. Consider Figure 4.1: two flows Flow1 and Flow2 with bandwidth
and latency constraints are to be allocated on a physical network of Figure 4.1-left. At-
tempting an allocation of Flow1 by merely considering the shortest path algorithm to min-
imize the latency (Figure 4.1-center) — as current TE solutions do, — the hosting physical
path would have to use up to two physical links (A → C → B), thus preventing the al-
location of the subsequent requested flow Flow2. If instead a constrained shortest path is
used to allocate Flow1 and Flow2 as shown in Figure 4.1-right, then path A → B could
be found, leaving capacity for the allocation of Flow2 resulting in its higher fairness.
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On the contrary, when shortest path algorithms are used to find min-hop paths, such
algorithms can lead to an infeasible solution even when a feasible one exists, leading to
TE performance degradation. For example, consider the mapping of Flow1 with a latency
constraint of 10 ms (tighter than 20 in Figure 4.1). The min hop (shortest) path A → B
violates the 10 ms latency constraint, preventing the allocation of Flow1, whereas the
constrained shortest path algorithms would find the feasible and optimal A → C → B
path even though more hops are needed to satisfy such tighter SLO demand. Note, however,
that the above problem solution of allocating sequential flow requests can be suboptimal
w.r.t. the problem solution of allocating such flows when they are known in advance. We
dissect such network utilization gains when constrained shortest paths are applied for TE
in Section 4.4.
Embedding Virtual Networks and Service Chains. Embedding a virtual network (ser-
vice chain) requires a constrained virtual service request to be mapped on top of a physical
network hosted by a single infrastructure provider, or by a federation of providers. To
solve this (NP-hard [120]) graph matching problem, earlier work proposed centralized (see
e.g. [60, 61, 62, 121, 122, 123, 124]) and distributed [74, 125, 126] algorithms. Such so-
lutions either separate the node embedding from the link embedding phase [74, 123, 125,
126], or simultaneously apply the two phases [60, 61, 62, 121]. When link embedding is
considered separately, paths can be found dynamically or precomputed for each virtual link
using Dijkstra or k-shortest path algorithms [74, 123, 125]. When instead node and link
embedding are considered jointly, recent work has shown how embedding problems can be
formulated as known multi-commodity flow problems [60, 61, 62]. On the one hand, all
these problems show how there is a need to minimize providers’ management costs when
allocating the virtual network or the service chain [62] as shown in the following objective:
minimize
∑
est∈EV
∑
eij∈ES
cijDstf
st
ij +
∑
vs∈VV
∑
vi∈VS
ciDsx
s
i (4.9)
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where VS and ES (VV and EV ) denote sets of physical (virtual) vertices and edges, re-
spectively; cij and ci denotes unitary bandwidth and CPU cost on physical edge eij , re-
spectively; f stij ∈ [0, 1] is continuous variable that models the ratio of flow from vs to vt
virtual vertices transferred through the physical edge eij when a flow with demand Dst is
splittable, or, in its binary form, f stij ∈ {0, 1} for unsplittable flows. Finally, xsi ∈ {0, 1}
is the binary variable that denotes whether the virtual vertex vs with computation demand
Ds is assigned to the physical vertex vi or not. For a complete problem formulation we
refer readers to [60, 61, 62]. On the other hand, when virtual network (or service chain)
requests are unknown in advance, the cost minimization strategy presented in Equation 4.9
can cause physical network partitioning, that in turn can lead to lower physical network
utilization [60, 61]. To maximize the long term provider’s revenue i.e. to allocate more
virtual network requests, often a load balancing objective is sought [60, 61]:
minimize
∑
est∈EV
∑
eij∈ES
cijDst
uij
f stij +
∑
vs∈VV
∑
vi∈VS
ciDs
ui
xsi (4.10)
where uij and ui denote available capacities of physical edge eij and vertex vi, respectively.
Constrained shortest path relevance. To cope with integer programming intractabilities
for solving path-based multi-commodity flow problems, the well-known column genera-
tion approach can be applied as in [61, 62]. The column generation approach iteratively
adds only those paths (i.e., flow variables or columns) to the problem formulation that im-
prove objective. In [61, 62] the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm is used to find the best
shadow price paths (columns) for each virtual link to include them in the formulation. Al-
though such approach best improve the objective value of e.g., Equation 4.10, it can be
suboptimal when virtual links have additional constraints such as latency or loss rate. In
this scenario, a path between any two physical nodes (found by solving Problem 1) can
be a part of the optimal solution, even if it has a worse objective value than the shortest
path, but satisfies all virtual link constraints. Generally, for any two stage or one-shot VNE
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algorithm, constrained shortest paths can be used to best improve the objective value while
satisfying an arbitrary number of virtual link constraints. In Section 4.4, we confirm such
intuition empirically, by studying the allocation ratio improvements (a proxy for provider’s
revenue) when our method is used to find paths for embedding services.
4.2 Neighborhoods Method
To solve the NP-hard constrained shortest path problem with an arbitrary set of (e.g., SLO)
constraints in practical time, we propose the novel Neighborhoods Method (NM).
Why the name “Neighborhoods Method”? Most path seeking algorithms require at least
two inputs for each node: (i) knowledge of neighbors, and (ii) awareness of all adjacent
link costs, often dictated by policies, or SLO constraints. Such constraints are then used
by the path seeking algorithm to compute the lowest-cost paths. The Dijkstra algorithm
e.g., recursively finds the shortest path traversing the source neighbors and the neighbors
of their neighbors. This recursive notion leads to our definition of “neighborhoods” in
NM, i.e, a set of nodes that can be reached from the source node with the same number
of hops, where each “neighborhood” (being a set) contains unique elements. Based on
Bellman’s “Principle of Optimality” [127], such node repetitive structures can be used for
label-correcting dynamic programming that we apply to reduce a number of exhaustive
search path candidates.
4.2.1 The NM General Case (l ⊕ p case)
As the exact constrained shortest path algorithm, the worst case time complexity of NM
when accepting an arbitrary set of hop-to-hop and end-to-end constraints (l ⊕ p) is expo-
nential. Our NM complexity analysis shows that the time complexity exponent is, however,
halved with respect to common branch-and-bound path finders methods based on exhaus-
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Figure 4.2: Neighborhood Method Workflow in l ⊕ p case: The kth-hop Neighborhood Build (forward
pass) first (using label-correcting), and the Backward Pass later find all simple paths of k length (with any
instance of branch-and-bound exhaustive search); in the third step, we check candidates feasibility; we then
repeat recursively the backward pass with the k + 1 neighborhoods, until the optimal (constrained shortest)
path is found or all candidates have been eliminated. To improve the time to solution, we couple NM with a
dominated path and a look-back search space reduction technique.
tive search [53, 54, 55] (see Section 4.3). Note also that in addition to the constrained
shortest path, NM can simplify the process of finding all simple, k-constrained shortest or
Pareto-optimal paths [54] from the source to the destination.
The general workflow of our NM algorithm is shown in Figure 4.2, and Algorithm 3
outlines its work: NM is executed in three phases: (i) a forward pass or neighborhoods
building (by using label-correcting), (ii) a backward pass (with any instance of branch-
and-bound exhaustive search), and a final (iii) constraints validation phase. During the
forward pass, NM builds the neighborhoods to estimate the path length. The backward
pass is used to find end-to-end paths with a given length (hop count). The final constraints
validation phase is used to keep the best path candidate and decide whether or not the path
search should be extended to longer path candidates involving more neighbors.
Algorithm 3: General NM algorithm (l ⊕ p case)
Input: X:= src Y := dest, l ⊕ p:= constraints list
Output: The optimal path between X and Y (which satisfies l ⊕ p).
1 begin
/* Build neighborhoods < NH > from X to Y */
2 < NH >←− Build Neighborhoods /* Backward Pass to find whole set of simple paths
<path> of <NH>.size length */
3 < path >←− Perform Backward Pass /* Validate SLO constraints; if not satisfied,
add one more neighborhood and repeat Backward Pass */
4 V alidate Constraints
5 end
Example 1. Consider a network consisting of 4 nodes X , Y , A and B, as shown in
Figure 4.3a. On the link (X,A), we denote with the first value 5 the link constraint (in
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 4.3: Running example of NM in l⊕p case: (a) An example network configuration with [bandwidth,
delay, cost] link metrics; (b) NM forward pass phase estimates the min hop count distance to Y during the
first iteration, and (c) backward pass identifies all the shortest path candidates, which in this case do not
contain the optimal path; (d) the forward pass adds more neighborhoods to find a path with longer distance to
Y. (e) The Backward pass identifies all paths of a given new length; in this case the path contains the optimal
X → B → A→ Y solution.
this case bandwidth), and with the second 5 we refer to the first path constraint (in this
case end-to-end delay); with the third value 4 we refer to the second path constraint (in
this case an arbitrary cost). In its general case, NM finds a path from X to Y satisfying
the three constraints bw ≥ 5, delay ≤ 5 and cost ≤ 5 as follows: in the first phase, NM
builds all neighborhoods starting from the source node X until the destination node Y is
reached (Figure 4.3b). Upon reaching Y , NM begins the backward pass to find the full set
of min hop paths (Figure 4.3c). If the set contains the optimal path (in this case for Prob-
lem 2), NM terminates with a solution. If no such path is found, NM builds an additional
neighborhood as shown in Figure 4.3d and performs another backward pass to check for
optimality among paths that are one hop longer than at the previous iteration (Figure 4.3e).
NM iterates until either the solution is found, or the maximum path length is violated. In
this example, NM returns the constrained shortest path X → B → A→ Y .
Forward pass for l ⊕ p. Given an arbitrary graph G(V,E), where |V | and |E| represent
the number of vertices and edges, respectively, in this phase NM successively builds neigh-
borhoods < NH > from the source X to the destination Y . Algorithm 4 describes the
forward pass of NM, and Figure 4.4a illustrates its process. To build a new neighborhood
NH , we add therein neighbors (adjacent vertices) of each vertex u in the current neighbor-
hood cNH (line 6). For example, the first NH includes nearest neighbors of the source X
(which is in the zero NH), and the second NH contains nearest neighbors of vertices in
the first NH , and so on. The first phase ends as soon as the destination Y appears in cNH
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: (a) Illustration of the neighborhoods building (i.e., the forward pass): each neighborhood
involves more vertices than previous one. (b) Illustration of the backward pass coupled with Exhaustive
Breadth-First Search (EBFS): we significantly reduce a number of path candidates by considering only inter-
sections of previously built neighborhoods with processed vertex neighbors.
(line 4), or < NH > size is more or equal to |V | (line 13).
Algorithm 4: Build Neighborhoods (l ⊕ p case)
Input: X:= src, Y := dest
Output: The list of neighborhoods < NH > from X to Y
1 begin
2 cNH ←− X
3 < NH >←−< NH > ∪cNH
4 while Y /∈ cNH do
5 NH ←− ∅
6 foreach Vertex u ∈ cNH do
7 NH ←− NH ∪ adjacent(n)
8 end
9 if < NH > .size < |V | then
10 < NH >←< NH > ∪NH
11 cNH ← NH
12 else
13 Return Y is unreachable.
14 end
15 end
16 end
Backward pass for l⊕ p. The best exhaustive search strategy may depend on the network
topology, constraint and cost functions, and we leave it as a policy for NM. In this thesis,
we use EBFS for the backward pass of NM detailed in Algorithm 5 and illustrated in
Figure 4.4b. Note however, that this phase can use any exhaustive search (e.g., EBFS [54],
EDFS [53] or exhaustive k-shortest path [55]) with the only difference being that we do
not process all neighbors (adjacent vertices) of each vertex u but only those which are
within previous NH (line 10). The first step is to find the intersection between neighbors
of the destination Y with its previous NH (line 5). This intersection is not an empty set, it
contains at least one vertex v. For all obtained vertices we again build the intersection of
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their neighbors with the penultimate NH (line 16). The second phase ends as soon as we
hit the zero NH (line 6), and as a result we obtain the collection of all paths with a length
of < NH > size between the source X and the destination Y .
Algorithm 5: Perform Backward Pass (l ⊕ p case)
Input: The list of neighborhoods < NH > from X to Y
Output: All paths < path > from X to Y of < NH > .size length
1 begin
2 path←− Y
3 < path >←−< path > ∪path
4 k ←− 1
5 NH ←−< NH > [size− k]
/* EBFS: */
6 while NH 6=< NH > [0] do
7 < tempPath >←− ∅
8 foreach path ∈< path > do
9 Vertex u←− path[1]
10 foreach Neighbor v ∈ adjacent(u) ∩NH do
11 < tempPath >←− v ∪ path
12 end
13 end
14 < path >←−< tempPath >
15 k ←− k + 1
16 NH ←− NH[size− k]
17 end
18 end
Constraints validation for l⊕p. In this last phase, we check for candidates optimality, i.e.,
we check whether or not a candidate path satisfies all l ⊕ p constraints, and keep the best
candidate. At each consequent iteration, we first build an additional (N +1) neighborhood,
repeat the backward pass and subsequently obtain all paths of length N + 1, and then we
check their feasibility and update the best known path candidate, if needed. Similarly to
IBF [58], we keep iterating while the candidate path length is less than the number of
vertices |V | and then return the optimal solution.
We close this subsection with three important remarks: (1) NM can be used to find
k-constrained shortest paths: the backward path at each iteration returns all possible path
candidates of the same hop count. To find k-constrained shortest paths we need to keep not
a single best (shortest) path candidate, but a set of k best path candidates at each iteration
and update this set if needed. Clearly, as in the worst case NM traverses all possible path
candidates, its upper bound complexity does not change (see Section 4.3). (2) NM can be
applied to both directed and undirected graphs making it an interesting solution even
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for NFV chain instantiations. When traversing directed graphs, NM simply uses vertices’
outgoing neighbors during the forward pass and incoming neighbors during the backward
pass. (3) A distinctive feature of our NM is the construction of the intersection of
two neighborhoods. This leads to a quadratic reduction of path candidates for exhaustive
search algorithms (see Section 4.3).
4.2.2 NM Search Space Optimizations
In this subsection we show how NM can be coupled with existing search space reduction
techniques, i.e., dominant paths or look ahead [53, 54, 55], to speed up its time to solution.
By leveraging the NM’s double pass, we also propose a variant of the look ahead technique,
viz., “Look Back” without complexity overhead. We first describe the dominated paths
method. Observe that the dominant paths technique is not applicable in case we wish to
use NM as k-constrained shortest paths, as it removes suboptimal candidates which can be
among k paths.
Dominated paths (pruning by dominance or bound). The basic idea behind dominated
paths states that an algorithm can avoid evaluating candidate paths when their (multidimen-
sional) distance is longer than other candidates distance, since they cannot be a part of the
shortest solution [54, 55]. Consider for example Figure 4.3a: note how path X → A→ Y
with distance vector d¯ = [6, 5]T is dominated by X → B → Y path with distance vector
d¯ = [2, 5]T and hence it can be excluded to avoid unnecessary time-consuming processing.
Path dominance is formally defined as follows:
Definition 1 (dominant path). We say that path P1 dominates path P2 if and only if:
∃ i ∈ 1, . . . , p, c : di(P1) < di(P2) ∧ dj(P1) ≤ dj(P2),
∀j 6= i ∈ 1, . . . , p, c
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: NM running in its in l ⊕ p general case reduce its search space with a Look Back. (a) Forward
pass: excludes vertices violating at least a path constraint; (b) Backward pass: NM looks back and removes a
path candidate which sum of its current delay and the best (estimated during the forward pass) residual delay
violates the delay constraint (i.e., 1 + 5 > 5).
where di is a distance corresponding to pi path constraint or to c path cost.2
In its general form, we can reduce NM’s search space by removing the dominated paths.
This is accomplished by keeping track of only non-dominated paths during its backward
pass (Algorithm 5, line 11). In particular, a path is added to a vertex v if it is not dominated
by any other path to v, or if it is not dominated by other paths from the source to the
destination.
Look ahead (pruning by infeasibility). We can further reduce NM’s search space by
omitting path candidates with endpoint v, if the sum of their current path distances and the
residual best distances from v to the destination violates any of the path constraints. This
technique is known as “look ahead” [55] and requires a run of Dijkstra or Bellman-Ford
algorithm p times to pre-compute best distances (corresponding to path constraints p) from
all vertices to the destination.
Looking backwards (pruning by infeasibility). To avoid running e.g., Dijkstra algorithm
p+ 1 times, in this thesis we propose a more efficient look back technique that reduces the
search space. The best distance could be estimated now from the intermediate vertex v to
the source (instead of the destination) for each neighborhood containing v during the NM
forward pass. We then use such information during the backward pass to exclude paths
from v at neighborhood N that violate corresponding path constraints.
Note that when our looking backward technique is used, we can learn the best distance
2Note how, if only the cost distance dc(P ) is used in Equation 1, pruning by path dominance is the
well-known pruning by bound technique [53].
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for each node in each neighborhood. Moreover, as physical nodes may appear in more
than one neighborhood, we have more chances to prune path candidates than with the look
ahead search space reduction technique. In addition, as we coupled the look back space
reduction with the NM forward pass, we do not introduce additional overhead with respect
to the look ahead reduction (i.e., running Dijkstra p+ 1 times).
Example 2. In this example we revisit Example 1, to describe how NM in its the general
case coupled with a Look Back search may reduce the search space when finding a path
from X to Y . We assume that two path constraints delay ≤ 5 and cost ≤ 5 need to be
satisfied. During the forward pass (Figure 4.5a) NM estimates the path length to Y, keep-
ing track of all constraint-satisfying distances for each vertex and at each neighborhood.
Vertices whose estimated distance violate at least one path constraint are instead removed.
During the backward pass, NM removes A → Y path candidate whose sum of the current
delay (which equals to 1) and the best estimated delay from the source to A (which equals
to 5) violates delay constraint 1 + 5 > 5 (Figure 4.5b).
4.2.3 NM for l links and a single path constraint (l/l ⊕ 1 cases)
The worst case running time of NM becomes polynomial (by avoiding an exhaustive search)
if either a general constrained shortest path (see Problem 1) with only l link constraints or
the resource optimal constrained path (see Problem 2) with l links and a single path con-
straint (l ⊕ 1) are sought (see Section 4.3). This is because unnecessary iterations and
phases (including the exhaustive search) are avoided. Note however that the constrained
shortest path in l⊕ 1 case is still NP-hard [128], and hence the general NM version should
be used.
Example 3. Revisiting our example 1, NM finds a path from X to Y satisfying the two
constraints bw ≥ 5 and delay ≤ 5 as follows: In the pre-routing phase (see Figure 4.6a)
NM prunesB → Y due a bw violation. In the forward phase (see Figure 4.6b) NM finds the
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Figure 4.6: Running example of NM in l⊕1 case: (a) In the pre-routing phase NM prunesB → Y due a bw
violation; (b) In the forward phase NM finds the best length to Y saving vertices’ predecessors from previous
neighborhoods; (c) back track phase identifies the resource optimal constrained path X → B → A→ Y by
recursive predecessor visits.
best length to Y saving information about vertices’ predecessors from previous neighbor-
hoods, discarding candidates that violate the path constraint. During the back track phase
NM recursively constructs the resource optimal constrained path by recursive predecessor
visits (see Figure 4.6c).
NM pseudocode for l ⊕ 1. Algorithm 6 describes the NM procedure with only l ⊕ 1
constraints. The neighborhoods data structure < NH > identifies each vertex with its
predecessors in previous neighborhoods; each vertex u also contains a path distance D(u).
During the pre-routing phase, D(u) (line 3), the weights of each edge not satisfying all l
constraints (line 7) are set to∞.
During the forward phase of NM, we successively build the neighborhoods < NH >;
for each current neighborhood cNH of u we exclude all neighbors that do not satisfy
the path constraint or that have previous distance lower than dist (line 18). Note that to
compute dist (line 17) we assume D(u) to be a distance of u after its inclusion in current
neighborhood (cNH). The forward phase ends when the destination Y appears in cNH
(line 13). If the number of neighborhoods < NH > is equal to the number of vertices |V |,
the algorithm terminates concluding that a negative weight cycle is detected (line 28), or
that a path does not exist (line 30). During the back-track phase, NM then recursively finds
the resource optimal constrained path between X and Y .
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Algorithm 6: NM in l ⊕ 1 case
Input: X:= src, Y := dest, l link constraints, p single path constraint.
Output: The optimal path between X and Y (which satisfies l ⊕ 1).
1 begin
/* pre-routing phase: */
2 foreach Vertex u ∈ |V | do
3 D(u)←∞
4 end
5 foreach Edge u→ v ∈ |E| do
6 if u→ v does not satisfy l then
7 w(u→ v)←∞
8 end
9 end
/* forwarding phase: */
10 D(X)← 0
11 cNH ←− (X,NIL)
12 < NH >←−< NH > ∪cNH
13 while Y /∈ cNH do
14 NH ←− ∅
15 foreach Vertex u ∈ cNH do
16 foreach Neighbor v ∈ adjacent(u) do
17 dist← D(u) + w(u→ v)
18 if dist < D(v) and dist ≤ p then
19 D(v)← dist
20 NH ←− NH ∪ (v, u)
21 end
22 end
23 end
24 if NH /∈ ∅ and | < NH > | < |V | then
25 < NH >←< NH > ∪NH
26 cNH ← NH
27 else if | < NH > | == |V | then
28 Return Negative Weight Cycle is detected.
29 else
30 Return Y is unreachable.
31 end
32 end
/* back track phase: */
33 path← Y
34 k ← | < NH > |
35 while k > 0 do
36 predecessor ←< NH > [k, path(1)]
37 path← predecessor ∪ path
38 k ← k − 1
39 end
40 end
4.2.4 NM with only link constraints (l case)
In presence of only l link constraints and when the resource optimal constrained path is
sought, NM can be further simplified to run in linear time by omitting the path constraint
checking and by using hop count as a vertex distance metric (Algorithm 6, line 18). As a
result, NM traverses each vertex exactly once, and hence all neighborhoods contain unique
and distinct vertices, i.e., a common vertex for two or more neighborhoods cannot exist.
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4.2.5 NM Optimal Solution
We conclude this section stating an important result, whose proof (by contradiction) is
included in the Appendix A.1.
Theorem 1. (Theorem of the Optimal Solution)
The Neighborhood Method always finds the optimal path if it exists.
Proof. See Appendix A.1.
4.3 Asymptotic Complexity Analysis
In this section, we provide a complexity analysis comparison among our NM and related
algorithms such as: IBF [58], EDijkstra [105], EDFS [53] and EBFS [54, 106] — com-
mon branch-and-bound exhaustive search approaches. Appendix A.2 summarizes the main
results of this comparison, where |V | is the total number of vertices, and |E| is the total
number of edges.
Theoretical results summary. The major benefits of NM arise when we are seeking the
NP-hard [53, 54] constrained shortest paths in l ⊕ 1 and l ⊕ p cases. We show how, under
l constraints, EDijkstra finds constrained (shortest) paths faster than IBF and NM. We also
show how NM is an alternative for IBF to find the resource optimal constrained path when
accepting l⊕ 1 constraints (and thus flexible), and how EDijkstra loses any path optimality
guarantees in that case. Finally, when accepting l ⊕ 1 and l ⊕ p constraints, we show how
time and space EBFS and EDFS complexities are quadratically higher with respect to our
NM.
4.3.1 Complexity Analysis for the l and l ⊕ 1 Cases
EDijkstra complexity (l and l ⊕ 1 cases). Given the presence of merely link constraints
in the l case, EDijkstra can find the constrained shortest path by minimizing an arbitrary
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cost function and its variant the resource optimal constrained path by minimizing path
hop count. The original Dijkstra algorithm can run in O(|V |log|V | + |E|) time utilizing
Fibonacci Heap [129]. Its min hop count variant can be reduced to O(|V | + |E|) with
Thorup’s algorithm [130]. The corresponding space complexity for both Dijkstra variants is
O(|V |+ |E|). Before applying Dijkstra, we also need to verify the l constraints satisfaction
by pruning all edges which violate l in O(|E| · l ). Thus, the total time complexity of finding
the constrained shortest path by EDijkstra isO(|V |log|V |+ |E| · l) with a space complexity
of O(|V | + |E|). For the resource optimal constrained path, the total time complexity of
EDijkstra is reduced to O(|V |+ |E| · l) with the same space complexity.
Given the presence of link and a singe path constraints in the l⊕1 case, EDijkstra has to
minimize distance which is a metric for the required path constraint to guarantee feasibility
of the solution, i.e., to find a feasible solution if it exists. Thus, EDijkstra loses its ability
to any path length optimization. The total time complexity of finding a constrained path
by EDijkstra in l ⊕ 1 case is again O(|V |log|V | + |E| · l) with a space complexity of
O(|V | + |E|). Note that the constrained shortest path in l ⊕ 1 case is NP-hard [128], and
thus requires an exhaustive search for the solution. As a result, EDijkstra cannot find any
variant of the constrained shortest path with l ⊕ 1 constraints.
IBF complexity (l and l⊕1 cases). The original Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm [127]
runs in O(|V ||E|) time and similarly to EDijkstra can be extended to meet l constraints in
O(|E| · l) additional time. Thus, in l case we can find the constrained shortest path by min-
imizing an arbitrary cost function with Bellman-Ford algorithm with O(|V ||E| + |E| · l)
time and O(|V ||E|) space complexities. In contrast to EDijkstra, Bellman-Ford can also
iteratively find shortest paths in ascending hop count order. Hence, the iterative version of
Bellman-Ford (IBF) algorithm can minimize path hop count by visiting each vertex and
“relax” its adjacent edges only once, starting from the source while advancing towards
the destination. This steps takes O(|V | + |E|) allowing IBF to find the resource optimal
constrained path in l case with O(|V |+ |E| · l) time and O(|V |+ |E|) space complexities.
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The same iterative property of IBF can be used to find the resource optimal constrained
path in l ⊕ 1 case. To this aim, at each iteration when the next best hop count candidate is
found, we check its path constraint feasibility. Once, the feasible path is found, IBF returns
the resource optimal constrained path, i.e., the min hop count path which satisfy a single
path constraint. Thus, IBF finds the resource optimal constrained path in l ⊕ 1 case with
the same O(|V ||E|+ |E| · l) time and O(|V ||E|) space complexities as for the constrained
shortest path in l case. Due to NP-hardness of the constrained shortest path in l ⊕ 1 case,
IBF is also not applicable to find it.
EDFS and EBFS complexities (l and l ⊕ 1 cases). In case of only l link constraints
both EDFS and EBFS can find the resource optimal constrained path (by minimizing hop
count) without an exhaustive search. To this end, we can run the original DFS and BFS
algorithms which have linear time complexityO(|V |+ |E|). The only difference lays again
in the adjacent link checking that ensures the l constraints satisfaction resulting in a time
complexity of O(|V |+ |E| · l), and a space complexity of O(|V |+ |E|).
However, to find the constrained shortest path with l constraints, or both the constrained
shortest and the resource optimal constrained paths with l⊕1 constraints, EDFS and EBFS
algorithms would have to build and check all possible paths from the source node (exhaus-
tive search). For each potential path, algorithms can compute cost and path metrics and
check for a path constraint satisfaction in O(2). All constraint violating edges could be
pruned prior to running EDFS or EBFS. Note how, as EDFS and EBFS algorithms use a
branch-and-bound approach, they may visit each vertex more than once. The total number
of path candidates can be bound as O(bd) [131], where b is the number of neighbors, and d
is the maximum loop-free path hop count. The average number of neighbors per vertex b
can be obtained from the hand-shaking lemma3:
b =
∑V
i=v (neighbors of vertex v)
|V | =
2|E|
|V | . (4.11)
3Without loss of generality, we can assume undirected network graphs as in a directed graph, b equals to
the average outdegree: b = |E||V | .
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Using Equation 4.11 and based on the fact that the maximum loop-free path hop count
equals to |V − 1|, the EDFS and EBFS time complexities Ol⊕1 are:
Ol⊕1 = O(2bd + |E| · l) = O
(( |E |
|V |
)|V |
+ |E | · l
)
. (4.12)
Based on Equation 4.12, the EBFS space complexity is O
((
|E|
|V |
)|V |)
.
NM complexity (l and l⊕ 1 cases). To estimate the time complexity of NM of finding the
constrained shortest path with l constraints or the resource optimal constrained path with
l ⊕ 1 constraints, we first obtain the average number of neighbors per vertex b from the
hand-shaking lemma shown in Equation 3.1. During the pre-routing phase, NM visits each
vertex and edge to either set initial values or prune an edge due to a constraint violation in
O(|V | + |E| · l). During the back track phase, which runs in linear time, NM recursively
visits each predecessor starting from the destination in O(|V |). During the forward phase
we have quadratic complexity as to construct a neighborhood with best path distances, we
loop over all b neighbors of each node of the previous neighborhood in O(|V |b). The total
number of neighborhoods is at most the maximum loop-free path hop count which equals
to |V − 1|. Here we assume that a vertex look up and placement takes O(1) time. The
overall NM complexity is hence:
Ol⊕1 = O(|V |2b+ 2|V |+ |E|l) = O(|V ||E|+ |E| · l). (4.13)
Based on Equation 4.13, the NM space complexity is O(|V ||E|).
As for related algorithms, the process of finding the resource optimal constrained path
with l constraints can be further simplified to linear complexity. To minimize path hop
count, all neighborhoods need to contain only unique and distinct vertices, i.e., a common
vertex for two or more neighborhoods cannot exist; this means that the maximum size
of all neighborhoods is |V |. For each vertex in the neighborhoods set, the complexity of
retrieving its neighbors is O(b), assuming that a vertex look up and placement takes O(1)
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time. Therefore, the time complexity of NM in this case is O(|V |b + 2|V | + |E| · l) =
O(|V |+ |E | · l) and its space complexity is O(|V |+ |E|).
4.3.2 Complexity Analysis for the l ⊕ p Case
EDijkstra and IBF complexities (l ⊕ p case). For completeness, we mention that neither
EDijkstra nor IBF are applicable to any variant of the constrained shortest path in the l⊕ p
case.
EDFS and EBFS complexities (l ⊕ p case). We remark that both EDFS and EBFS can
find any variant of the constrained shortest path or k such paths in exponential time by
exhaustive search. For each potential path, these algorithms check the satisfaction of all p
constraints by calculating p + 1 new path and new cost metrics in O(2p). All l constraints
violating edges could be pruned prior to running EDFS or EBFS. Using Equation 3.1 and
based on the fact that the maximum loop-free path hop count equals to |V − 1|, EDFS and
EBFS time complexities Ol⊕p are:
Ol⊕p = O(2p · bd + |E|l) = O
(( |E|
|V |
)|V |
p+ |E| · l
)
(4.14)
The space complexity equals toO
((
|E|
|V |
)|V |
p
)
due to the fact that we have to store pmetrics
for each path.
NM complexity (l ⊕ p case). Similar to EDFS and EBFS, NM can find any variant of the
constrained shortest path or k such paths with l⊕p constraints in exponential time utilizing
any instance of an exhaustive search. The neighborhoods contains non-unique nodes, and
the total number of their nodes can be up to |V |2. For each neighbor, NM checks if it
already appears in the neighborhood O(b). Taking into account the edge pruning phase, to
ensure the constraints satisfaction and to reduce a search space, the time complexity of the
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Figure 4.7: Differently than the branch-and-bound exhaustive search of EBFS, in which traversed paths
grow between X and Y, NM’s, reduces the search space significantly reducing the path candidates (from
O(bd) to O(b
d
2 ) paths) due to its forward and backward passes.
neighborhoods building step Ol⊕p1 is:
Ol⊕p1 = O(|V |2b+ |E|l) = O(|V ||E|+ |E| · l) (4.15)
During the backward pass, NM builds all possible paths from the destination node using
any exhaustive search methods such as EDFS or EBFS. However, there is a difference in
that, we process only those vertex neighbors which appear in its previous neighborhood.
This allows us to significantly reduce the total number of the processing paths: instead of
processing 1+b+b2+...+bd orO(bd) paths, due to double pass (i.e., forward and backward
passes) we process only: 1 ∩ bd + b ∩ bd−1 + b2 ∩ bd−2 + ...+ b d2 ∩ b d2 + ...+ bd−2 ∩ b2 +
bd−1 ∩ b+ bd ∩ 1 ≤ 1 + b+ b2 + ...+ b d2 + ...+ b2 + b+ 1 or O(b d2 ) paths. Hence, the time
complexity of the backward pass step Ol⊕p2 is quadratically lower than for EDFS or EBFS
(see Equation 4.14):
Ol⊕p2 = O(2p · b
d
2 ) = O
(( |E|
|V |
) |V |
2
p
)
(4.16)
The total time complexity of the NM isO
((
|E|
|V |
) |V |
2
p+|V ||E|+|E|·l
)
or justO
((
|E|
|V |
) |V |
2
p+
|E| · l
)
. Similarly as for EDFS and EBFS, the total space complexity is O
((
|E|
|V |
) |V |
2
p
)
.
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4.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate NM’s scalability and flexibility performance through simula-
tions and our prototype implementation in the context of its applicability to several com-
plementary virtual network services. To assess the flexibility of NM, we compare, with and
without it: (i) the embedding performance of several online VNE and real-time NFV-SC
mechanisms within the management plane; (ii) several traffic engineering solutions within
the data plane. Our goal is to show how our NM can be used to improve the overall network
utilization (allocation ratio or total flow throughput), optimality (load balancing or fairness
of flows), as well as energy consumption within both planes; (iii) To assess NM scalabil-
ity, we then compare it with related solutions under different network scales and service
requests/topology scenarios when accepting multiple link and multiple path constraints.
Evaluation settings. In our simulations, we used a machine with an Intel Core i5 processor
with dual core CPU of 2.7 GHz and 8GB RAM. We use the BRITE [132] topology gener-
ator to create our physical and virtual networks. Our results are consistent across physical
networks that follow Waxman and Barabasi-Albert models [133], that are known to ap-
proximate well subsets of Internet topologies [8]. For lack of space we only show results
relative to Waxman connectivities. In our NM prototype evaluation instead, we use a phys-
ical network obtained with the GENI testbed [85]. All our results show 95% confidence
interval, and our randomness lays in both the service request (i.e., in its type and constraints
to accept) and in the physical network topology. In most of our physical topologies, the
average node degree equals to 4, a known common value within Internet topologies [8].
Results summary. Efficiency and Provider’s revenue: During the virtual network forma-
tion (management plane), we found that using NM within recent VNE or NFV-SC algo-
rithms increases their allocation ratio while improving the network utilization by better load
balancing (close to the optimal), which in turn decreases energy consumption. Network
Utilization: Our results evaluating NM within the data plane instead show how utilizing
a set of paths found with NM is beneficial for TE in terms of minimum path hop count,
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network utilization and in some cases even energy consumption. Time to Solution (Con-
vergence Time): When we attempted to allocate flows (virtual links) with multiple link and
multiple path constraints over large scale physical networks using NM with the proposed
search space reduction techniques, we found a path computation speed-up of almost an
order of magnitude w.r.t. common exhaustive search algorithms. Moreover, we also found
almost 3 orders of magnitude running time improvement w.r.t. the same integer program-
ming problem solved with CPLEX [134]. This confirm how at large scale the time needed
for a path computation with NM will have the same order of magnitude as the time needed
for the path allocation introducing no significant bottleneck for the end-to-end virtual link
embedding.
4.4.1 Management Plane Evaluation
Simulation settings. To assess the impact of NM on the virtual network embedding, we
include results obtained with simulated physical networks of 20 nodes (as in similar ear-
lier studies [61]), following Waxman connectivity model, where each physical node and
each physical link have uniformly distributed CPU and bandwidth from 0 to 100 units, re-
spectively. Note that we use fairly small scale physical networks due to complexity of the
integer programming formulation. We attempt to embed a pool of 40 VN (service chain)
requests with 6 virtual nodes and random (linear) virtual topologies. Each virtual node and
each virtual edge have uniformly distributed CPU and bandwidth demand from 1 to 10
units, respectively. When we tested NM within virtual network embedding algorithms, we
vary the virtual node degree from 1 (the VN has linear topology) to 5 (VN is a fully con-
nected topology). Moreover, we also assume that each virtual edge has a propagation delay
stretch latency constraint uniformly distributed between 1 to 4. We defined propagation de-
lay stretch the ratio between the propagation delay and the propagation delay encountered
traversing the diameter of the physical network. When we tested NM within the real-time
service chaining use case, we vary the latency constraint of virtual links (service-to-service
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communication) from∞ (i.e., SC is not real-time sensitive) to 1/4 (i.e., SC is highly real-
time sensitive) of the propagation delay stretch.
Evaluation metrics. To demonstrate the advantages of using NM within the virtual net-
work embedding (VNE) and real-time service chaining (SC) mechanisms, we compared
four representative VNE algorithms. To compare them, we replace their (original) Dijkstra-
based shortest path with our NM. We have chosen to compare against [61, 60] as the op-
timal VNE scheme formulated as integer programming multi-commodity flow is the best
to our knowledge solution for online VNE (yet intractable for large scale networks). We
refer to this solution as Opt, as in Optimal. Opt in fact attempt to minimize the ratio be-
tween the provider’s costs of embedding a VN request and the available substrate resources
provided for this request, with the aim of balancing the network load. We also compare
Opt against its version where a path (or column) generation approach is used to make Opt
more scalable [61]. We refer to this scheme as PathGen and, even in this case, substitute
its original shortest path algorithm (used to find new paths within the multi-commodity
flow) with our path management solution (see details in Section 4.1.2). Note that we used
the one-shot VNE approximation algorithm proposed in [121] as an initial solution for the
column generation approach to avoid two stage VNE limitations when physical network is
initially unbalanced [61]. Finally, we compare against a Consensus-based Auction mech-
anism (CAD) [74], the first policy-based distributed VNE approximation algorithm with
convergence and optimality guarantees. The link embedding of CAD is a policy that runs
a shortest path algorithm to either precompute the k-shortest paths or find these paths dy-
namically. For fairness of comparison, we assume the later holds, and as in PathGen case,
we substitute currently used Dijkstra with our NM constrained shortest path finder.
In this simulation scenario we have tested the potential revenue loss by specifying the
fraction of VN request accepted over the VN requested (allocation ratio), to what extent
physical links were utilized (link utilization) and how many paths of the particular length
in total were used per VN pool. Finally, we used the idle energy model proposed previ-
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ously [5] to access the energy consumption of the network:
Energy Consumption =
∑
e∈E
(M − E0)Ue + E0 (4.17)
where E is a set of physical edges, Ue is an edge e utilization, and M and E0 are numerical
values taken from [5] that correspond to the maximum and idle energy consumption of the
switch interface, respectively. We useM = 2 and E0 = 1.7 maximum and idle energy con-
sumptions (measured in Watts) assuming gigabit channel communications. In our results,
we show an energy consumption increase relative to the idle network state (in %).
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Figure 4.8: Virtual network (VN) embedding and real-time NFV service chaining (SC) results obtained
with physical networks of 20 nodes following Waxman connectivity model: by addressing the constrained
shortest path problem with NM versus using commonly adopted shortest path algorithms (e.g., Disjktra), the
allocation ratio of VNE (a) and real-time NFV-SC (e) can be improved when the virtual node degree increase
or when requests are not highly sensitive to delays. Optimality gap of VNE (c) and NFV-SC (g) can be also
improved (resulting in our case into a better load balancing) which leads to a lower energy consumption (b)
and (f) relative to the network idle state [5], respectively. NM’s benefits are due to its ability of finding more
path with a lower hop count that can satisfy latency demands and simultaneously improve objective value for
full-mesh VNs (d) and moderate real-time sensitive SC (h) pools.
NM improves VNE/NFV-SC allocation ratio and energy efficiency. Figures 4.8a and 4.8e
show how including constrained shortest paths (e.g., found with NM) during column gen-
eration of the PathGen approach can improve overall VNE and NFV-SC acceptance ratio.
Particularly, the highest acceptance (i.e., allocation) ratio gains arise in the case of dense
(e.g., full-mesh) VNs or under moderate real-time sensitivity of NFV-SCs. Moreover, we
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can see how in some cases, utilizing NM within PathGen leads to a lower energy consump-
tion (see Figures 4.8b and 4.8f ). This is due to an improved network utilization because of
a better (closer to the optimal) load balancing (see Figures 4.8c and 4.8g).
These optimality gains in turn arise due to NM’s ability to find more paths that can
satisfy all virtual link constraints (e.g., bandwidth and latency) and simultaneously improve
the objective value (see Figures 4.8d and 4.8h). These results confirm our expectations
in Section 4.1.2. At the same time, optimality improvements with NM demonstrate no
significant benefits (in terms of allocation ratio or energy efficiency) for the CAD over
standard shortest path management. This is due to the fact that in our settings, separate node
and link embedding approach demonstrates the worst performance caused by significantly
limited feasible space for the virtual link mapping. Such limitations are due to randomized
capacities of physical nodes and edges (i.e., due to initially unbalanced physical network)
further exacerbated by randomized virtual link capacity and latency constraints.
4.4.2 Data Plane Evaluation
In the next set of results we analyze the benefits of using our solution within the data
plane by evaluating NM performance within standard Traffic Engineering schemes [6, 7],
under different physical network topologies and under different severity of service level
objectives.
Simulation settings. To evaluate the impact of NM (used to compute constrained shortest
paths) within Traffic Engineering [6, 7], we use a physical network topology of 10, 000
nodes, where each physical link has bandwidth uniformly distributed between 1 and 10
Gbps. We attempt to allocate flows for 1000 random source destination pairs by solving
max-min fairness problem shown in Equation 4.8 with the fixed latency SLO demands. To
evaluate the maximum possible gains, we assume infinite bandwidth demands of the flows
and we omit any constraints imposed by hardware granularity due to rule count limits or
flow quantization limitations [6, 7]. For clarity, we also assume that all flows have the same
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priority. Thus, the fairness of the flow is its total allocated throughput. We denote with low,
medium and high delay SLO constraints, 4, 1.5, and 1 times of a propagation delay stretch
defined in Section 4.4.1, respectively.
In the first simulation scenario, we use LP-based solution (that is costly to address in
practice [6, 7]) with fixed average physical node degree equal to 4 (common for the Inter-
net [8]), where we vary the maximum number of paths available for each flow allocation.
In the second scenario, we use instead scalable greedy solution proposed in [7] with unre-
stricted number of paths per flow. To this end, once the best currently available path (or
tunnel) gets fully saturated, we find the next best path dynamically. In this scenario, we
vary average physical node degree from 8 to 1.
Evaluation metrics. To evaluate the performance of NM for data plane TE solutions, we
compare NM with (extended) Dijkstra algorithm within the greedy-based TE (i.e., in the
second scenario), and their corresponding k-shortest path [119] and k-constrained shortest
path (that uses general version of NM coupled with Look Back technique) algorithms within
LP-based TE (i.e., in the first scenario). We remark that NM’s superior performance w.r.t.
Dijkstra-based TE is expected due to its ability of minimizing provider’s associated cost
for flow allocation e.g., minimizing provisioned physical bandwidth (see Problem 2) under
an arbitrary set of (e.g., SLO) constraints. This difference is expected to degrade in the
first scenario (where LP-based formulation is used) with either number of maximum paths
per flow or SLO severity increase, as in this case the k-shortest path set converge to the k-
constrained shortest path set resulting in the equal LP formulation. However, in the second
scenario, as we allocate bandwidth for flows on their most preferable tunnels (best paths)
first, that superior performance is expected to be preserved and can vary with different node
degree or SLO severity. For comparison we use the following four metrics: total gained
throughput of all flows, cumulative distribution of flows’ throughput which corresponds to
their fairness, energy consumption relative to the network idle state and path hop count.
Path hop savings lead to network utilization and flow fairness gains. In Figure 4.9a, we
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Figure 4.9: Performance analyses of LP-based (Top) and greedy (Bottom) max-min fairness Traffic En-
gineering (TE) algorithms [6, 7] utilizing the constrained shortest path management with NM versus their
original shortest path management with Dijkstra on Waxman topologies in terms of: (a) and (e) total gained
flow throughput; (b) and (f) cumulative distribution of flow throughput for 25 paths per flow and for average
node degree 4 (common for Internet [8]), respectively; (c) and (g) energy consumption increase relative to
the network idle state [5]; and (d) and (h) number of average path hops per flow.
show how the correlation between the total gained throughput across all flows and the max-
imum number of paths available per each flow is a logarithmic function — increasing num-
ber of paths linearly brings a logarithmic growth to the total gained throughput. Figure 4.9e
shows how the total gained throughput of all allocated flows changes when multiple phys-
ical links become available (the average physical node degree increases). This dependence
is an affine function: the maximum possible total gained throughput increases linearly with
the available physical links.
In both scenarios, we can see how the total flow throughput and the resulting flow
fairness (e.g., the particular flow throughput) are higher for NM than for Dijkstra-based TE
(see Figures 4.9a, 4.9b, 4.9e and 4.9f ). These results demonstrate how minimizing the total
physical bandwidth provisioned for a single flow with NM can significantly benefit traffic
engineering solutions. In particular, due to the path hop count optimization under SLO
constraints within the data plane, NM gains up to 50% of total flow throughput under low
SLO in the first (LP-based) scenario, and up to 20% of total flow throughput under mid SLO
in the second (greedy-based) scenario w.r.t. Dijkstra-based TE (see Figures 4.9a and 4.9e).
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Such gains allow, in turn also to improve flow fairness (see Figures 4.9b and 4.9f ). Note
that such large throughput gains in the first scenario (i.e., up to 50%) are partly due to the k-
shortest path [119] and the general version of NM (that finds k-constrained shortest paths)
algorithms difference, i.e., the former has a higher probability of finding paths with more
shared edges then the later. As expected, NM gains decrease with the node connectivity, as
less physical path choices are available to map virtual links. Also, for LP-based scenario
these gains decrease with increase of the maximum number of paths or SLO severity, as
both shortest and constrained shortest path sets converge to each other resulting in equal
LP formulations.
Average path length and energy consumption tradeoff. We further investigate the rea-
sons why we observed such gains in total throughput of all flows w.r.t. Dijksra-based TE. In
particular, observing Figures 4.9d and 4.9h we note that there are ≈ 2− 3 hops difference
in the average path length between NM and Dijkstra-based TE when allocating low SLO
flows. At the same time, for the medium SLO constraints this difference is reduced to circa
one hop. Finally, when the SLO constraints are high, there is no significant physical path
length difference. To understand why the average path length changes with the constraint
severity, note how the longer is an end-to-end physical path, the lower is the probability
that the entire path satisfies the SLO constraints. On the other hand, the higher the number
of hops, the higher is the number of candidates paths, and so the higher is the probability
of finding one which satisfies these constraints. This explains the trade-offs in average path
length behavior observed in Figure 4.9h.
The hop count savings minimize the physical bandwidth provisioned for a single path,
allowing the provider to accept more flows or allocate more bandwidth for a single flow.
As a result, the overall link utilization increases leading to a higher energy consumption
(see Figures 4.9c and 4.9g). We observe one exception when throughput gains are low
and path hop count savings are high (as observed in the management plane scenario in
Section 4.4.1). An example of such situation can be also observed in the second scenario
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for dense physical networks (with average node degree ≥ 5) when allocating flows with
low SLO demands. In that case, we can see a small reduction (of ≈ 2%) in the energy
consumption simultaneously with low throughput gains (of ≈ 5%).
4.4.3 Scalability Results
In the next set of results we test the scalability performance of NM when accepting multiple
link and multiple path constraints (l⊕p case). We remark that in this case only exponential
exact solutions exist for the constrained shortest path problem due to its NP-hardness [53].
Scalability simulation settings. To assess NM scalability, we simulate on-line requests
for allocating constrained virtual links (or traffic flows). In particular, we generate physical
network topologies of 10, 100, 1K and 10K nodes, where each physical link has band-
width uniformly distributed between 1 and 10 Gbps. In addition, we set each physical link
with a cost uniformly distributed between 1 and 10. We attempt to find the constrained
shortest path variant — the resource optimal constrained path for 10% of physical network
nodes random source-destination pairs, where for each pair we allocate as many virtual
links as possible with the fixed demands. We denote with low and medium bandwidth con-
straints, 1 and 4 Gbps, respectively; these values represent approximately 10% and 45%
of the maximum physical link capacity. Similarly, we denote with low and medium (prop-
agation) delay SLO constraints, 4 and 2.5 times of a propagation delay stretch defined in
Section 4.4.1, respectively. In addition, we denote with low and medium cost constraints,
100 and 50 that represent 10 and 5 times of the maximum physical link cost.
Scalability evaluation metrics. To evaluate the NM scalability, we compare the general
version of NM with the EBFS (common branch-and-bound exhaustive search) algorithm
and with the CPLEX [134] performance (that uses 4 parallel threads) of solving the com-
mon arc-based constrained shortest path formulation. Both NM and EBFS are coupled
with dominant paths search space reduction techniques. Moreover, we couple EBFS with a
Look Ahead (EBFS+LA) search space reduction technique [55] and NM with a Look Back
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(NM+LB) search space reduction technique - a variant of Look Ahead without complexity
overhead (see Section 4.2.2).
We compare NM with EBFS and CPLEX across two metrics: the number of traversed paths
required to find the constrained shortest path and the average path computation time. Note
that in case of CPLEX, the number of traversed paths corresponds to the total number of
iterations.
Dominant paths prevent intractabilities. Figures 4.10a and 4.10c show that dominant
paths technique reduces the number of traversed paths per virtual link to a linear function
of a physical network size for both EBFS and NM. Moreover, due to its “double pass”
technique, NM traverses up to two orders of magnitude paths less then EBFS. However, we
can see how EBFS works slightly faster than NM for large scale physical networks with
medium link and path constraints (see Figure 4.10d). That can be explained with the more
expensive forward pass of NM for larger physical networks (≥ 10K nodes). The NM’s
unnecessary iterations can be however reduced by the proposed Look Back technique.
NM scalability with backward pass and look back. Our experiments show that when
NM backward phase is coupled with a Look Back technique, the number of traversed paths
by NM further reduces. This reduction is almost independent from the size of the physical
network (see Figures 4.10a and 4.10c). Using the Look Back search space optimization
does not introduce any significant path computation overhead, while the same cannot be
said for the Look Ahead search space reduction technique (see Figures 4.10b and 4.10d).
Even though CPLEX uses 4 parallel threads (instead of a single thread for NM and
EBFS) and traverses moderate number of path (similar to NM without Look Back tech-
nique), it shows the worst performance in all cases. That is due to the fact, that finding
constrained shortest paths with the commonly utilized arc-based integer programming for-
mulation is NP-hard and no existing techniques can reduce that complexity to pseudo-
polynomial. On the contrary, NM and EBFS complexities can be reduced to pseudo-
polynomial by applying the dominant paths search space reduction technique [55]. Pro-
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Figure 4.10: Performance analyses of general NM versus EBFS with dominant paths, look-back for NM
(NM+LB) and look-ahead for EBFS (EBFS+LA) search space reduction techniques, and versus IBM CPLEX
solver for the constrained shortest path formulation in Problem 2 for low (top row) and medium (bottom row)
SLO constraints in terms of: (a,c) number of traversed paths to find the optimal virtual path; (b,d) the virtual
path computation time.
posed novel double pass and Look Back search space reduction techniques further reduce
the practical complexity of finding constrained shortest paths. Thus, NM is almost an order
of magnitude faster in comparison with EBFS and is almost 3 orders of magnitude faster
than CPLEX for large-scale physical networks, and hence scales better. We remark that
such scalability improvements over existing constrained shortest path algorithms are es-
sential for the virtual network service management at large scale. For example, the column
generation approach can generate tens of thousands paths per a single VN request at large
scale. Thus, it will take 100 ms x 10K ≈ 17 minutes when EBFS is used. On the con-
trary, we need only 10 ms x 10K ≈ 100 seconds with NM which significantly reduces VN
request blocking probability.
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Chapter 5
Data Computation/Consumption and
Reliable Service Chain Orchestration
“Dı¯vide et impera¯”
(divide and rule)
— Philip II of Macedon
In the previous chapter, we have shown the constrained shortest path importance for
the virtual network service management. What follows next is the first-of-its-kind meta-
path composite variable approach that significantly reduces combinatorial complexity of
the optimal service function chaining. We remark that we use service chaining of com-
puter vision functions as part of the function-centric computing paradigm for data com-
putation/consumption over geo-distributed edge/core cloud infrastructures. The idea is to
divide the (larger) service chaining problem into a set of (smaller) constrained-shortest
(meta)path problems (that can be solved efficiently with our state-of-the-art path finder) to
aggregate multiple optimization decisions within a single binary variable. However, before
digging into details of our metapath composite variable approach we first discuss potential
challenges of decoupling existing computer vision applications into a set of functions. We
then describe in more details the problem of reliable service chain orchestration, i.e., its
initial composition and the consequent maintenance.
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5.1 Challenges of Computer Vision Function Decoupling
In this section, we first outline the function decoupling challenges of computer vision appli-
cations that can be used for geospatial video analytics. We then show the need for a reliable
function chain orchestration mechanism due to computer vision application application and
infrastructure challenges that need to be addressed in order to apply the function-centric
computing paradigm.
5.1.1 Application Challenges: Situational Awareness
in a Disaster Scenario
As we have seen in Section 1.2, computer vision and other computationally intensive ap-
plications are typically designed without portability in mind: their code is tightly coupled
to the rest of the system to optimize performance. This, in turn, limits the applications’
ability to scale seamlessly on a distributed set of physical (or logical) resources.
We can decouple imagery/video-processing into functions, leveraging their natural de-
composability into sub-processes. For instance, our tracking use case application can be
decomposed to the following sub-processes: (a) acquisition, (b) pre-processing, (c) anal-
ysis, and (d) post-processing. The feasible decoupling of imagery/video-processing sub-
processes into functions for our theater-scale and regional-scale application case studies is
shown in Figures 1.3, 1.5 and 1.7. We can divide computer vision functions into two main
classes, depending on their functionality: small and large function processing as discussed
in Section 1.2. Small functions can be placed at the edge cloud (i.e., near the infrastructure
edge) or as network functions at the core infrastructure network; large functions instead
typically need to be processed in the core cloud (see Figure 1.8).
Challenge 1: Computation and storage demand uncertainty. A first challenge of ap-
plication decoupling into functions is demand uncertainty. Disaster scenes have different
scales and the amount of collected data at a disaster scene is typically unknown in advance.
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Table 5.1: An example set of computer vision application demands for different geo-scales
of data collection
Data Expected Computation Expected Data Expected Expected
Scale Demand per Function Collection Size Computation Time Data Rate
Theater-scale 0.5-5 TFlops 1-10 GB 10-100 ms per frame 10-100 Mbps
Regional-scale 1-10 TFlops 10-100 GB 10-100 ms per frame 0.1 - 1 Gbps
For example, at the theater i.e., medium-scale, scenes are characterized by very large col-
lection of distributed light-weight to medium resolution ground-based cameras (including
fixed-mount surveillance cameras, mobile smartphones, body-worn cameras, and robotic
tele-operated cameras). At the larger regional-scale, in our exemplar case study applica-
tion, a small number of aerial imaging platforms are collected with high-resolution (multi-
spectral) day-night imagery to rapidly assess damage, and monitor movement of vehicles
and people to route assistance to the most needed sites. Table 5.1 lists a few exemplar
task characteristics of computer vision applications and their anticipated resource usage
requirements across the two geographical scales. Response times vary based on the al-
location of hardware resources at the infrastructure edges, and also if caching techniques
are used at the infrastructure edges near visual data consumption sites for improving the
frame fetch latency of visual data when requested in an on-demand manner by the first
responders. Data sizes may vary depending upon the resolutions of collected images/video
content, and computation times may vary as well, dependent on the hardware used for the
visual data processing.
5.1.2 Infrastructure Challenges: Edge Computing and
Reliable Service Chain Orchestration
Small instance functions such as encryption and features extraction are common for many
computer vision applications; such applications may benefit from function-centric comput-
ing if the computations occur within the network itself. Certain functions can be placed as
‘network functions’ to software switches [135, 136]. At the same time, other functions still
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need to be processed on cloud servers either in the core/public or edge clouds. To avoid
manual decisions of how application’s sub-processes need to be offloaded and where to
offload them, we aim to build upon NFV service chain orchestration concepts tailored to
our function-centric computing paradigm.
Challenge 2: Service Chain Representation and NP-hard Composition. The first step is
to abstract the (computer vision) application services via a chain representation to form ser-
vice chain requests. Service chain requests then need to be composed from either network
functions, network-edges or core/public cloud resources. To overcome this challenge, we
propose a reliable service chain orchestration approach that composes and maintains ser-
vice chains under varying application demands and physical infrastructure uncertainties
caused e.g., by disaster incidents. The service chain composition is the NP-hard graph
matching problem of composing a constrained service chain on top of a shared constrained
physical network [73]: each application’s service needs to be mapped onto a physical node
(i.e., service placement). In order to enable communications between a pair of services, we
need to find a loop-free path (i.e., service chaining).
Challenge 3: Infrastructure Outages. Due to the fact that the response time is a vital
factor during disaster relief activities, providing real-time visual awareness with latency-
aware mechanisms is imperative. Satisfying latency requirements even at the application
level may require computation of some functions at the edge. This, in turn not only in-
creases the input size of an already NP-hard constrained graph matching problem, but also
brings new resource provisioning and management challenges. For instance, large-scale
cloud/edge infrastructures can be subject to outages which leads to the available physical
resource uncertainties. In addition, infrastructure outages can be caused by an ongoing
disaster incident [3]. Hence, a reliable service chain composition approach should also
account for available physical resource uncertainties caused by infrastructure outages.
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5.2 Modeling Reliable Service Chain Composition
In this section, we define the problem of joint (and reliable) service chain composition that
can be formulated as the integer multi-commodity-chain flow problem for an augmented
cloud infrastructure graph [69] which is a generalization of a well-known multi-commodity
flow problem [60]. To proactively ensure reliability of a service chain composition, we use
backup policies as well as probabilistic ‘chance’ capacity constraints instead of determinis-
tic ones. Thus, we use a chance-constrained programming [137]. We also extend this prob-
lem with geo-location and latency constraints to satisfy all QoS demands of geo-distributed
latency-sensitive service function chains.
Objective and example of the online chain composition. Based on providers’ policies,
the service chain composition problem can be used to minimize (expected) values of differ-
ent fitness functions FE. One example of common fitness functions is an additive function
of service chain demands and corresponding physical resource capacity ratios. Such func-
tion is known to best balance the physical network load [60]. In most cases service chain
requests can be unknown in advance, and using the load balancing fitness function allows
one to increase the acceptance ratio of these requests. Such optimization is also known as
the ‘online optimization’ [60, 61].
Figure 5.1 shows an example of the online service chain composition that minimizes
the network load balancing function: by minimizing a sum of service chain demands and
corresponding physical resource capacity ratios, for a− b− c service chain we achieve its
minimum value FE =
8
10
+ 2·1
5
+ 8
10
+ 1
5
+ 4
5
= 3. As a result, we compose this service
chain request with X , Y and A physical nodes (e.g., servers) to place a, b and c services,
respectively. To enable service communications a−b and b−c, we chain them withX−B−
Y and Y − B physical paths, respectively. This also allows us to compose the subsequent
d − e request. In the rest of this chapter, our objective is to minimize the expected value
of the load balancing fitness function FE formally defined below (see Equation 5.1) for the
case of service chain demand and available physical resource uncertainties.
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Figure 5.1: Illustrative example of the online composition of service chain requests (SCR) on top of the
capacitated physical network (numbers indicate service demands and corresponding resource capacities).
Service chain composition sets and variables. We model each service chain a ∈ A as
a chain graph Ga = (NaV , E
a
V ). A service G
a is composed by a set NaV of services and
a set EaV of corresponding service communications (or service links) representing logical
network connectivities among elements in NaV . Moreover, each service chain a has a set of
backup resourcesBa. We then model the physical infrastructure on which the service func-
tions run as a physical network graph G = (NS, ES), composed by a set NS of substrate
nodes and a set ES of substrate edges.
We define two types of binary variables: one for the service chain link mapping, and
another for (node) service mapping. Particularly, let binary variable f stij (b, a) = 1 if a flow
for st ∈ EaV service link of a backup b ∈ Ba of a service chain a ∈ A is assigned to
the physical edge ij ∈ ES , i.e., f stij (b, a) = 1, or 0 otherwise. Furthermore, let binary
variable xsi (b, a) = 1 if a service s ∈ NaV of a backup b ∈ Ba of a service chain a ∈ A
is assigned to the physical node i ∈ NS , i.e., xsi (b, a) = 1, and 0 otherwise. Having sets
and variables defined, we now can formulate the online service chain composition problem
under uncertainty using integer multi-commodity-chain flow problem.
Problem 3 (online service chain composition under uncertainty). Given a set of service
chains represented as graphsGa = (NaV , E
a
V ) and a physical network graphG = (NS, ES),
the online service chain composition problem under service chain demands and available
physical resources uncertainties can be formulated as follows:
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minFE =
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
∑
τ∈T
∑
i∈NS
E
[
Daτs
Cτi
]
xsi (b, a) +
∑
st∈EaV
∑
ij∈ES
E
[
Dast
Cij
]
f stji (b, a)
 (5.1)
subject to
Service Placement Constraints:
∑
i∈NS
xsi (b, a) = 1,∀s ∈ NaV , b ∈ Ba, a ∈ A (5.2)
P
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
Daτs x
s
i (b, a) ≤Cτi
 ≥ R, ∀i ∈ NS, τ ∈ T (5.3)
Service Chaining Constraints:
∑
j∈NS
f stij (b, a)−
∑
j∈NS
f stji (b, a) = x
s
i (b, a)−xti(b, a),∀i∈NS, st∈EaV , b∈Ba, a∈A (5.4)
P
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
st∈EaV
Dastf
st
ij (b, a) ≤Cij
 ≥ R, ∀ij ∈ ES (5.5)
Specific QoS Constraints (Geo-Location, Latency, etc.):
gdasix
s
i (b, a) ≤ GDas , ∀i ∈ NS, s ∈ NaV , b ∈ Ba, a ∈ A, (5.6)
∑
ij∈ES
wkijf
st
ij (b, a) ≤ Kakst , ∀st ∈ EaV , b ∈ Ba, a ∈ A, k ∈ K (5.7)
Additional Policy Constraints (e.g., No-Consolidation):
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
xsi (b, a) ≤ 1,∀i ∈ NS, a ∈ A (5.8)
where all symbols and notationsare summarized in Appendix B.1.1.
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Service chain composition constraints discussion. Minimization of FE in Equation 5.1
is subject to a set of constraints which contains both — basic composition constraints and
constraints specific to the geo-distributed latency-sensitive service chains. The basic con-
straints include service placement for a specified number of duplicates (Equation 5.2), ser-
vice chaining or well-known multi-commodity flow constraints (Equation 5.4). Additional
policy constraints for service chain composition problem are also acceptable. One such
example is a common ‘no consolidated service placement’ constraint that prohibits place-
ment of two or more different services (or their backups) belonging to the same service
chain onto one physical node (Equation 5.8). Note that this policy further complicates a
combinatorial complexity of the (NP-hard) integer multi-commodity-chain flow problem.
In contrast to prior service chain composition problems [69, 82], we now use probabilistic
physical node and link capacity constraints to ensure that physical resources satisfy service
chain QoS demands given some acceptable risk (Equations 5.3 and 5.5).
The specific geo-distributed latency-sensitive service chain constraints include physical
node geo-location and service communication end-to-end network QoS constraints such as
latency, packet loss, etc. (Equation 5.7).
Objective and chance-constraint deterministic equivalents. Due to physical node and
link outage risks, their capacities are random discrete variables. Taking this into account
and with the legitimate assumption of the worst-case scenario that all service chain de-
mands follow a normal distribution and are strongly correlated, we can substitute our objec-
tive and chance-constraints in Equations 5.3 and 5.5 with the following linear deterministic
equivalents1:
F=
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
∑
τ∈T
∑
i∈NS
µaτs +K R
Pi
σaτs
Cτi
xsi (b, a)+
∑
st∈EaV
∑
ij∈ES
µast +K R
Pij
σast
Cij
f stji (b, a)
 (5.9)
1Note that such assumption is also valid when service chain demands are not correlated or their correlation
coefficients are unknown. In these cases, linear deterministic equivalents of chance-constraints always satisfy
availability requirements R and can result in even higher (actual) availability at expense of worse resource
utilization.
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∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
(
µaτs +K R
Pi
σaτs
)
xsi (a, b) ≤

Cτi , R<Pi
0, otherwise
,
∀i ∈ NS, τ ∈ T
(5.10)
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
st∈EaV
(
µast +K R
Pij
σast
)
f stij (a, b) ≤

Cij, R<Pij
0, otherwise
,
∀ij ∈ ES
(5.11)
where K R
Pij
is a constant in a standard Normal distribution table, R ∈ (0, 1) is the service
chain reliability that reflects an acceptable risk, and Pi (or Pij) is a probability that physical
node i (or link ij) is available, i.e., Cτi = C
τ
i (or Cij = C
τ
ij).
The detailed derivation of the above constraints can be found in the Appendix B.1.2,
and it is valid for application demands that follow normal distribution. Note that if service
chain demands do not follow normal distribution, deterministic equivalents of Problem 3
objective and chance-constraints can be easily generated, provided that the probability dis-
tributions are known.
Service chain reliability and chance-constraints discussion. It is known that chance-
constrained programming is less effective than multi-stage recourse programming to model
uncertainties [137]. This is because to provide the same reliability level chance-constrained
service chain composition under-provisions more physical resources than its recourse pro-
gramming alternative. On the other hand, solving a recourse program for the service chain
composition is intractable even with moderately small network sizes. This is due to the
fact that solving it requires computations over an exponential number of scenarios, i.e., the
problem is equivalent to an integer program of exponential size [82]. To avoid considering
an exponential number of scenarios, we use a policy-based reliability for the service chain
composition instead. Specifically, we allow for policy specifications of chance-constraints
acceptable risks and service backups.
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For instance, by decreasing an acceptable risk and/or increasing number of backups,
we can leverage the overall probability of a service chain disruption that requires its re-
composition (e.g., migration of virtual resources) during its maintenance. For example,
given a risk of 5%, i.e., R = 0.95, and 5 services for a single service chain, the lower
bound probability that its demands will be satisfied is Plb = R5 = 0.955 ≈ 0.77 not con-
sidering inter-service communication demands and not allowing backup resources. Thus,
approximately in 1 out of 5 cases the service chain needs to be re-composed. Alterna-
tively, if we at least duplicate the service chain physical resources (i.e., compose 2 service
chain backups), the lower bound probability that service chain demands will be satisfied
by at least one of the duplicates becomes Plb = 1 − (1 − R5)2 ≈ 0.95. As a result, the
service chain needs to be re-composed only in 1 out of 20 cases. However, with tighter
reliability policies (i.e., the lower acceptable risk or the higher number of backups), fewer
feasible solutions are available, and the optimal solution achieves a poorer objective value
of the optimal solution, and thus, worse performance of the online service chain compo-
sition is realized. We show such reliability/performance trade-offs of our approach using
trace-driven simulations in Section 5.5.
Integer multi-commodity-chain flow problem intractabilities. When deterministic equiv-
alents of the objective in Equation 5.1 as well as of capacity chance-constraints are known,
we can use any integer programming solver (e.g., CPLEX [134]) for Problem 3 to reliably
compose all (known at a time) service chain requests. However, due to NP-hardness of
this composition, the solution can be intractable for large-scale geo-distributed (edge/core)
cloud infrastructures. To improve its scalability limitations, existing column generation [61],
heuristic and metaheuristic [82] approaches can be used (often at expense of the master
problem optimality). In the next section, we propose a near optimal metapath composite
variable approach that simplifies a combinatorial complexity of the service chain compo-
sition outlined in Problem 3.
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5.3 Service Chain Composition via Metapaths
In this section, we outline our previously proposed metapath composite variable approach
that aims to simplify the combinatorial complexity of the integer multi-commodity-chain
flow-based service chain composition problem [17]. Thus, similarly to existing composite
variable schemes [79], we create a binary variable that composes multiple (preferably close
to optimal) decisions. To this end, we build upon a known result in optimization theory: all
network flow problems can be decomposed into paths and cycles [138]. We first introduce
our notion of metapath and its relevance to the constrained shortest path problem [52, 53,
54, 55]. We then use the constrained shortest metapaths to create variables with composite
decisions for the service chain composition problem and discuss scalability improvements
of this approach.
Metalinks and metapaths. Before defining the metapath, it is useful to introduce the
idea of ‘metalinks’. Metalinks have been widely adopted in prior NFV/VNE literature to
solve optimally graph matching problems [69, 61]. A metalink is an augmentation link in a
network graph. In our case, it represents the (potential) feasible placement of some service
a on some physical node A, as shown in Figure 5.2. Formally, we have:
Definition 2 (metalink). A link si for service chain a ∈ A belongs to the set of metalinks
EaM if and only if the service s ∈ NaV of service chain a can be placed onto the node i ∈ NS .
Building on the definition of a metalink, we can define a metapath as the path that
connects any two services through the physical network augmented with metalinks. For
example, consider following metapaths a − A − Y − b and a − A − B − b shown in
Figure 5.2. Formally, we have:
Definition 3 (metapath). The path P stij is a metapath between services s and t for service
chain a ∈ A if and only if ∀kl ∈ P stij : kl ∈ ES ∨ kl ∈ {si, tj}.
Intuitively, metapath P stij is formed by exactly two metalinks that connect s and t to the
physical network and an arbitrary number of physical links kl ∈ ES .
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Figure 5.2: Illustrative example of the augmented with metalinks physical network which represent feasible
service a, b and c placements; numbers indicate fitness function values - red and black values annotate service
placement and service chaining via some physical link, respectively. Assuming ‘no consolidation’ policy,
constrained shortest metapaths a−A− Y − b and b−B −X − c represent optimal single-link chain a− b
and b− c compositions, respectively.
Constrained shortest metapaths. Having defined metapaths, let us consider a simple case
of the service chain composition problem - composition of a single-link chain (i.e., two
services connected via a single virtual link): the optimal composition of a single-link chain
can be seen as the constrained shortest (meta)path problem that connects two services via
the augmented physical network, where all physical links have arbitrary fitness values of
a service chaining (virtual link mapping) and all metalinks have arbitrary fitness values of
a service placement divided by the number of neighboring services (i.e., by 1 for a single-
link chain). In our example, shown in Figure 3, the optimal single-link service chain a− b
composition can be represented by the constrained shortest metapath a − A − Y − b that
satisfies all service chain composition constraints with the overall fitness function of 3.
Further, we prove our intuition formally:
Theorem 5.3.1. (The optimal single-link service chain composition) The optimal single-
link chain composition is the constrained shortest metapath.
Proof. In Appendix B.2.1 we show how the optimal single-link chain composition cor-
responds to the problem of finding the constrained shortest path between two services in
the augmented with metalinks substrate network graph, where all metalinks have cost of
service placement and all substrate links have cost of a virtual link mapping.
Corollary 5.3.1. (The optimal single-link service chain composition complexity) The op-
timal single-link service chain composition has a pseudo-polynomial complexity.
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Proof. Based on Theorem 5.3.1, the optimal single-link service chain composition is the
constrained shortest metapath which is by Definition 3 the constrained shortest path in the
augmented network graph. However, it is known that the constrained-shortest path can be
found in pseudo-polynomial time [55].
We conclude that constrained shortest metapaths are good candidates to perform com-
posite decisions, i.e., to optimally decide on a single-link service chain composition in
terms of its services placement and chaining with a single binary variable.
Multiple-link chain composition via metapath. While observing Figure 5.2, we can
notice how using only a single constrained shortest metapath per a single-link segment of a
multiple-link service chain a− b− c can lead to an unfeasible composition: as the optimal
a− b composition is a−A−Y − b metapath, and the optimal b− c composition is b−B−
X − c metapath - service b has to be simultaneously placed on Y and B physical nodes.
Thus, we cannot stitch these metapath, and we need to find more than one constrained
shortest metapath per a single-link chain. In our composite variable approach, we find k-
constrained shortest metapaths (to create k binary variables) per each single-link segment
of a multi-link service chain. To find metapaths any constrained shortest path algorithm
can be used [52, 53, 54, 55]. In this paper, we build upon the path finder proposed in our
previous chapter that is an order of magnitude faster than recent solutions [52].
To further benefit from constrained shortest metapaths and simplify the chain compo-
sition problem, we offload its constraints (either fully or partially) to either metalinks or
the path finder. Specifically, geo-location and an arbitrary number of end-to-end network
(e.g., latency) QoS constraints can be fully offloaded to metalinks and to the path finder,
respectively. At the same time, capacity constraints of the service chain composition prob-
lem are global and can be only partially offloaded. Once k-constrained shortest paths have
been found for each single-link service chain segment, we can solve GAP problem [80]
to assign each single-link chain segment to exactly one constrained shortest metapath and
stitch these metapaths as described below.
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Allowable fitness functions for metapath-based variables. In general, fitness functions
qualify for our metapath composite variable approach if they are comprised from either
additive or multiplicative terms. The above requirement fits for most service chain objec-
tives [65], and other objectives can also qualify if well-behaved (e.g., if their single-link
chain fitness values can be minimized by a path finder). As the load balancing fitness func-
tion FE in Equation 5.1 qualifies, we compute its single-link chain value E
[
F staijk
]
for k
metapath as following:
E
[
F staijk
]
=
∑
τ∈T
E
[
Daτs
Cτi
]
/deg(s) +
∑
st∈EaV
∑
{uv∈ES :
uv∈P staijk }
E
[
Dast
Cuv
]
+
∑
τ∈T
E
[
Daτt
Cτj
]
/deg(t),
(5.12)
where deg(s) corresponds to the service s degree, i.e., deg(s) = 1 for s ∈ {in, out}
services that handle input and processed output data of service chains, respectively; and
deg(s) = 2 otherwise. Note that in NFV in and out are dummy services that corresponds
to the flow source and sink physical nodes and have no computation demands. The first and
the last terms represent the fitness values of metalinks, and the middle term corresponds to
the sum of physical links’ fitness values. Note also that other examples of additive and
multiplicative fitness functions can be found in our Appendix B.2.2.
Problem 4 (Service chain composition via metapaths). Given a set of service chains a ∈ A
represented as graphs Ga = (NaV , E
a
V ), a physical network graph G = (NS, ES), and
having set of k-constrained shortest metapaths P staijk ∈ Psta and their corresponding fitness
function values F staijk found for each virtual link st ∈ EaV in the service chain a, let a binary
variable f stijk(b, a) = 1 if the single-link chain segment st is assigned to the metapath P
sta
ijk
of the backup b ∈ Ba of service chain a ∈ A, or 0 otherwise. The service chain composition
problem via metapaths can be formulated as follows:
min
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
st∈EaV
∑
P staijk ∈Psta
E
[
F staijk
]
f stijk(b, a) (5.13)
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subject to
Metapath Stitching (Assignment) Constraints:
∑
P staijk ∈Psta
f stijk(b, a)−
∑
P tsajik ∈Ptsa
f tsjik(b, a) =

−1, t = in
1, t = out
0, otherwise
∀t ∈ {in, out} ∨ tj ∈ EaM , b ∈ Ba, a ∈ A
(5.14)
Node Capacity Chance-Constraints:
P
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
t∈NaV
Daτt /deg(t)
 ∑
P staijk ∈Psta
f stijk(b, a) +
∑
P tsajik ∈Ptsa
f tsjik(b, a)
 ≤Cτj
 ≥ R,
∀j ∈ NS, τ ∈ T
(5.15)
Link Capacity Chance-Constraints:
P
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
st∈EaV
∑
{P staijk ∈Psta :
uv∈P staijk }
Dastf
st
ijk(b, a) ≤Cuv
 ≥ R,
∀uv ∈ ES
(5.16)
where symbols and notations of sets, parameters, variables and functions are summarized
in Appendix B.1.1.
We remark that in and out are services that handles input and processed output data
of service chains, respectively. Note also that deterministic equivalents for the objective
coefficients and capacity constraints in Equations 5.13, 5.15 and 5.16 are similar to deter-
ministic equivalents of Problem 3.
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5.3.1 Service Chain Composition via Lagrangian Relaxation
We found that our metapath-based service chain composition (see Problem 4) scales well
in practice - for both US Tier1 and US Regional providers’ network scales ( 300 and 600
nodes) our metapath-based service chain composition reaches 99% optimality in average
and takes ≤ 1 minute in average to compose a large chain of 20 services which is approx-
imately 3 orders of magnitude faster than the service composition in Problem 3. However,
in addition to solving the NP-hard GAP Problem 4, in this thesis we also propose its better
scalable alternative. Particularly, we can solve GAP problem using its Lagrangian relax-
ation by compromising both its optimality and feasibility guarantees [80, 81].
Our approach. Problem 4 has two types of constraints - stitching (assignment) and ca-
pacity constraints. The assignment constraints (Equation 5.14) represent flow conservation
constraints for metalinks tj ∈ EaM . Hence, these constraints form a totally unimodular
constraint matrix. When having the linear objective function (Equation 5.13), this property
allows us to relax integrality constraints on f stijk(b, a) variable in the uncapacitated service
chain composition case (when capacity constraints are omitted). As a result, we can solve
the above problem using polynomial Linear Programming (LP).
Lower Bound Algorithm. Similarly to [81], we use the unimodularity property benefits
and push capacity constraints (see Equations 5.10 and 5.11) to the objective. To this end, let
us denote gτj1 = R−Pτj and guv2 = R−Puv functions for each constraint in Equations 5.15
and 5.16, respectively. Let us define uτj1 and u
uv
2 as the Lagrangian multipliers specified
for each iteration of the subgradient method [81]; we now can define (deterministic) La-
grangian weights as following:
wstaijk = F
sta
ijk + u
τj
1
(
µaτs +K R
Pi
σaτs
deg(s)
+
µaτt +K R
Pj
σaτt
deg(t)
)
+
∑
uv∈P staijk
uuv2
(
µast+K R
Puv
σast
)
(5.17)
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We then can solve the following linear program L with any LP solver:
L = min
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
st∈EaV
∑
P staijk ∈Psta
wstaijkf
st
ijk(b, a)−
−
∑
j∈NS
∑
τ∈T
uτj1 ·

Cτj , R ≤ Pj
0, R > Pj
−
∑
uv∈Es
uuv2 ·

Cuv, R ≤ Puv
0, R > Puv

(5.18)
subject to constraints in Equation 5.14. Note that to improve LB while solving L, we can
also fix all variables f staijk = 0 whose node (or link) mappings do not satisfy reliability, i.e.,
if R > Pi or R > Pj (or if ∃uv ∈ P staijk : R > Puv).
If solution of L satisfies GAP capacity constraints, we can stop and report optimal
(or suboptimal) solution to GAP. However, if L solution is unfeasible to the primal GAP
problem, we can project it back to the feasible space using some polynomial heuristic
algorithm to get an upper bound (UB) of the primal GAP problem.
Upper Bound Algorithm. In this thesis, we propose a new (polynomial) greedy regret
lower bound replication (GRLBR) algorithm that we found fast enough for our large scale
GAP problem with flow assignment constraints. We build our GRLBR algorithm upon
both lower bound replication and greedy regret algorithms proposed earlier in [81], and its
pseudo code is outlined in Algorithm 7.
GRLBR starts by detecting the largest regret service chain segment st of service chain
a′ (lines 5-12), i.e., the segment with the largest difference between the first best and the
second best corresponding lagrangian weights wstaijk for its potential feasible assignments.
If there are no feasible metapaths assignments for st of a that satisfy both assignment and
capacity constraints (see Equations 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16), we stop and report no feasible
solution (lines 6-8). Once, st of a′ is found, we add it to the priority queue Qa′ based on
its langrangian weight wsta′ijk′ (line 13). We then retrieve and remove the head of this queue
and try to map it to the LB metapath solution first (lines 19-20), or to the lowest lagrangian
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Algorithm 7: GRLBR
Input: fˆstijk(a, b):= solution of L2; wstaijk := lagrangian weights; P staijk ∈ Psta := set of k-constrained shortest metapaths and
their corresponding fitness values F staijk found for each virtual link st ∈ EaV
Output: UB := upper bound to GAP problem; fstijk(a, b):= feasible solution to GAP problem
1 begin
/* Step 0: initialize */
2 A′ ← A
3 B′a ← Ba,∀a ∈ A
4 while A′ /∈ ∅ do
/* Step 1: find highest regret virtual link sta′ */
5 forall st ∈ Ea and a ∈ A′ do
6 if @P staijk : P
sta
ijk is feasible then
7 terminate and report no feasible solution
8 end
9 ijk′sta ← argmin{wstaijk : P staijk is feasible}
10 ρsta ← min{wstaijk − wstaijk′(sta) : P staijk is feasible, ijk 6= ijk′sta}
11 end
12 sta′ ← argmax
st∈Ea,a∈A′
{ρsta}
/* Step 2: allocate all service chain segments that contains sta′ */
13 Put sta′ to the priority queue Qa′ ← {sta′, wsta
′
ijk′ }
14 b′ ← min{B′a′}
15 while Qa′ /∈ ∅ do
16 sˆt← retrieve and remove Qa′ ’s head
17 if @P sˆta′ijk : P
sˆta′
ijk is feasible then
18 terminate and report no feasible solution
19 else if P sˆta
′
ijk : fˆ
sˆt
ijk(a
′, b′) == 1 is feasible then
20 UB ← UB + F sˆta′ijk
21 else
22 P sˆta′ijk′ ← argmin{wsˆta
′
ijk : P
sˆta′
ijk is feasible}
23 UB ← UB + F sˆta′
ijk′
24 end
25 allocate corresponding physical resources for sˆt
26 add adjacent virtual links of sˆt and their best lagrangian weights to Qa′
27 end
/* Step 3: mark b′ backup of a′ service chain as allocated and go to Step 1 */
28 B′a
′ ← Ba′ − b′
29 if B′a
′ ∈ ∅ then
30 A′ ← A′ − a′
31 end
32 end
33 end
weight metapath P sˆta′ijk′ (lines 22-23), or report no feasible solution and terminate, other-
wise (lines 17-18). Finally, we allocate corresponding metapath solution resources for the
service chain st segment of a′ and add all its adjacent segments (lines 25-26). Once Qa′ is
empty, all service chain segments of service chain a′ for its backup b′ have been placed. We
then mark b′ backup of service chain a′ as mapped and remove it from further consideration
by GRLBR (lines 28-31). Note that at any time Qa′ contains only two elements due to a
linear service chain topology.
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Subgradient method. Having LB and UB algorithms outlined, we use them within the
general subgradient method to iteratively improve LB and UB as in [81]. To this end we
start with zero u1 and u2 lagrangian multiplier vectors. At each iteration we track if LB
solution is feasible, and if so we terminate our subgradient algorithm. Moreover, if LB
has been improved, i.e., if LBnew > LB, and LB is not feasible, we project LB solution
back to the feasible space with our GRLBR algorithm to obtain new UBnew solution and
update existing UB solution if UBnew < UB. If
||UB−LB||
||LB|| <  or number of iterations is
exceeded, we terminate the subgradient algorithm. At the end of each iteration u1 and u2
are calculated w.r.t. to their objective gradient. More implementation details as well as best
practices on the subgradient method can be found in [81].
5.4 Service Chain Maintenance via Metapaths
Any network operating in a challenged scenario is subject to instabilities. Consider e.g., a
physical network after a natural disaster. In this section, we present a novel metapath-based
service chain maintenance algorithm that utilizes a distributed control plane to cope with
such network instabilities by allowing migration i.e., reallocation of (part of) the service
chain to maintain its services. We first discuss challenges of guaranteeing distributed con-
trol plane consistency. We then outline our service chain maintenance algorithm, and then
prove its eventual correctness property to qualify for the Simple Coordination Layer use
that avoids expensive consensus protocols [71].
5.4.1 On Distributed Control Plane
To avoid both congestion in the centralized control plane and its single point of failure, we
aim to design and develop a distributed service chain maintenance approach which is based
on distributed control plane system. Today distributed control plane systems are usually uti-
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lized for SDN frameworks like ONIX [139], ONOS [70], etc. It’s known that such systems
require consistency guarantees to avoid various violations [71]. Examples of such viola-
tions tailored to the service chain composition and maintenance can be double assignment
of services, looping paths, QoS constraints violations, etc. A common approach to guaran-
tee consistency of a distributed control plane is by establishing a consensus. The latter can
be done by running known consensus algorithms (e.g., Paxos [140], Raft [72], etc.). To the
best of our knowledge, the only distributed service chain composition and maintenance al-
gorithm that builds upon consensus literature is ‘Catena’ [73, 74]. This algorithm ensures
a consistency by running consensus algorithms based on the policy specified and can be
used safely within distributed control plane. Catena runs expensive consensus algorithms
for every service in a service chain request.
The recent work in [71] proves however that complex consensus algorithms are unnec-
essary to guarantee consistency if the distributed control plane qualifies for the “eventual
correctness” property. In order to qualify, control mechanisms needs to be deterministic,
have idempotent behavior, triggered recomputation and be proactive w.r.t., to data plane.
To this end, the authors in [71] introduce their Simple Coordination Layer that can be used
when control mechanisms qualify for the eventual correctness property.
5.4.2 Metapath-based Service Chain Maintenance
Firstly, we assume that all demand increase requests of service chains which QoS demands
are not sufficient are handled proactively by the root controller – a controller associated
with a physical node of the chain root service. By convention the root service is a ser-
vice that outputs service chain processed data. We now present our metapath-based service
chain maintenance algorithm for a distributed control plane which logic is outlined in Al-
gorithm 8, and Figure 5.3 illustrates its work. Upon a non-functional service chain segment
detection (Figure 5.3a), the algorithm starts from the root controller and then, recursively,
checks all service chain segments between the corresponding controllers to find all non-
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functional assignments (Step 1). In Step 2, the algorithm generates k-constrained shortest
metapaths or finds them among the list of pre-computed, e.g., during the service chain
composition. When all service chain segments belonging to some controller are checked
or temporally restored (Figure 5.3b), this controller requests the next chain segment (Steps
3 and 4; Figure 5.3c). Once the termination criteria is met (Figure 5.3d), the best found
mappings or a failed service chain error message are returned (Step 5).
Algorithm 8: Metapath-based Service Chain Maintenance
1Step 1: Upon receiving a message from controller l, start from the service s at the controller j and verify the next service chain
link segment st /∈ checked segments
• If st is non-functional, stop and go to Step 2
• Else if t ∈ j, make s = t and check next segment
• Else, send checked service chain segments to the controller i : t ∈ i
Step 2: If failed st found, generate k-constrained shortest metapaths set K for st (sorted in ascending order by their fitness
function values) dynamically (to be discussed later) or among pre-computed metapaths during the composition step
Step 3: Iterate while K /∈ ∅
• Retrieve and remove k metapath from K, then temporally allocate
st on k and add it to checked segments
• Check current fitness function value:
– If current fitness function values is worse then the best known objective value, skip this step
– Else if t ∈ j, make s = t and resume from the step 1
– Else, send checked service chain segments to the controller i : t ∈ i
• If all segments have been checked and current fitness function value
is the best known, track best physical resource mappings for non-functional segments
• Release st resources and remove it from checked segments
Step 4: Reply back to the controller l
Step 5: Once a termination criteria is met, permanently provision best known physical resources for non-functional service
chain segments.
The termination criteria is met when all combinations of possible failed segment allo-
cations are checked or some heuristic number is reached, e.g., the number of maximum
recursive calls, used metapaths, etc.
Note that as we use k constrained-shortest metapaths at each recursive call, one po-
tential problem that arises is an exponential complexity of our algorithm which can be
bounded asO(kEV ) for the worst case scenario when all service chain segments have failed.
To avoid such complexity intractabilities, we suggest to use a simple decay function for k
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Figure 5.3: Illustrative example of our distributed metapath-based service chain maintenance algorithm:
(a) after simple coordination layer detects changes in physical resources, e.g., their failures or congestion, (b)
root controller starts its recursive analysis to verify that its related service chain segments are functional be-
fore requesting this check from controller A; upon receiving a maintenance requets from the root controller,
controllerA finds 2 metapaths for its part of failed service chain segments, temporally reserves corresponding
physical resources for the best metapath (of cost 1) and requests controller B to continue; (c) controller B is
then finds a metapath for the last failed service chain segment and replies back to controller A with the best
known mapping so far; finally, once controllers A and B check all potential mappings, the best mapping of
the failed service chain segments (with the total fiitness function of 5) is provisioned permanently.
policy, i.e., k = round(k
1
d ), where d is a depth of a service chain segment from the root.
Thus, if k = 10, we use up to 10 metapaths for the first segment, up to 3 for the second
one, etc.
To generate metapaths, we have two options - use metapaths which have been pre-
computed during the service chain composition step, or find such metapaths dynamically.
We evaluate different policy trade-offs in Section 5.5. To find such metapaths dynamically,
we propose our distributed constrained shortest metapath algorithm based on our proposed
Neighborhood Method constrained shortest path finder in Chapter 4.2.
Distributed constrained shortest metapath algorithm.
Our distributed constrained shortest metapath algorithm is built upon our previous work on
the constrained shortest path finder [53] and has the following two phases:
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• Phase 1: we start by estimating the best multi-dimensional distances (i.e., the cost c
and distances related to~t constraints) of metapath candidates from the source service.
The goal of this phase is to track levels of discovered physical nodes and their cor-
responding best possible constraint metrics. This phase ends as soon as all possible
candidate distances are estimated.
• Phase 2: if the destination service virtual node has been discovered during Phase
1, we start a branch-and-bound exhaustive search from the destination to the source
service. However, we use only those path candidates whose distances have been
discovered during Phase 1 at the corresponding level. The phase ends, when all
candidates are estimated, or desired optimality is achieved.
In addition to pruning path candidates (of an exhaustive search) during Phase 2 by the
discovered during Phase 1 physical node levels and their path metrics, we use other two
powerful candidate pruning techniques, i.e., pruning by infeasibility and path dominance
techniques as described in Section 4.2.2. We remark that pruning by path dominance tech-
nique cannot be applied in the case of finding k-constrained shortest paths, and only a
pruning by kth-bound reduction technique can be used.
Algorithm 9 outlines logic of our constrained shortest metapath algorithm and Figure ??
illustrates its work. Phase 1 is initiated by the source service src controller Csrc (lines 6-9),
and src is located at level 1 with ~0 multidimensional distance (line 2). At each successive
level, physical nodes’ controllers reject Phase 1 message received from node neighbors
located at the previous level if their best discovered distances at current level are infeasible
or message Time To Leave (TTL) is violated (line 22).
Once a physical node that can host the destination service dst is discovered at some
level with feasible distances, it initiates Phase 2 by sending corresponding messages to its
neighbors (line 30). Further, at each preceding level nodes reject Phase 2 messages if these
messages have the different discovery level (line 35). For example, consider destination
node Y that has been discovered at level 4 through node A discovered at levels 2 and 3.
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Algorithm 9: k-constrained shortest metapaths algorithm
Input: id:= of the service chain link; src:= source service; dst := destination service;
Csrc := src controller; ~t:=vector of end-to-end constraints; c:=cost to minimize; k policy
Output: k-constrained shortest metapaths between src and dst that satisfy all constraints ~t
/* each physical node i runs an agent that searches for constrained shortest paths
when requested */
1 initialization:
2 if i == src then distancesidi ←< 1, (0,~0) >
3 else distancesidi ← ∅
4 candidatesidi ← ∅
5 end
6 send (called by Csrc only):
7 mid ← id; mtype ← Phase 1; msrc ← src; mdst ← dst; mcost ← c; mconstr ← ~t;
mdistances ← distancesidi (1); mlevel ← 1;
8 send to neighbors(src, Csrc)
9 end
10 send to neighbors (called by node i controller Ci):
/* Ci sends m to all physical neighbors of i as following: */
11 if neighbor /∈ Ci then
12 send m through data plane
13 else
14 send m through Ci local loop (in memory)
15 end
16 end
17 receive (Phase 1 or 2 message m from node j):
18 node i delivers m to its Ci controller;
19 id← mid; c← mcost; ~t← mconstr ;
20 if mtype is Phase 1 message then
21 ~dist← mdistances + (cji, ~tji)
22 if ~dist is feasible for ~t and mlevel + 1 ≤ Time To Live and ∃x ∈ ~dist : distx < distancesidi (mlevel + 1, x)
then
23 track best distance in distancesidi (mlevel + 1) using ~dist
24 if i can host mdst service (i.e., has a metalink to mdst) then
25 mtype ← Phase 2; mdistances ← (0,~0); mpath ← i;
26 else
27 mdistances ← distancesidi (mlevel + 1)
28 mlevel ← mlevel + 1
29 end
30 send to neighbors(i, Ci);
31 end
32 end
33 elseif mtype is Phase 2 message and distancesidi (mlevel) /∈ ∅ then
34 src← msrc; dst← mdst; ~dist← mdistances + (cji, ~tji);
35 if ( ~dist+ distancesidi (mlevel)) feasible for ~t and dominant then
36 add dominant path (i ∪mpath) to candidatesidi (dst)
37 if i can host src (i.e., has a metalink to src)) then
38 Ci adds constrained shortest metapaths from candidatesidi (dst)
39 else
40 mpath ← i ∪mpath; mlevel ← mlevel − 1;
41 send to neighbors(i, Ci);
42 end
43 end
44 end
45 end
Thus, if node B receives the Phase 2 message from node Y with level 4 − 1 = 3 it has
to reject this message as it was discovered only at level 2 (see Figure 5.4-right), whereas
node A can process this message. The same holds for Phase 2 messages with level 1 and
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Figure 5.4: Illustrative example of a and d services chaining (hosted at X and Y , respectively) using our
constrained shortest metapath algorithm with ≤ 5 end-to-end latency constraint and [cost, latency] physical
link metrics: we start by sending Phase 1 message from the source node X located at level 1 (left), and at
each successive level nodes send Phase 1 message to their neighbors at the next level if and only if nodes’
best discovered distances at current level are feasible; assuming that destination node Y is first discovered at
level 3 with feasible latency, Y sends Phase 2 message to its neighbors (center), and at each preceding level
nodes further send Phase 2 message to their neighbors at the previous level if and only if they can be part of
the optimal path, i.e., path candidates that span these nodes are feasible and dominant; Phase 2 ends when
optimal or constrained shortest path, e.g., X,B,A, Y with cost and end-to-end latency equal to 5, is found
(in our case path is found from the destination node Y discovered at level 4). Note how all nodes which
level do not match with the message level reject it during Phase 2 (e.g., X and B reject messages from A
and Y during Phase 2 started at level 4, respectively). Also note how a path candidate of node A during
Phase 2 (started at level 3) is pruned due to infeasibility, i.e., its sum of the current distance [1,1] and its best
discovered distance at level 2 [4,5] violates latency constraint ≤ 5, whereas path candidates of nodes X and
B (that were added during Phase 2 started at level 3) are pruned by path dominance of candidates discovered
during Phase 2 started at level 4 (right).
2 that have be rejected by nodes A (see Figure 5.4-center) and X (see Figure 5.4-right),
respectively. All these are examples of pruning by double pass technique that quadratically
reduces time complexity upper bound of an exhaustive search [53].
Moreover, nodes can add themselves to path candidates (stored in Phase 2 messages)
and send these messages to their neighbors (lines 40-41), if and only if they can be part of
the metapath, i.e., candidates are not pruned neither by infeasibility nor by path dominance
if we want to find the constrained shortest metapath (line 35). An example of pruning by
infeasibility technique can be observed in Figure 5.4-center. Node A prunes path candidate
A, Y as its sum of the current distance [1,1] and its best discovered distance at level 2
[4,5] violates latency constraint 1 + 5 > 5. At the same time, an example of pruning by
path dominance can be seen in Figure 5.4-right. Note how nodes X and B prunes path
candidates X,B, Y and B, Y that can be part of the optimal solution as better alternatives
(i.e., X,B,A, Y and B,A, Y , respectively) have been found. Phase 2 ends when Csrc finds
k-constrained shortest metapaths (lines 37-38).
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5.4.3 On Eventual Correctness of Metapath-based
Service Chain Maintenance
Based on the recent results in [71] it is possible to guarantee a distributed control plane
consistency without expensive consensus protocols by introducing a simple layer for its
coordination. However, in order to qualify for this layer use, control mechanisms have to
have eventual correctness guarantees. We formally prove such guarantees of our Algo-
rithm 8 below.
Lemma 5.4.1. (The metapath-based service chain maintenance eventual correctness) Our
metapath-based service chain maintenance outlined in Algorithm 8 has eventual correct-
ness guarantees.
Proof. To have eventual correctness guarantees, by definition control mechanisms needs
to be deterministic, have idempotent behavior, triggered recomputation and be proactive
w.r.t., to data plane [71]. We remark that once service chains are functional, their demands
become certain during some time slot τ . Hence, our metapath-based service chain mainte-
nance outlined in Algorithm 8 is deterministic and features the idempotent behavior, e.g.,
once a flow rule for some service chain link is setup by one controller this rule remains the
same if setup by another one. Moreover, our Algorithm 8 needs to be triggered (e.g., by a
root controller) for a service chain elements migration which is done proactively by setting
up new flow rules and provisioning new virtual machines to host service functions.
We conclude, that Algorithm 8 qualifies for the simple coordination layer use. In the
rest of this section, we evaluate performance of our reliable service chain orchestration
approach using trace-driven simulations.
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5.5 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate performance of our reliable service chain orchestration ap-
proach under challenging disaster incident conditions that can cause severe infrastructure
outages [3] in two complementary scenarios: we first evaluate its performance against
the state-of-the-art NFV/VNE solutions of the (master) integer multi-commodity-chain
flow problem;we then evaluate its maintenance performance w.r.t., the only existing to our
knowledge consensus-based service chain orchestration scheme [73, 74].
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Simulation data sets: (a) network infrastructure that spans 7 Tier-1 US providers and comprises
of 286 Point of Presence (PoP) nodes and 534 links; and (b) network infrastructure that spans 56 regional US
providers and comprises of 596 PoP nodes and 1253 links. Both network infrastructures are obtained from
the Internet Topology Zoo [1] and Atlas [2] data sets.
General Settings. For our simulations, we use an HPC Cloud server with two Intel Xeon
E5-2683 v3 14-core CPUs at 2.00 GHz (total 56 virtual cores), 256GB RAM, and running
the Ubuntu 16.04 allocated in NSF CloudLab platform [141]. We solve math programs with
IBM ILOG CPLEX [134]. We use both Internet Topology Zoo [1] and Atlas [2] databases
to re-create the US Tier1 and regional providers’ networks as shown in Figure 5.5. We
assume that each topology has nodes and links with uniformly distributed computation
capacity from 5 to 50 TFlops and bandwidth from 1 to 10 Gbps, respectively. Note that
the lowerbound 5 TFlops performance can simulate limited network edge servers, whereas
50 TFlops can simulate HPC cloud servers. Moreover, we assume that latency of each
physical link is proportional to its propagation delay computed as its geographical length
divided by the speed of light in fiber. Finally, we compute physical resources’ outage risk
w.r.t. to the geographical proximity to the disaster incident epicenter as discussed in [3].
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All our results show 95% confidence intervals, and our randomness lays both in service
chain requests and in disaster incident events.
Service chain request settings. We generate a pool of 50 service chains composed by 2 to
20 services, unless stated differently. Based on a common object tracking application [16],
each service chain has equal chances to express its either High-Performance (HPC) or reg-
ular computing demands shown in Table 5.1. As in [3], we assume a strong correlation
between service chain demands and the disaster incident intensity. Using natural disaster
data sets and their associated infrastructure outage risks specified in [3], we use the follow-
ing geo-location policies: All services handling incoming raw data must be placed within a
range of two disaster incident region radiuses from its epicenter. When there are no disaster
incidents, these services as well as services that output processing data have to be placed
within 200 miles out of the random geographic locations picked within the US.
Results. Our evaluation results can be summarized with the following thrusts: (i) our
metapath approach yields more than 99% optimality on average and is up to 3 orders
of magnitude faster than the master problem solution; (ii) our metapath approach can
secure up to two times more service chains in comparison to the state-of-the-art NFV/VNE
approaches under challenging disaster incident conditions; (iii) policies allow to trade-off
between a service chain reliability and its composition optimality; and (iv) our metapath
approach enables better service chain maintenance for lesser control messages.
5.5.1 Service Chain Composition Evaluation
Composition Metrics. We compare performance of our metapath-based service chain
composition in Problem 4 (referred as MpSC) against its (polynomial) Lagrangian relax-
ation counterpart (referred as MpLG). We also compare MpSC against the VNE/NFV
state-of-the-art solutions of the (master) integer multi-commodity-chain flow problem (i.e.,
Problem 3): IBM CPLEX branch-and-bound version [134] (optimal, but has the highest
combinatorial complexity), branch-and-price column generation [61] and recent isomor-
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phism detection [82] approaches (suboptimal, but have lower combinatorial complexities).
We refer to the branch-and-bound solution of the master problem as Opt, to the column
(or path in case of service chains) generation approach as PgSC, and to the isomorphism
detection as IsoSC.
Assumptions. To evaluate the online optimization performance of our approach, we as-
sume the most difficult case: all service chain requests arrive sequentially (i.e., unknown in
advance) and do not allow a service consolidation, i.e., only one service in a chain can be
placed onto the same physical server.
We assess the performance of our service chain composition algorithms by specify-
ing the fraction of successfully composed service chains over the total requested chains
(composition ratio). Similarly, we assess the reliability of these algorithms by computing
a fraction of the number of composed service chains disrupted during disaster incidents
over the total number of composed service chains (disruption ratio). In addition, we also
use an optimality gap metric which we define as a gap in % between Opt and all other
algorithms. Finally, we use a composition time metric to access scalability performance of
our metapath approach.
(i) MpSC gains more than 99% optimality on average and is up to 3 orders of magni-
tude faster thanOpt. To estimate the baseline performance of our metapath approach, we
first assume a scenario without disasters (i.e., no outage risks and R = 0) where capacity
chance constraints becomes deterministic yielding the largest feasible space (i.e., leading
to a higher combinatorial complexity of the master problem). Figure 5.6a shows how its
optimality depends on the number of generated metapaths per single service chain (SC) re-
quest. We can see how, when this number exceeds≥80 times the number of physical nodes
(PNs), the performance ofMpSC flattens. On the other hand, when either the service num-
ber (SN) in a chain increases or the reliability requirements get tighter in a disaster incident
scene, MpSC achieves optimality most of the time and shows 99% optimality on average.
Note also how MpLG shows significantly worse performance with respect to MpSC; this
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Figure 5.6: Service chain composition optimality gap (a) and time (b) results in presence of no disaster
incidents (R = 0): our metapath-based service chain composition MpSC reaches ≈99% optimality in
average and composes large service chains (of ≥ 20 services) up to 3 orders of magnitude faster than their
optimal composition approach Opt. Although Lagrangian relaxation of our metapath-based service chain
composition via the subgradient method MpLG shows worse optimization performance, it can be beneficial
for large service chains (of ≥ 25 services) as it doesn’t use integer programming and is polynomial.
is due to use of greedy heuristics used to recover feasible solutions. However, MpLG can
be beneficial for large service chains (of ≥ 25 services) as it is polynomial.
For the rest of our evaluation, we fix the number of metapaths generated per service
chain request to 80 and 120 times the number of physical nodes for MpSC and MpLG,
respectively. These values of metapaths are picked to allow both MpSC and MpLG to
compose large service chains. For instance, with these settings MpSC is almost three or-
ders of magnitude faster than the optimal solution (Opt) as shown in Figure 5.6b. For small
service chains (i.e., ≤ 5 services) we found, however, no significant scalability improve-
ments of MpSC and MpLG over Opt. This is due to the fact that generating metapaths
is time-consuming. Thus, for small service chains, it is recommended to avoid use of
metapath-based composite variables and merely consider the Opt policy instead. For the
rest of our evaluation, we only use the MpSC service chain composition algorithm.
(ii) MpSC can secure up to 2 times more service chains than PathGen and IsoSC
under challenging disaster-incident conditions. Furthermore, we can see how ourMpSC
outperforms PgSC and IsoSC by securing up to 2 times more service chains under chal-
lenging disaster-incident conditions of tornadoes and hurricanes as shown in Figures 5.7a
and 5.7b with the service chain reliability R = 0.8. This is due to the fact that MpSC
reaches the optimality most of the time while being sufficiently scalable. At the same time,
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Figure 5.7: Service chain (SC) composition ratio (a,c) and disruption ratio (b,d) results under different
natural disaster-incidents with reliability R = 0.8 (first row), and MpSC results under hurricane disaster-
incidents (second row).
PgSC is limited by the performance of the service chain composition algorithm (that com-
monly uses a two-stage composition) to get the initial feasible solution [61]. Moreover, it
is also known that column generation approaches such as PgSC converge slowly to the
optimal for integer problems [80]. In contrast to PgSC, IsoSC doesn’t need an initial
feasible solution, but can fail to find one or not converge to the optimal solution for the
predefined amount of iterations [82].
(iii) Policy-based service chain reliability trade-offs. Further, to achieve a desired level
of reliability during service chain composition (i.e., proactively), the capacity chance-
constraints acceptable risk (i.e., 1 − R) and/or the number of backups policies can be
adjusted appropriately. As shown for MpSC in Figures 5.7c and 5.7d, increasing either
chance-constraints reliability R or the number of backups decreases the number of com-
posed service chains by either prohibiting more physical resources for allocation or utiliz-
ing more physical resources for service chain backups. On the other hand, such a strategy
can minimize the number of disrupted service chains, therefore minimizing their outages.
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5.5.2 Service Chain Maintenance Evaluation
Maintenance Metrics. We compare our metapath-based service chain maintenance algo-
rithm referred as MpSM with the only existing (to the best of our knowledge) consensus-
based service chain orchestration approach that can guarantee distributed control plane
consistency – Catena [73]. In this simulation scenario we have mainly assessed perfor-
mance of service chain composition algorithm by specifying the fraction of times service
chain events are successfully migrated over their total appearance number (blocking ratio).
In addition, we also use an optimality gap and a number of control messages metrics to
access the optimality and a complexity performance of our proposed solution.
(iv) Metapaths and simple coordination layer for better service chain migrations with
lesser control messages. Figures 5.8a, 5.8b and 5.8c show how MpSM with the pre-
computed metapaths P policy can more optimally migrate service chains with a lower
blocking probability than Catena and using an order of magnitude less control messages.
The reason for these results is two fold. First of all, our algorithm simultaneously con-
siders fitness functions of service placements and their chaining by recursively traversing
possible migrations w.r.t. k-constrained shortest metapaths policy, whereas Catena has ap-
proximation guarantees only for the service placement and uses k-shortest physical paths
(not metapaths) to chain them in a best-effort manner. Secondly, our MpSM uses simple
coordination layer to avoid expensive consensus control messages that Catena uses for
providing the same distributed control plane consistency guarantees. We can also see how
our MpSM reaches optimality of ≥90% when number of traversed metapath candidates
k ≥ 5 for both dynamic D and pre-computed P metapath policies. Thus, for the rest of our
simulation we fix k = 5.
Figures 5.8e and 5.8f illustrate howMpSM can significantly reduce the blocking prob-
ability of various service chain migration events when finding metapaths dynamically D.
However, the main side effect is that MpSM with D policy demonstrates ≈ 4 orders of
magnitude increase in control messages w.r.t. its P policy. Thus, we recommend use D
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Figure 5.8: Service chain (SC) migration optimality gap (a), blocking probability (b) and number of
control messages used for this migration (c) results. Single virtual link (VL), single virtual function service
(VS) and partial or full service chain (SC) event migrations probabilities (d), their blocking probabilities (e)
and number of control messages used to migrate them (f) results with k = 5 metapath policy and different
physical network failure rates.
policy if the following criteria are met: (i) single link or service migration events happen;
(ii) the physical infrastructure experience severe failures, i.e., ≥ 25%; and (iii) number of
controllers is at least an order of magnitude less than the number of physical resources.
Each of these criteria can decrease the number of control messages approximately by an
order of magnitude. Particularly, (i) is due to the fact that single service chain segments
are easier to recover, and these events are more common (see Figure 5.8d); (ii) is due to
the fact that having more failed physical resources needs less number of control messages
and significantly reduces a feasible space for SC migrations; and (iii) is due to the fact that
the more physical resources are controlled by a single controller the more recursive calls
of MpSM can be done in memory, thus saving on control messages. As a result, number
of control messages of MpSM with D policy can be reduced up to 3 orders of magnitude
w.r.t. P policy and approximately equal to Catena with P policy.
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Chapter 6
Function-Centric Computing Prototype
Implementation
In this chapter, we describe several architectural concepts and outline our developed proto-
types that can help overcoming data collection, computation and consumption challenges
of the function-centric computing paradigm over geo-distributed cloud infrastructures.
6.1 AI-augmented Geographic Routing Architecture
To obtain information about physical obstacles that can be utilized by our edge routing
algorithm (see Section 3.3), one can manually label all potential obstacles on the map.
However, due to any given disaster-scene scale and due to the fact that time is critical
for first responders, labelling physical obstacles on the map all the time (i.e., the manual
approach) can be intractable. Thus, we adopt an approach that involves automation of that
process.
The artificial intelligence, and more specifically the pattern recognition areas today are
ideally suited for such automation processes. The pattern recognition field today includes
many approaches related to an object detection (finding the object location and its size)
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in the given image (e.g., satellite imagery). These approaches include: Support Vector
Machines, Nearest Neighbor, Deep Learning and other techniques. However, the most ac-
curate detectors rely on deep learning approaches [83, 84]. For example, the You Only
Look Once (YOLO) [83] deep-learning detector predicts objects in images using only a
single neural network composed by 26 layers, an easier task for the edge cloud. At the
same time, it can have worse performance than more sophisticated deep learning detec-
tors [84]. Note that alternatives to object detection include also geographical object-based
image analysis [142] that relies on the spectral information extracted from image pixels that
may require additional and more expensive LiDAR hardware [16] not necessarily available
during incident response scenarios.
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Figure 6.1: To cope the deep learning complexity of
the obstacle detector we are moving deep learning to
the core cloud. The up-to-date detector version then
can be pre-uploaded to the edge cloud and used off-line
during disaster-incident response activities within a lost
infrastructure region to enhance geographic routing.
However, the deep learning object de-
tectors may not find obstacles or misclas-
sify them in some cases. Thus, they still
require some human interaction i.e., la-
beling of some of the detected and cor-
rectly classified or misclassified samples.
To cope with deep learning complexity, in
our “Panacea’s Cloud” architecture shown
in Figure 6.1, we move deep learning to
the core cloud due to limited edge cloud
storage and computation resources. Fur-
ther, we assume that training samples are
collected and partly labeled during the
previous incident responses at the edge
cloud. These samples are then used for
supervised or semi-supervised deep learn-
ing [143] to enhance performance of the detector in future. The up-to-date detector version
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then can be pre-uploaded to the edge cloud and used off-line during disaster-incident re-
sponse activities within a lost infrastructure region. Once detected, physical obstacles are
then propagated to the MANET through a gateway.
6.2 Controller Prototype of Neighborhoods Method
In this section, we establish the practicality of our Neighborhood Method approach for net-
work virtualization described in Section 4.2 with a prototype implementation over a Soft-
ware Defined Networking infrastructure. Our source code is publicly available at [10]. In
particular, our prototype implementation extends the Floodlight OpenFlow controller [9].
Our system architecture is shown in Figure 6.3. Our prototype includes four main logical
components: a physical graph discovery service, a path mapping service, a path allocation
service and a user web interface that interacts with the controller. In the rest of the section
we describe with some more details each of the four components of our prototype.
Web Interface
Output: Virtual Link Status,  
Physical Network State
Input: Virtual Link 
Requests with Constraints
External Module
Physical Graph
Discovery Service
Path Mapping 
Service
Path Allocation 
Service
Floodlight Controller
Physical Link
Discovery Service
Circuit Pusher 
Service
Floodlight API
RESTful API
OpenFlow Protocol
Physical Network
Controller
Engine
OpenFlow Switches HostsHosts
Neighborhood Method Prototype
Figure 6.2: System architecture of our NM prototype (which is a module of the Floodlight OpenFlow
controller [9]) includes four main logical components: a physical graph discovery service, a path mapping
service, a path allocation service and a user web interface that interacts with the controller. The prototype
source code is publicly available under a GNU license at [10].
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Physical graph discovery. Upon bootstrapping a SDN setup, all configured OpenFlow
switches connect to the controller allowing a dynamic switch-to-switch link discovery. Af-
ter this phase, the NM module tracks all unknown incoming packets to detect hosts and their
corresponding host-to-switch links. We specify the main physical link properties, such as
capacity and cost (e.g., delay) through an XML configuration file. The XML configuration
file indirection allows our NM prototype to easily interact with foreign measurement ser-
vices, for example for real-time awareness of its link properties. The information collected
by the path discovery service is then used in the path mapping and the path allocation steps.
Path mapping. To map constrained virtual link requests, the path mapping module of our
prototype uses information from the physical path discovery service and runs one of the
following routing algorithm policies: NM for l and l ⊕ 1 cases (default policy), NM for
l ⊕ p cases, EDijkstra, IBF or EBFS. In the current prototype version the routing policy is
static and is set via our XML configuration file before starting the Floodlight controller.
Path allocation. In this last phase of the path embedding, the NM module sets all appro-
priate flow rules in all switches via the OpenFlow [144] protocol, along with the computed
path obtained during the path mapping phase. Specifically, using OpenFlow protocol mes-
sages the module assigns active flows to corresponding queues, i.e., applies an ENQUEUE
action, for guaranteed bandwidth provisioning. In our XML configuration file, users may
specify also the type of timeout for each flow i.e., the flow duration time can start from
either the previously matched packet or from the first flow instantiation. To estimate the
available bandwidth on each physical link, the NM module uses both the capacity informa-
tion derived from the XML configuration file, and its allocated bandwidth queried from the
flow stored in the OpenFlow switch.
Web interface. To request virtual links and/or to monitor physical network states, we have
implemented a web user interface, which uses a RESTful API to communicate with our
NM prototype module. The user interface uses technologies such as HTML, PHP, AJAX,
JavaScript, and CSS.
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6.3 Reliable Service Chain Orchestration Prototype
In this section we describe the architecture of our reliable service chain orchestration pro-
totype shown in Figure 6.3. Our prototype architecture includes four main logical com-
ponents: (i) control applications, used to compose and maintain service chains; (ii) the
Simple Coordination Layer (SCL) and root controllers, used to guarantee consistency of
the distributed control plane; (iii) A SDN-based system with (iv) a Hypervisor to allocate
mapped physical resources. Our source code is publicly available at [11]. In the rest of the
section, we describe with some more details each of the four components of our prototype.
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Figure 6.3: System architecture of our reliable service chain orchestration prototype includes four main
logical components: (i) control application is responsible for a reliable service chain composition in central-
ized control plane and its maintenance in distributed control plane; (ii) the Simple Coordination Layer (SCL)
and root controllers are responsible for guaranteeing consistency in the distributed control plane; (iii) SDN is
responsible for traffic steering in data plane; and (iv) Hypervisor is responsible for placing service functions.
The prototype source code is publicly available at [11].
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Control applications. We have two main types of control applications. The first type is
responsible for the reliable service chain composition in the centralized control plane as
discussed in Section 5.3. The second type is responsible for maintenance of composed
service chains as discussed in Section 5.4. We remark that to avoid both a single point of
failure as well as congestion in the centralized control plane, we maintain service chains in
the distributed control plane.
SCL and root controllers. To guarantee consistency in the distributed control plane and
avoid various related violations (e.g., looping paths, QoS violations, etc.), our control appli-
cations qualify to use the SCL [71]. SCL includes three main components: SCL Agent run-
ning on physical resources, SCL Proxy Controller running on controllers in the distributed
control plane, and SCL Policy Coordinator running in the centralized control plane. The
agent periodically exchanges messages with corresponding proxy controllers and triggers
any changes in the physical resources. Proxy controllers send an information about data
plane changes to the service chain maintenance control application and periodically talk
with other SCL Proxy Controllers. Finally, all policy changes (e.g., in control applications,
in SCL, etc.) are committed via 2-phase commit [71] by the policy coordinator.
In order to handle all service chain modification requests from application owners such
as demand or latency sensitivity changes, we use root controllers - controllers that leverage
physical resources associated with root services of service chains. In this thesis, by root
services we mean services that provide processed data to end-users.
SDN and Hypervisor. The last two logical components of our prototype are well-known
SDN and Hypervisor systems. Guided by control applications, both SDN and hypervisor
are responsible for traffic steering and containers provisioning in the data plane, respec-
tively. We use OpenFlow as our main SDN system [144] and Docker containers [145] as
our hypervisor system to place services on the physical server.
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6.4 Prototype Evaluation in GENI
6.4.1 Constrained-Shortest Path Management Evaluation
In this final set of results, we use our NM prototype to estimate the impact of the on-demand
constrained shortest path computation on the end-to-end virtual link (VL) embedding per-
formance. We also confirm our main simulation results.
Experiment settings. Our setup for the performance experiments includes 15 virtual
machines (VMs) from the GENI testbed [85]: Ten of these VMs are OpenFlow Virtual
Switches (OVS) [146], and others are hosts. Each host-to-switch physical link has 10 Mbps
bandwidth and a 0 arbitrary cost, and each switch-to-switch physical link has both band-
width (measured in Mbps) and an arbitrary cost uniformly distributed between 1 and 10.
Note, that our arbitrary cost is an additive metric and therefore can represent any path met-
ric, e.g., delay, losses, jitter, etc. We request virtual links with low SLO constraints, i.e.,
≥ 1 Mbps bandwidth and ≤ 50 arbitrary cost (5 times greater than the maximum physical
link cost), between 5 random < src, dst > pairs of hosts, where for each pair of endpoints
we allocate as many virtual links as possible.
Experiment metrics. For each virtual link request we again measure the total gained
throughput and the virtual link path hop count. In addition, we measure the time required
to compute a path (virtual link mapping), and the time to allocate the computed path (i.e.,
set appropriate flow rules within OpenFlow switches along the computed path). Note that
the overall time for end-to-end virtual link embedding includes both virtual link mapping
and its allocation. Our experiment goals are twofold: first, we want confirm our simulation
results in real settings; secondly, we want to estimate an overhead of addressing constrained
shortest path problem in real settings.
NM gains are confirmed experimentally. Using real-world settings, we were able to
confirm constrained shortest path algorithms (i.e., IBF, NM and EBFS) for the online traffic
engineering produce superior performance even on a small physical network scale. This is
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Figure 6.4: Performance analysis of the shortest path algorithm such as the extended version of Dijkstra
(ED) versus constrained shortest path algorithms such as NM (in both l ⊕ 1 and l ⊕ p cases), EBFS and IBF
on a reserved in GENI small SDN testbed in terms of: (a) total gained throughput; (b) number of path hops
per virtual link (VL); and (c) average time per VL embedding, i.e., VL path computation (mapping) and its
consequent allocation.
similar to superior results of the offline traffic engineering which utilizes the constrained
shortest path algorithms (see Section 4.4.2). Specifically, IBF, NM and EBFS show gains
of up to 12% in total VL throughput (network utilization) and find almost 1 hop shorter VL
path in average, w.r.t. extended Dijkstra (ED) shortest path scheme as shown in Figures 6.4a
and 6.4b. Note that IBF is applicable only l and l ⊕ 1 cases (see Appendix A.2).
NM running time scales well with physical network size. Figure 6.4c shows how VL
mapping is an order of magnitude faster for small scale physical networks (of≈ 101 nodes)
than its allocation for all routing schemes that have been implemented. This is because the
path computation is a local (in-memory) operation but the virtual link allocation requires
setting up of flow rules within all switches along the loop-free underlying physical path
found. Hence, its speed depends on the Round Trip Time between switches and the Open-
Flow controller. In reference to Figures 4.10b and 4.10d, we can see how for large scale
networks (≥ 10K nodes), the running time of classical constrained shortest path algo-
rithms such as EBFS can become prohibitive (up to two orders of magnitudes larger than in
a case of a single path computation for small scale networks). As a result, the VL mapping
time becomes a bottleneck. On the contrary, NM is just an order of magnitude slower at
large-scale than at small scale. Thus, NM does not bottleneck the end-to-end virtual link
embedding at large scale.
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6.4.2 Case Study Evaluation of Object Tracking Service Chain
In this section, we discuss our edge/core cloud testbed setup in GENI [85] and show im-
provements in data throughput and tracking time for our case study of object tracking using
geo-distributed latency-sensitive service chains w.r.t. the common core cloud computing.
To this aim, we use our reliable service chain orchestration prototype implementation out-
lined in Section 6.3.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.5: Examples of the tracking applica-
tion results on (a) standard and (b) Full-Motion
surveillance video. Each frame in (a) and (b)
video datasets is about 2MB compressed.
Setup. Multiple video resolutions in practice
need to be processed because the input source
imagery in surveillance typically spans a wide
variety of sensor technologies found in mobile
devices. In our experiments, we consider com-
mon resolutions in surveillance video belong-
ing to the broad categories of: (a) Full-resolution WAMI (7800 x 10600) (see Figure 1.6),
(b) Large-scale aerial video (2560 x 1900), and (c) Ground surveillance video (640 x 480).
To assess service chaining benefits for enabling imagery processing at both geo-distributed
edge and core cloud sites without large computation demands, we choose the VGA res-
olution data to track pedestrians [147] in a crowd. The pre-processing step is performed
for every image that needs to undergo adaptive contrast enhancement with Imagemagick
tool before being used for tracking in the core cloud. The adaptive contrast enhancement
requires global image information and thus needs to read in image data into memory, and
operates on every pixel. All images are pyramidal tiled TIFF (Tagged Image File Format)
and the pre-processing retains the tile geometry.
Our geo-distributed edge/core cloud testbed setup includes 6 virtual machines (VMs)
in the GENI platform as shown in Figure 6.6, where three of these VMs emulate OpenFlow
switches (s1, s2 and s3) and others are regular hosts (h1, h2 and h3). To consider disaster
network scenarios that impact data transfer, we assume a 4G-LTE network configuration
at the edge. Hence, each host-to-switch link has 100 Mbps bandwidth without delay, each
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Figure 6.6: Data flows in the allocated in GENI edge/core cloud testbed: (a) object tracking data flow
interferes with concurrent flow on the s2 → s1 link as regular network sends data through the best (the
shortest) path; (b) by using our reliable service chain orchestration prototype, we chain tracking services with
QoS guarantees which avoids congestion by redirection of concurrent flow through longer path s2 → s3 →
s1. Furthermore, by allocating image pre-processing service function at the edge cloud (to h2 instead h1) it
enables near real-time tracking.
switch-to-switch link has only 40 or 50 Mbps bandwidth and 5 ms transmission delay to
emulate congested and damaged network infrastructure in a disaster scenario. Using our
reliable service chain orchestration prototype, the tracking service function is allocated on
h1 (quad-core CPU and 4GB of RAM) that acts at a core cloud site. At the same time, the
pre-processing service function is allocated on h2 (double-core CPU and 2GB of RAM)
that acts at a edge cloud site. Finally, h3 (single-core CPU and 1GB of RAM) consumes
raw data from h2 by acting as a remote storage at core cloud site. The h3 is configured with
cross-traffic flows consumption such that it interferes with our object tracking service chain
traffic. We call this cross-traffic as the ‘concurrent flow’, and the object tracking service
chain traffic as the ‘main flow’.
To differentiate between object tracking via the allocated geo-distributed latency-sensitive
service chain and the cloud computing scenario, our experiment workflow is as follows: (i)
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Table 6.1: Object tracking case study results.
Performance Object Tracking Object Tracking Perceived Benefits
Metrics in the Cloud Service Chain
Preprocess time (s/fr) 0.1955± 0.0011 0.202± 0.023 No significant difference
App thr-put (Mbps) 10.50± 0.34 41.85± 0.24 Avoiding congestion with our reliable ser-
vice chain orchestration maximizes object
tracking throughput
Tracking time (s/fr) 0.4097± 0.0022 0.4229± 0.0024 No significant difference
Waiting time (s/fr) 0.902± 0.032 0± 0 Achieving maximum speed of tracking ser-
vice function avoids waiting time and sup-
ports real-time data computation
Total time (s/fr) 1.912± 0.034 0.4229± 0.0024 Real-time data processing via geo/latency-
sensitive service chains can produce 4X
speedup over common cloud computing
scenario
start sending concurrent traffic from h2 to h3; (ii) start sending main traffic (imagery) from
h2 to h1; (ii.a) while performing data processing via the allocated service chain, start pre-
processing concurrently with step (ii) (iii) wait until at least the first frame has been trans-
ferred; (iii.b) in case of core cloud computing, start pre-processing before step (iv) (in this
case the tracking service function has to wait for each frame when its pre-processing ends);
(iv) start tracking; (v) wait until all main traffic has been transferred; and (vi) terminate
both the service functions and data transfers.
Results. Table 6.1 shows the final timing results computed with estimate 95% confidence
intervals for service chain and cloud computing cases. For each trial, we used a 300 frame
video sequence and measured several application performance metrics such as estimated
throughout, tracking time, waiting time and total time. In our settings, we are able to pre-
process frames faster in the core cloud computing scenario than when a geo-distributed
latency-sensitive service chain is used. However, due to congestion in best-effort IP net-
work and the absence of raw data at the core cloud site, we cannot track frames in real-time
(i.e., with 0 waiting time) in the core cloud computing scenario. Whereas by composing a
geo-distributed latency-sensitive service chain of our object tracking pipeline, we can track
frames in near real time at 3− 4 Hz.1
1To ease user Quality of Experience assessment, observed computation speedup is also demonstrated on
the video - https://youtu.be/f4-bDvrie_g.
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Chapter 7
Summary and concluding remarks
In this thesis, we have presented a novel function-centric computing approach that ad-
dresses data collection (i) and data computation/consumption (ii) problems of geospatial
video analytics. Particularly, our function-centric computing approach lays the foundation
for interfacing edge computing with core cloud platforms within geo-distributed cloud in-
frastructures. (i) Specifically, we have addressed the lack of suitable Edge (geographic)
routing approaches for IoT-based (e.g., incident-supporting) applications, that can collect
their data at constant high-speed data rates to enhance their scalability, reliability and sta-
bility. (ii) Furthermore, while solving data computation/consumption problem, we have
shown how our reliable orchestration approach can near-optimally compose and main-
tain service chains in practical time which fosters effective disaster incident response co-
ordination by allowing use of geospatial video analytics to save lives. In the next sections,
we first summarize our key findings, we then discuss future work and conclude with a list
of function-centric computing open challenges.
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7.1 Summary of Contributions
Data Collection and Edge Routing. We have presented a novel AI-augmented geographic
routing approach (AGRA), which relies on the physical obstacle information obtained from
satellite imagery (available at the edge cloud) by applying deep learning. We then proposed
a novel repulsive field strategy based on electrostatic potential of Green’s function to incor-
porate physical obstacle knowledge within geographic routing. Our approach theoretically
guarantees avoidance of a local minima as well as shortest path approximation. Due to
inaccuracies in the obstacles’ potential field approximation and the discrete node distribu-
tion, in practice the approach cannot guarantee the local minima avoidance. To this end, we
introduced a novel Attractive Repulsive Greedy Forwarding (ARGF) algorithm which can
alternately forward packets in both repulsive and attractive field modes, to maximize the
chances of escaping from, or avoiding local minima. Furthermore, to guarantee packet de-
livery, we coupled our ARGF algorithm with a known gravity pressure recovery algorithm.
As emulating both repulsive and attractive fields allows gradient descent to the destination,
the recovery schema can be applied to also minimize the path stretch. Using extensive sim-
ulations, we have shown that our proposed algorithms outperform related stateless greedy
forwarding solutions in terms of packet delivery success ratio and path stretch. Consid-
ering an actual incident-supporting hierarchical cloud deployment scenario, we have also
analyzed how ARGF has better goodput performance than other stateless face routing so-
lutions (such as, GPSR) as well as stateful reactive mesh routing (i.e., AODV and HWMP).
Data Computation/Consumption and Reliable Service Chain Orchestration. We have
shown how our function-centric computing paradigm demands a reliable chain orchestra-
tion mechanism, thus extending the concept of Network Function Virtualization. Thus,
we presented the reliable service chain orchestration approach to ensure reliability of
geo/latency-sensitive service chains by handling both their demand fluctuations and possi-
ble infrastructure outages during their composition (via use of capacity chance-constraints
and service backups policies) as well as by maintaining these chains throughout their lifes-
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pan. Our approach supports specific geospatial video analytics QoS demands such as la-
tency and geolocation and involves addressing the following problems: (a) the NP-hard
service chain composition problem, (b) the NP-hard constrained shortest path problem,
and (c) the service chain maintenance problem.
(a) We have addressed scalability limitations of the service chain composition problem
by proposing a novel metapath composite variable approach that uses either (NP-hard)
GAP or its (polynomial) Lagrangian relaxation counterpart. Using realistic trace-driven
simulations with US Tier-1 and regional infrastructure topologies, we have shown that
our metapath composite variable approach reaches 99% optimality on average, is up to 3
orders of magnitude faster than the integer multi-commodity-chain flow problem solution
for practically sized problems and can compose twice as many service chain than related
NFV/VNE methods.
(b) To enable ‘flexible’ and ‘scalable’ metapath composite variable approach (limited by
the NP-hardness of the constrained shortest path problem), we have also proposed a novel
algorithm viz., ‘Neighborhoods Method’ (NM). NM utilizes a double pass (a synergy
of dynamic programming and a branch-and-bound exhaustive search) and “Look Back”
search space reduction techniques. Our computational complexity analysis indicates NM’s
quadratically lower complexity upper-bound than for recent branch-and-bound exhaustive
search methods, and our scalability evaluation results show how NM is faster by an order
of magnitude than these methods for networks of≥ 10, 000 nodes. These results have been
also reproduced in a real-world GENI testbed with an NM implementation, whose source
code is publicly available under a GNU license at [10].
(c) To avoid a single point of failure, we have proposed the distributed metapath-based
service chain maintenance algorithm. To guarantee consistency of the distributed control
plane without use of expensive consensus protocols, we have built this distributed plane
upon a prior Simple Coordination Layer concept. Both use of metapaths and Simple Co-
ordination Layer allows our solution to reach better optimality for less number of control
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messages than a recent consensus-based service chain orchestration scheme - Catena. Fi-
nally, we were able to show almost 4x speedup of the data computation/consumption in our
prototype implementation of an exemplar tracking application case study that uses our re-
liable service chain orchestration versus common core cloud computing over IP networks.
The prototype source code is publicly available under a GNU license at [11].
7.2 Future Work
As part of future work, one can plan to apply our repulsive-based Edge (geographic) routing
to other known problems in wireless networking. First, the emulated repulsive field can
be used for traffic engineering by inducing additional charges on heavily-loaded nodes to
repulse unbalanced network traffic, and thereby improve the overall network utilization.
Second, by inducing additional electrostatic charges in network segments of malicious or
selfish behavior, one can improve the overall security. Finally, to improve the overall ad-
hoc wireless mesh network vitality, additional electrostatic charges can be induced on nodes
with low battery levels. Moreover, our AGRA approach can be also used synergistically
with frequency division-based forwarding techniques [92, 93] to further improve routing
energy efficiency within IoT devices.
Another interesting avenue to explore is applying our metapath composite variable ap-
proach for the service chain composition to other areas of network virtualization area. For
instance, one can apply this approach to the popular Virtual Network Embedding problem.
To this end, the chaining constraints in the Generalized Assignment Problem should be
modified to make sum of all adjacent metapath of the particular metalink si equal to a bi-
nary variable ξ ∈ {0, deg(i)}. Our Neighborhood method can be also promising for Traffic
Engineering problems to satisfy an arbitrary number of constraints while minimizing the
cost of a flow routing.
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7.3 The road ahead and open problems
We would like to conclude this thesis with a list of open challenges for adopting function-
centric computing paradigm in geospatial video analytics. Addressing these challenges is
essential for a variety of computer vision applications such as face recognition in crowds,
object tracking in aerial wide-area motion imagery, reconnaissance and video surveillance
that are relevant for delivering disaster-incident situational awareness.
• Consideration of Energy-awareness: To improve overall data collection performance
from IoT devices at the wireless edge within lost infrastructure regions, edge routing
protocols should not only account for a routing accuracy, but also take into account
residual energy levels on routers/IoT devices [21] as well as optimize traffic based on
user behavior (e.g., mobility pattern of first responders) to improve the overall edge
network utilization as well as satisfy user QoE demands.
• Consideration of Virtual Topologies of Functions: In some cases when handling di-
verse spatiotemporal data sets, computer vision applications may not be easily de-
composable to a chain of functions; hence other (more complex) virtual topologies
of functions should be addressed in potential cases where benefits of the proposed
metapath composite variable approach may not longer hold.
• Consideration of Processing States: When computer vision applications for video
analytics are not stateless, e.g., tracking objects of interest may require maintenance
of an object model, and state information needs to be preserved across functions.
This in turn adds an additional layer of complexity that needs to be handled when
considering how we can better handle noisy data for processing and compose chains
of such functions.
• Consideration of Hierarchical Control Architectures: To fully benefit from the function-
centric computing paradigm and deliver disaster-incident situational awareness, ex-
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isting fog/cloud platforms may need to be extended with a support of hierarchical
software-defined control planes to avoid single point of failure/congestion and en-
able efficient utilization of fog/cloud resources.
• Consideration of Distributed Intelligence for IoT: There will undoubtedly be impres-
sive advances in wearables and other smart IoT devices (with higher data resolu-
tions/sizes), 5G wireless networks, and flexible integration as well as management
of fog/cloud platforms occur; better modeling, suitable architectures, pertinent op-
timizations and new machine learning algorithms (particularly deep learning and/or
reinforcement learning, real-time recommenders) for geospatial video analytics will
need to be considered to adapt these advances for disaster incident-supporting com-
puter vision applications. Solving the above open issues in future explorations is
significantly important to advance the knowledge to further the area of geospatial
video analytics. Investigations to find solutions to these open issues can lead to a
more helpful and accurate disaster-incident situational awareness that can foster ef-
fective and efficient disaster relief co-ordination to save lives.
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Appendix A
On Constrained Shortest Path for
Virtual Network Service Management
A.1 Proof of NM Optimality Theorem
Proof. To prove the NM optimality we need to prove: firstly, that the forward pass of the
general NM estimates all possible hop count distances of simple (loop-free) paths between
the source and the destination vertices in ascending order; secondly, that the backward pass
of NM can return any path of a given length N ; and finally that NM returns the constrained
shortest path.
The first thesis can be proved by contradiction: assume that there is the optimal path
with (i) the minimum or (ii) the maximum hop count distance to destination, and this
distance has not been estimated by NM. Firstly, the forward pass step starts building neigh-
borhoods from the first neighborhood, meaning that NM estimates all possible 1 hop paths
first. If there is a path with length lower than 1, we have the special case in which the source
node is also the destination assumed to be satisfied, which in turn contradicts with assump-
tion (i). Further, the forward pass step continues to build neighborhoods (estimate possible
path hop count distances in ascending order) until their number is equal to the number of
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vertices, or the destination vertex appears in the last neighborhood. In the first case, the
forward pass ends by estimating the maximum possible distance of a simple (loop-free) so-
lution, and there will never be a case in which a complex path (with loops) can be provided
due to a contradiction with the constrained shortest path definition (see Definition 1). In
the second case, the forward pass ends by finding the hop count distance to the destination.
In both cases we contradict assumption (ii).
The second thesis can be also proved by contradiction: assume that NM has not found a
path with the N hops length between the source and the destination nodes. This is possible
only if at least one of the path’s nodes has not appeared in the neighborhoods < NH >. In
this case, it suggests that this node is not accessible from the source node within N hops,
i.e., if it is unreachable, or path does not have the N hops length, which contradicts our
assumption.
The third thesis is easy to prove: NM successively checks paths for constraints satis-
faction in ascending hop count order, where NM continues to iterate until either one of the
path will satisfy all constraint or the solution length will be equal to the number of vertices.
In the first case, NM finds the min hop count path which satisfies all constraints and by def-
inition is the resource optimal constrained path (see Definition 2). In the second case, this
length is the maximum possible length of a simple path, and there will never be a case in
which a complex path can be provided due to a contradiction with the constrained shortest
path definition (see Definition 1).
In summary, we proved that the forward pass of NM estimates all possible hop count
distances of simple paths between the source and the destination vertices in ascending
order. At the same time, the backward pass can return any path of a given hop count length
which provided by the forward pass to check for constraints satisfaction. Consequently, we
conclude that - if the constrained shortest path exists, then NM will find it.
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A.2 Asymptotic Complexity Analysis
Table A.1 summarizes common constrained shortest path algorithms’ complexities.
Table A.1: Constrained Shortest Path Algorithms Asymptotic Complexity Summary
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Appendix B
A Near Optimal and Reliable Service
Chain Orchestration Approach
B.1 Modeling Reliable Service Chain Composition
B.1.1 Symbols and Notations
All symbols and notations of sets, parameters, variables and functions that are used to
model service chain composition under uncertainty are outlined in Table B.1.
B.1.2 Chance-Constraint Deterministic Equivalents
We derive here deterministic equivalents of probabilistic node capacity constraints (see
Equation 5.15) given that application demands follow normal distribution. The deriva-
tion of deterministic equivalents for the service chain composition problem objective as
well as for its link capacity constraints (see Equation 5.5) are similar. Note that if ap-
plication demands have different than normal distribution, deterministic equivalents of the
chance-constraints can be different. The risk of a physical node outage is a random discrete
variable, hence the probability of a physical node capacity feasibility is:
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Table B.1: Service Chain Composition Symbols and Notations
Service Chain Composition: Sets
A , Set of service chains that needs to be composed
Ba , Set of backups for the service chain a
NaV , Set of service functions composing the service chain a
EaV , Set of service communications in the service chain a that create a service chain
Psta , Set of metapaths for the st (single-link) service chain segment of service chain a
T , Set of QoS demands for service functions such as CPU, memory, storage, etc
K , Set of end-to-end network QoS demands for service chain communications such as latency,
losses, jitter, etc
NS , Set of physical nodes within the infrastructure
ES , Set of physical links within the infrastructure
Service Chain Composition: Variables
xsi (b, a) , Binary variable that equals to 1 if the service s backup b for the service chain a is placed on
the physical node i
fstij (b, a) , Binary variable that equals to 1 if the communication backup b between services s and t for
the service chain a is placed on the physical link ij
fstijk(b, a) , Binary variable that equals to 1 if the single-link chain segment st is assigned to the metapath
P stijk of the SFC a backup b
Daτs , Random variable that corresponds to the service chain a service s SLO demand τ ∈ T
Dast , Random variable that corresponds to the communication bandwidth demand between ser-
vices s and t for the service chain a
Cτi , Discrete random variable that corresponds to the possible physical node i capacity of τ ∈ T
resource, i.e., Cτi ∈ {0, Cτi }
Cij , Discrete random variable that corresponds to the possible physical link ij capacity, i.e.,Cij ∈
{0, Cij}
Service Chain Composition: Parameters
gdasi , Parameter that corresponds to the geographical distance between the desired location of the
service s in the service chain a and the physical node i location
GDas , Parameter that corresponds to the maximum allowable geographical distance between the
desired location of the service s for the service chain a and some physical node location
wkij , Parameter that corresponds to the additive weight of the physical link ij (or multiplicative
when composed with log function) of the service communication end-to-end k ∈ K QoS
constraint (e.g., latency)
Kakst , Parameter that corresponds to the communication end-to-end k ∈ K QoS constraint (e.g.,
latency) between services s and t of the service chain a
R , service chain reliability probability that a chance-constraint will be satisfied
Kα , Constant in a standard Normal distribution table corresponding to desired α probability
µaτs , Expected (or mean) value of the service chain a service s QoS demand τ ∈ T
µast , Expected (or mean) value of the the communication bandwidth demand between services s
and t for the service chain a
σaτs , Variance of the service chain a service s SLO demand τ ∈ T
σast , Variance of the the communication bandwidth demand between services s and t for the ser-
vice chain a
Cτi , Physical node i capacity of τ ∈ T resource (e.g., CPU)
Cij , Physical link ij capacity
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P∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
Daτs x
s
i (b, a) ≤ Cτi
 ∼== P
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
Daτs x
s
i (b, a) ≤ 0
 · P¯i+
+P
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
Daτs x
s
i (b, a) ≤ Cτi
 · Pi,
where P¯i is the outage risk of a physical node i, and Pi = 1 − P¯i. Moreover, without loss
of generality, we assume that:
P
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
Daτs x
s
i (b, a) ≤ 0
 ∼= 0.
Thus, our physical node capacity chance-constraint is the following:
P
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
Daτs x
s
i (b, a) ≤ Cτi
 ≥ R
Pi
(B.1)
Given that service chain demands follow a normal distribution Daτs ∼ N (µaτs , σaτs 2).
Hence,
∑
a∈A
∑
s∈NaV
N (µaτs , σaτs 2) =N (
∑
a∈A
∑
s∈NaV
µaτs ,
∑
a∈A
∑
s∈NaV
(σaτs
2+
∑
a1 6=a∈A
∑
s1 6=s∈NaV
ρaa1τss1 σ
aτ
s σ
a1τ
s1
)).
Moreover, we assume the worst-case scenario that all service chain demands are strongly
correlated (i.e., ρaa1τss1 = 1). Note that such assumption is also valid when service chain
demands are not correlated or their correlation coefficients are unknown. In these cases,
linear deterministic equivalents of chance-constraints always satisfy availability require-
ments R and can result in even higher (actual) availability at expense of worse resource
utilization. Thus, given any two service chains a and a1, their total deviation is σ =√
σ2a + σ
2
a1
+ 2σaσa1 =
√
(σa + σa1)
2 = σa + σa1 .
As a results, chance-constraints in Equations 5.3 can be substituted with the following
linear deterministic equivalents:
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∑
a∈A
∑
b∈Ba
∑
s∈NaV
(
µaτs +K R
Pi
σaτs
)
xsi (a, b)≤

Cτi , R<Pi
0, otherwise
,∀i ∈ NS, τ ∈ T (B.2)
where symbols and notations of sets, parameters, variables and functions are summarized
in Appendix B.1.1.
B.2 Metapath Decomposition
B.2.1 Proof of The Optimal Single-Link Chain Composition
Proof. Assume the contrary. Let L1(s, t) be the optimal objective value of the single-link
service chain st composition and L2(s, t) be a length of the constrained shortest metapath
P2. We need to show that L1 6= L2:
Case 1 (L1 < L2): In this case, L1(s, t) solution is mapping of services s and t to phys-
ical nodes i and j, respectively, and a service link st to a physical path P (i, j) as defined in
the service chain composition problem. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the
optimal solution of the service chain composition problem is feasible. Hence, s and t map-
pings are si and tj metalinks by Definition 2, respectively. Furthermore, let us define the
path P1 = P (si, P (i, j), jt) which by Definition 3 is a metapath. As the optimal solution
is feasible, P1 satisfies all constraints of the single-link chain st composition. Hence, P1 is
a constrained metapath whose length L1(s, t) is shorter than L2(s, t) contradicting that P2
is the constrained shortest metapath.
Case 2 (L1 > L2): In this case, we can present metapath P2 as P2 = P (si, P (i, j), jt),
where si and tj are metalinks, and P (i, j) is a physical path (see Definition 2). Let us map
services s and t on physical nodes i and j, respectively, and service link st on a physical
path P (i, j). As P2 is the constrained metapath, this mapping is feasible with the objective
value L2(s, t) less than L1(s, t) contradicting that L1(s, t) is the optimal objective value of
the single-link service chain st composition.
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B.2.2 Allowable Fitness Function Examples for
Metapath Composite Variable Approach
Examples of service chain composition fitness functions include the following (additive
and multiplicative) functions. In addition to the load balancing fitness function, a common
example is the one that minimizes the service chain composition cost while increasing
infrastructure providers’ revenue [62]:
F staijk =
∑
τ∈T
(µaτs +K R
Pi
σaτs ) +
∑
st∈EaV
∑
{uv∈ES :
uv∈P staijk }
(µast +K R
Puv
σast) +
∑
τ∈T
(µaτt +K R
Pj
σaτt )
(B.3)
A common multiplicative fitness function example is a probability of the physical re-
sources’ availability, which are used to compose a service chain [148, 82]. This probability
can be calculated as P
[
Pi · ∩
ij∈ES
Pij · Pj
]
= Pi ·
∏
{uv∈ES :
uv∈P staijk }
Puv · Pj . To maximize this prob-
ability we can compose it with a log function and then minimize the following fitness
function:
F staijk = − log(Pi)−
∑
st∈EaV
∑
{uv∈ES :
uv∈P staijk }
log(Puv)− log(Pj) (B.4)
Note that symbols and notations of sets, parameters, variables and functions are shown in
Appendix B.1.1.
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